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ABSTRACT

A unique, practical structural system, the eccentric bracing

system, which possesses many advantages in the seismic design of steel

structures, is described in this work. This system employs diagonal

braces with deliberately large eccentricities with respect to the beam

column joint. The eccentricity is introduced to provide a ductile fuse

which will prevent brace buckling at extreme loads, such as those that

may occur during a severe shake, and to avoid the poor energy dissipation

characteristics which result from this buckling. The system is also a

very stiff structural system, since linear elastic analysis indicates

that the lateral stiffness remains ~ssentially constant over a wide

range of small to moderate eccentricities. Therefore, eccentrically

braced frames offer the elastic strength and stiffness of a braced frame

and the energy dissipation of a steel moment-resisting frame. Hence,

the system is very suitable for the design of earthquake-resistant

structures, and it has numerous potential applications.

Short beams which initially yield in shear are tested in cyclic

loadin9. These beams were designed to ~imulate the behavior of an

eccentric element. It was found that cyclic shear yielding of the ec

centric element is the most desirable energy dissipation mechanism

because of its greater stability during large cyclic deflections. An

analytical model for predicting the behavior of such beams is developed

from the test results. The model· is based on sandwich beam theory, which

includes the effect of cross-sectional warping caused by shear yielding.

The inelastic model is used to perform inelastic dynamic analysis of a

20-story eccentrically braced prototype structure under the 1.5 times



El Centro and unreduced Pacoima Dam acceleration records. The results

of these analyses are compared with the computed response for similar

ordinary braced and moment-resisting frames. The eccentric bracing

system performs very well in thi s compari son because it combi nes

strength, stiffness, and energy dissipation. The moment-resisting frame

did not have sufficient strength of stiffness and the ordinary braced

frame lacked good energy dissipation, so the alternate structures did

not perform as well.as the eccentric system.

Two one-third scale model eccentrically braced test frames were

designed and tested. The frames were three-stories high, and they were

modeled to represent the lower corner Df the 20-story prototype structure.

The loading program simulates the response of the eccentrically braced

frame under the 1.5 :times El Centro and unreduced Pacoima Dam accel erati on

records in sequence. The tests indicate that the eccentrically braced

frame can be expected to survive two such sequential earthquakes with

out a structural failure. Further, for severe earthquakes of this

intensity, the frames exhibit very sound, unpinched hysteresis loops

which do not deteriorate in strength or stiffness. The tests are also

compared with the inelastic model, and the comparison indicates that

the behavior predicted by the model is in very close agreement with the

test results.

Finally, design recommendations are made. The combination of

these, the analytical procedures, and the ·test results can be used to

produce structures which are able to withstand very severe earthquake

excitations. In addition to applications in building design. which were

emphasized in this work, the eccentric bracing system offers attractive

p.ossibiliti-es for supports of water towers, large span roofs, and other

systems in areas with severe seismic activity.
i;
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I

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

General

Structures which are located in seismic regions must be designed to

resist considerable lateral inertial loads. The design of such structures

requires a balance between strength, stiffness and energy dissipation.

This report describes a new structural system, an eccentric bracing system,

which meets the above requirements for earthquake-resistant steel struc

tures. The system employs deliberately large eccentricities between the

brace connection and beam-column joint, chosen to assure that the beam

yields in shear. It is believed that this is the first application of

cyclic shear yielding as the primary energy dissipation mechanism of a

structure. The results of this study show that the system is well-suited

to earthquake-resistant design.

Any structure which is designed to withstand earthquakes must fulfil

two basic criteria. The first is that it must sustain no structural

damage and only limited non-structural damage during shakes which may

:occur at frequent intervals in the life of the structure. This 'criterion

is usually met by assuring that the structure remains elastic and has

sufficient stiffness to prevent excessive defl~ctions.

The second criterion is the necessity of preventing a disaster during

an extreme, infrequent earthquake. Here the primary concern is to assure

that the structure does not collapse or suffer major structural damage.

This is accomplished by examining the inelastic force-deflection hysteresis

loops of the structure. The area enclosed within these loops is a measure

of the ability of the structure to dissipate energy. If the loops are full

and do not deteriorate under repeated and reversed loadings, the structure

is much more likely to survive a strong quake. Energy diss~jpation is
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poorer in structures with pinched or deteriorating hysteresis loops. The

safety of such structures can be appraised only from a detailed evaluation

of the inelastic response of the structure. As a result of the many

uncertainties in response evaluations, designers tend to avoid structural

systems which exhibit pinched or deteriorating hysteresis loops in favor

of other systems with better hysteretic behavior.

Concentrically braced structures are very economical structures

with more than enough stiffness to satisfy the first criterion. However.

these structures have not been as successful in satisfying the second

criterion because they often have strongly pi~ched hysteresis loops.

On the other hand. moment-resisting frames have full, unpinched hysteresis

loops but~tend to be relatively flexible structures. and sometimes it

is uneconomical to develop the desired stiffness in these frames.

It is apparent that the best system for earthquake resistant

structures would economically combine the strength and stiffness of a

braced steel frame with the excellent energy dissipation of a moment

resisting frame. The eccentric bracing system which is described in

this report appears to be such a system. While its initial cost in terms

of design and connection details may be slightly higher than for a

moment-resisting frame. it may more than make up for this in the consid

erably lighter steel and small weld sizes required.

Background

Historically steel moment-resisting frames have been highly regarded

by structural designers for their earthquake-resistant behavior. These

structures performed very well during the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake

and in other more recent earthquakes. However. the 1972 Managua Earth

quake showed that stiff shear walls offer many advantages during a

severe shake. Since then a strong interest has developed in stiffer

-2-



structures for earthquake-resistent construction. Since moment-resisting

frames tend to be flexible, braced frames are considered as a means of

provlding increased structural stiffness. Concentrically braced frames

can easily provide the needed stiffness, but their cyclic inelastic behavior

is questioned by many designers. Hence, there is strong interest in

better understanding and improving the performance of braced frame

structures.

Reports on a number of studies which investigated the cyclic inelastic

behavior of braced frame structures are available in the literature. Many

of the findings and conclusions are summarized by Popov, Takanashi, and

Roeder [1]. All of these studies confirm that the cyclic inelastic

behavior of concentrically braced frames is strongly influenced by the

cyclic pDst-buckling behavior of the individual braces. This brace

behavior has been experimentally and analytically studied by a number of

investigators [2,3,4,6,7,8] who obtained cyclic axial force-deflection

relationships of the type shown in Figure 1. The general behavior, shown

in Figure 1, can be classified into several distinct zones. Zone O~A

starts with linear elastic shortening of the brace but, because ~f

initial imperfections, becomes increasingly nonlinear as the stability

load is approached. Zone A-B has steadily decreas~ng axial force with

increasing axial shortening~ because of the- large plastic rotation

forming at the center of the brace. The loading is reversed at Point B

in Figure 1 (a), so zones B-C and C-D consist of elastic restraightening

of the s~verelydeformed brace. Zone D-E consists of inelasticrestraight

ening of the brace, since the tensile, axial force is large enough to

form a reversed plastic hinge in the middle of the brace. At point E,

the brace is essentially restraightened. Therefore, P-6 moments become

-3-



nearly zero and further elongation, zone E-F, is purely a plastic

elongation of an axially loaded member. The loading is reversed at point

F in Figure 1 (a), and the slope of zone F-G is very similar to the initial

slope of zone O-A. Later cycles exhibit the same characteristics as the

first cycle, but the compressive buckling loads may be substantially

reduced because the brace is not perfectly restraightened after each

cycle.

A number of experimental and analytical attempts have been made to

translate the inelastic cyclic behavior of an individual brace into the

behavior of a braced frame[4,8,9,lO,11~12,13,14J. The earliest analyti

cal studies [9,10,11J used variations of the slip model [lJ of brace

behavior to predict the behavior of braced frames. The later analytical

studies [4,8,12J used more accurate mathematical models which simulated

more tlosely the behavior shown in Figure 1. All of the studies produced

cyclic inelastic frame behavior which is characterized by strongly pinched

hysteresis loops; a typical result is shown in Figure 2. The pinching is

caused by the large lateral deflections of the frame, which are necessary
I

to restraighten the brace and regain the br~ce stiffness ~fter buckling.

Because concentrically braced frames exhibit pinched and deteriorating

hysteretic behavior, there is an interest in developing structural bracing

systems which exhibit better energy dissipation characteristics. This

should be possible, since steel as a material is known to have excellent

energy dissipation characteristics. Steel by itself is very ductile and

-it generates unpinched hysteresis loops with very slow deterioration in

strength and stiffness. Ste~l moment-resisting frames exhibit these

same desirable energy dissipation properties [15,16J. Thus, several

bracing systems [17,18J have been proposed, which can be designed so

-4-



that the inelastic activity is restricte~ to bending yield as in moment

resisting frames. Since brace buckling ;s avoided in such designs,

desirable energy dissipation characteristics can be achieved. Fujimoto

et al, [17Jtested several frames of the eccentric K-brace type shown in

Figure 3(a), and found that they exhibited no pinching of the hysteresis

loops. Hisatoku [18J studied several frames of the inverted V-bracing

shown in Figure 3(b) and found that the hysteresis loops could be pinched

or full depending upon the length of the vertical strut. The staggered

~russ system was studied by Gupta [19J and Hanson, Goel and Berg [20J;

in this system the center bay is not braced and the plastic behavior is

limited to bending of the chords of the center bay. This type of struc

ture may have good hysteretic behavior but it has never been studied

experimentally.

Although studies of the behavior of these alternate bracing systems

have been limited and incomplete, the results give-strong indication that

eccentric bracing is a viable alternative to the usual concentric bracing

system. This study concentrates on the behavior of eccentrically braced

frames. The eccen~ric bracing concept is employed in diagonally braced

frames with deliberately large eccentricities with respect to the beam

to-column joint. The behavior of this type of bracing is quite different

from the typical concentric bracing where the centerlines of beams,

columns, and braces. intersect at the same point.

Scope and Dbjective

The objective of this study is to evaluate thoroughly the eccentric

bracing system of the type shown in Figure 4 with particular regard to

its applicability in earthquake-resistant Design. The proposed system is

unique in that the energy dissipation is provided by shear yielding of

the eccentric beam element. Since the yield capacity of such an element
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can be determined a priori, the braces can be sized so as to prevent·

their buckling, thereby eliminating pinched deteriorating hysteresis loops.

The best connection details and design parameters for this system are

determined from a large number of linear elastic analyses. A detailed

experimental study of the inelastic behavior of the key eccentric element

is made, and an analytical model for predicting its inelastic behavior is

developed. A series of inelastic dynamic analyses are carried out to

determine the performance of this structural system and to compare it with

other structural systems. Quasi-static cyclic tests are performed on two

one-third scale model frames to verify that the structure does perform as

predicted in the analysis. The predicted inelastic analyses are shown to

be in excellent agreement with the experimental results. Finally, con

clusions and design recommendations are given to aid in the design of

structures of this type.
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CHAPTER 2. DESIGN AND LINEAR ELASTIC ANALYSES OF THE PROTOTYPE

Design of the Prototype

The selected prototype structure is the square 20 story - .4 bay office

building shown ~n Fig. 5. The bay width is 24 ft (7.3 m) and the story

height is 12 ft (3.6 m) for all stories except the first, which is 15 ft

(4.6 m). The structure was designed by using the following gravity load

specifi ca ti ons:

Dead load of roof . . .. 67 [lsf (3.21 kN/m2)

Dead load of floors and interior partitions 85 psf (4.07 kN/m2)

Dead load of curtain walls. 15 psf (.72 kN/m2)

Live load of roof . 20 psf (.96 kN/m2)

Live load of floor. 50 psf (2.40 kN/m2)

The earthquake lateral loads of the structure were determined by the 1976

USC recommendations [2] ,22]. The natural period of the structure was

estimated at approximately 1.24 seconds. It was assumed that the struc

ture rests on a shallow, stiff layer of soil so that the period of the

soil is approximately one second and the Soil Interaction Factor is 1.47.

This Soil Factor is a new provision to the USC code. For a structure of

this type an Importance Factor of 1.0 is applicable, resulting in an

equivalent horizontal acceleration of approximately 7% of gravity. The

equivalent acceleration was applied to the dead load plus 25% of the live

load to produce a total base shear of 1483 kips (6599kN). It was assumed

that the external bays were braced as shown in Fig. 5(b). The bracing

was shifted from the outside bays to the interior bays for the upper

levels as shown in Fig. 5(b) to reduce the likelihood of excessively high

tensile loads developing in the lower· columns [23]. It is quite possible

that the bracing wouldhave to be moved to an interior frame or that tile
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bracing would have to be confined to a single bay within the frame for

architectural reasons. However, this should not cause a problem, since

the proposed system is not limited to these design assumptions. The code

recommended torsional effect was computed and as a result, the braced

frames were designed to carry 52.5% of the total base shear. The design

of the frames was essentially controlled by these lateral loads, since

the tributary area for the gravity loads of the exterior frames was small.

The eccentrically braced frames were designed by plastic methods,

where the force distribution was determined by a lower bound technique,

moment balancing [24,25,26J .. The key concept to the moment balancing

approach is that, if the designer chooses any moment diagram, which

satisfies statics and the external loading condition of the structure,

and also proportions the structure so that there are enough plastic

hinges to form a mechanism, the upper and lower bound plastic theorems

are both satisfied. An initial assumptlon of individual member force and

moment distribution is made for the structure. This assumed distribution

is based on the desired structural performance and the collapse mechanism.

The individual nodes of the ~tructure are then checked for force and

moment imbalances, and any nodal imbalance is distributed throughout the

structure by a prescribed balancing scheme which depends on the desired

collapse mechanism of the structure. Appendix A gives an example of a

possible balancing scheme for a 3 story eccentrically braced frame

structure. Since members will probably be sized with slightly more

strength than required by the final moment diagram, the factored design

loads become a lower bound for the actual strength of the structure.

This type of procedure was applied to the factored design loads of

the structure. The members were then sized in 5-story increments to
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simplify the design and analysis of the structure. Structures were

designed in this way with a number of connection and design details

including eccentrically braced frames with moment-resisting beam-to

column connections, beams oriented for weak axis bending, bolted beam-to

column connections, and several other connectiun ~etails. The final

design had strong axis beam bending and moment-resisting beam-to-column

connections. This system was chosen after considerable elastic analysis

as the most satisfactory; the other systems were studied and analyzed but

the analyses are not included in this report. Unless otherwise specified,

all conclusions ahd results given in this report will apply to the final

design.

There are several comments that should be made about this design.

The moment-resisting beam-to-column connection details add considerable

cost to the design, when compared to bolted connections. However. sub

stantial savings are made by the greatly reduced weight of steel. These

savings in weight are realized be{;ause of the smaller beam and column

sizes. Further, -the smaller member sizes result in greatly reduced weld

sizes, and the moment resisting connections are not nearly as expensive

as the moment-resisting connections of a heavier moment-resisting frame.

The beams' are smaller because the moment diagr-am pf-the beam is in triple

or quadruple curvature. The columns are smaller because they are designed

by the weak beam-strong column concept, and smaller beam sizes require'

smaller column sizes. Since the beam is designed as the weak element of

the system, the brace must be ~verdesigned to prevent buckling due to

strain hardening or variability in the yield stress of the beam. Although

the brace must be overdesigned; it contributes very little to the total

weight of steel in the structure. The degree of conservatism to be applied
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to the brace design will be discussed in greater detail later in this

report.

The final design of prototype structure is not covered in great

detail in this report, because it was a very preliminary design. This

design was established without benefit of the analysis and experimental

study performed later in this program. These later studies greatly

influenced the selection of the final recommended design procedure, hence

more detailed design recommendations are given in a later chapter. The

design of the interior unbraced frames is not covered in this report;

however, they were designed for their share of gravity loads plus minimum

lateral loads as required by the Uniform Building Code (USC).

Linear Elastic Analyses

There are many unusual features in the design of an eccentrically

braced structural system, so a substantial program of linear elastic.

analyses was undertaken after completion of the initial design. This

program of analyses was performed to determine which of the alternate

designs was most suitable, to further refine the design, and to determine

and evaluate the key parameters affecting the elastic behavior of the

system. The linear elastic analysis was performed by using the computer

program GENFEM3 [27,28J. This program is very suitable for the analysis

of structural systems with this geometry. The input data are always

input with respect to a local coordinate system. The program also con

·tains provisions for declaring some nodes as "slaves 'l to the displacement

of other "master 'l nodes. As a result of these features, very complex

connection details can be analyzed with relatively simple input and output.

Further, substantial changes in the geometry can be made with few input

changes, because of the nodal coordinate generation capabilities of the
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program. GENFEM3 has both beam element capabilities for performing

overall plane frame analysis of the braced frame structure and plate

bending and membrane elements for analyzing local effects such as connec

tion details. The program has one major limitation in that the beam type

elements do not include deformability due to shear.

This" program was used to perform two separate' programs of 1inear

elastic analyses. The first program was an analysis of the overall braced

frame, which was performed to study the deflections, member forces, and

overall behavior of the frame. The r~sults oftheb~e~all analysis'were

then used to determtn~ boundary conditions for detailed analyses of a sub

assemblage, which were performed by using the plate membrane and bending

elements to model the detailed 'connection subassemblage. This latter

-an'aTy~ds 'was used to study alternate connection details.

Overall-Plane Frame Analysis

The overall li~ear elastic plan~ frame analyses were performed on

a frame as shown in Fig. 5(b). All of these analyses were performed with

the full design gravity loads and the design- earthquake loads applied.

Then various alternative initial designs were elastically analyzed un~er

the same loading conditions. This overall elastic analysis program was

:very useful in refining the design of the structural system. This program

was also instru~ental in'the elimination of design alternatives which

employed bolted beam-to-column connections.' Thesealternative~ were

dropped from consideration because of the high shear force, which is

predicted in the eccentric element. Careful evaluation of possible

bolted beam-to-column connection details indicated that it was not

possible to develop this high shear force in the eccentric element with

any of the boltedbeam-to-column connections commonly used in steel
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structures; The shear force is so large in the eccentric elements that

the web would fail in bearing on the bolt, unless a very large number of

bolts were inserted. It was not possible to insert such a large number

of bolts into a single row while maintaining the minimum bolt spacing.

If multirows of bolts are used, the danger of connection failure is

greatly increased, because of the large deformations which must occur

in the eccentric element during yielding. Therefore, the alternative

designs employing bolted beam-to-column connections were rejected for

this eccentric bracing system.

The alternatives with moment-resisting beam-to-column connections

'were carried one step further. A number of separate analyses were made

where the loads and member sizes were held fixed whil~ only the" eccen

tricity was varied." This series of analyses led to sev~ral conclusibns;

First, the eccentricity chosen affected the predicted stress levels and

the design of the" frame. The lateral loads were held constant for all

eccentricities, but the UBC design earthquake loads Were expected to

decrease with increasing eccentricity due to the increasing period. This

reduction in lateral loads would make the stress level less sensitive to

variation in eccentricity, so the actual UBC design should be less

sensiti~e to variation in eccentricity. Secondly, the elastic floor

deformation increased with increasing eccentricity. At eccentricities

in excess of 5 ft (1.52 m) the-elastic floor deflection was expected to

exceed the deflection allowable by the Uniform Building Code.

The third and most s~rprising 'observation concerns the variation of

lateral stiffness of the frame. For this comparison, the lateral stiff

ness of the braced frame was defined as the total base shear divided by

the lateral deflection of a given point at the top of the structure.
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Since the loads were held constant, the total base shear was the same for

all eccentricities. The stiffness terms were then normalized by dividing

through by the stiffness 'of a concentrically braced frame (i.e. eccentri

city equalszer~). The plot of this variation for the acceptable alter-

native design is shQwn in Figure 6. At an eccentricity of zero, the

lateral stiffness is that of a concentrically braced frame. At an

eccentricity of 12.0 ft, the brace is standing vertically, and the stiff

ness is essentially the stiffness of a moment~resistingframe. The really

surprising result is that the stiffness increases for small to moderate

(les~ than 4 ft) eccentricities. This slight ihcrease means that the

eccentric system under discussion is not a stiffness reduction or "so ft

story" scheme, since the stiffness remains relatively constant even for

moderately large eccentricities of up to 4 ft (1.22 m). This stable

stiffness retention is explained by the ~~ometry of'thesystem.

For a simple explanation of the stability of ~he lateril itiffn~~s

consider the stiffness provided by the brace in a single story braced

frame, which is derived by computing the horizontal load necessary to

produce a unit horizontal displacement when all other displacements are

fixed. This computation is shown in Fig. 7 and

K= AE cos 2e sine
h. .

(1)

In the plane frame ana lys is, the member sizes and a11 geometry except

the eccentricity were held constant, so A, E, and h are constant and K

is a function of e. Figure 8 is a plot of the variation in brace stiff

ness as a function of 8. In the prototype frame, the minimum value of

e is approximately 26°.6. The curve in Figu~e8 for e > 26°.6 exhibits

very similar characteristics to the curve of Figure 6. The stiffness
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provided by the brace is very stable over a range of small to moderate

eccentricities. Further, this will generally be true for other structures

using this bracing system, since the ratio of the bay width to story

height falls into a relatively well-defined range for most structures.

The stiffness is not likely to be stable for other bracing systems, such

as the eccentric K brace, since the minimum angle is likely to be in the

range of 40° to 55°. Minimum angles in this range fallon the sharply

dropping portion of the stiffness curve.

A second factor in the increase in stiffness is the contribution

by the rotational restraint of the beams. Figure 9(a) shows a comparison

of the latp.ral stiffness of two moment-resisting frames. If the rotational

resistance of the beam is infinite, the lateral stiffness of the frame is

4 times .higher than if the rotational restraint is zero. In the

eccentrically- braced frame system, the eccentricity induces an extra

constraint upon the deflected shape of the beam, whith is now in triple

or quadruple curvature as opposed to double curvature, and the rotational

restraint of the beam ends is increased. The added constraint,

simulated by the springs in :Figure 9(b), together with the increased.

rotational resistance of the beams, increases the lateral stiffness for.

small to moderate values of eccentricity.

In summary, the stiffness of the eccentric bracing system is stable

up to moderate eccentricities (to approximately 4 ft for the prototype

structure). The stability can be attributed to two geometric effects.

(a) The lateral stiffness of the brace is stable or increasing over the

same range of eccentricities. (b). The eccentric brace adds constraints

to the deflected shape of the beam, and the lateral stiffness due to the

moment-resisting connections is increased accordingly.
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· Detailed Linear Elastic Analysis

After completion of the elastic plane frame analysis, the remaining

designs were analyzed in more detail to evaluate the local effects and to

refine further the design of the connection. These analyses were perform-

ed on subassemblages taken from the structure as shown in Fig. 10. The

subassemblage was modeled as a series of plate bending and membrane elements.

The forces and bending moments acting at the interfaces of the subassemb

lages were determined from the overall linear elastic plane frame analysis.

It was also assumed that plane sections remain plane at these interfaces.

These.analyses were performed on subassemblages with the beam oriented for

bending in the strong axis and weak axis. The eccentricities were varied

from 2to 4.5 ft (0.61 to 1.37 m). and the effectiveness of stiffener

plates, doubler plates, ann bolted gusset plates was considered.

Finally, the design with strong axis beam bending and welded moment

resisting beam-to-co1umn connections was chosen because it exhibited the

most promising yield and energy dissipation characteristics while still

utilizing practical connection details. The design with weak axis bend

ing resulted in a system which did not exhibit very promising energy

d~ssipation. so it was rejected.

A further result was that a single stiffener plate is necessary at

the brace-to-beam connection of the subassemb1age to assure a uniform

distribution of shear stress in the web of the eccentric beam element.

The stiffener also prevents the build-up of high stress concentrations at

the brace-to-beam connection, and the possibility of local yielding or

web crippling is eliminated. The effect of other stiffeners in the beam

to-column and brace-to-beam connections were analyzed, but the analyses

did not appear to indicate· a strong consistent justification for their use.
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The elastic analyses showed that the she~r stress was very high

in the web of the beam. For wide flange sections with unreinforced webs,

the shear stress was high enough that shear yielding of the web would

necessarily be the primary energy dissipation mechanism. Since the cyclic

inelastic behavior of wide flange beams was not well understood, possible

methods of eliminating this shear yielding were studied. It was found

that increasing the eccentricity increased the magnitude of bending

stresses as compared to shear stresses; but sh~ar yielding of the web

could be eliminated only when a substantial doubler plate was added to

the web. To eliminate shear yielding completely, the thickness of the

doubler plate must be of the order of the thickness of the web. The

doubler plates would be quite thick and shear stress would still be high.

Hence, it was felt that the inelastic behavior of the eccentric elements

required a great deal of study to evaluate the inelastic performance of

beams which yield in shear or have large doubler plates.

Summary

In this chapter, the initial design of the prototype structure was

-discussed. The design was considered for a variety of design details.

The alternates were then analyzed as plane frame structures, and it was

discovered that the elastic system under discussion is not a "soft story"

or stiffness reduction scheme. More detailed analyses were then performed

on subassemblages of the braced structure. These were helpful in evaluat

ing the alternate designs and determining the best. The alternative se-

lected was a frame with strong axis beam bending, welded moment-resisting

beam-to-column connections, and a centerline eccentricity of approximately

3.5 ft (1.07 m). This type of system dissipated energy by cyclic shear

yielding of the web. At least one beam stiffener was required to develop
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the shear stress in the web of the eccentric element, and although

doubler plates reduced the shear stress level in the eccentric beam,

they had to be very thick.
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CHAPTER 3. CYCLIC SHEAR OF /WIDE FLANGE BEAMS

General

The general design and linear elastic analyses of the prototype

eccentrically braced frame were discussed in the preceding chapter. One

of the major findings of the elastic analysis is that the primary yield-,

ing of the system will be shear yielding of the web unless thick. doubler

plates are added to the web of the eccentric beam element. However,

neither the cyclic inelastic behavior of beams which yield in shear nor

the cyclic inelastic behavior of beams with thick doubler plates is well

understood. The only known experiments on wide flange beams yielding in

shear have been reported by Newmark and Hall [29J. Their tests were

performed by monotonically increasing the load on beams, which yield in

shear, to determine if the beams would develop their full plastic moment"

Mp' It was found that the full plastic moment was attained after con

siderable strain hardening due,to shear yielding. These beams, which

yielded in shear, can be thought of as exhibiting 3 separate force-

deflection behavior zones. The beam is very stiff in the first zon~,

because the beam is fully elastic. The second zone is a zone of inter-

mediate stiffness due to the elastic flanges and plastic web. The third

zone is a very soft zone, because both the web and flanges are fu11y

plastic. Newmark and Hall presented an empirical equation for estimating

the stiffness of the intermediate shear yielding zone. These test~

indicate that wide flange beams which yield in shear perform well under

monotonic loading, but they give no information about the cyclic inelastic

behavior of beams which yield in shear.

The cyclic behavior of a panel zone with thick doubler plates has

been reported by Popov, Bertero and Chandramouli [30J. A number of beam-
r;----r~.-,-,~__ _ " _-~
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column subassemblages of moment-resisting frames with doubler plates in

the connection panel zone of the column were tested under cyclic loads in

this study. It was found that the doubler plates performed well in these

tests except for one partial failure due to an inadequate weld. These

results are applicable to the eccentric elements, but at least one major

difference must' be expected. This difference is that the eccentric elements

of the prototype design will undergo much larger inelastic deformations

than the panel zone of a moment-resisting frame, because the eccentric

element is the primary energy dissipation mechanism. A program of testing

was undertaken to simulate the cyclic behavior of these ecce~tric elem~nts;

the test specimens were 1/3 scale models of these elements of the proto

type. This program of testing was undertaken to answer several questions.

First, the tests would determine the effectiveness of shear yielding of

the web of a wide flange as an energy dissipation mechanism. Secondly,

the program would resolve any question of whether the doubler plates were

capable of withstanding the required cyclic inelastic deformations.

Finally, several specimens, which yielded in~ending, were tested so that

the behavior of shear yielding beams could be compared with the better

understood cyclic behavior of beams yielding in bending.

The test setup, procedure, and results of these tests are discussed

in this chapter. The results indicate that shear yielding of the web is

a very desirable energy dissipation mechanism for the eccentric beam

element. ,~This type of yielding is desirable primarily because of the

great stability it exhibits. The development of an analytical model using

the results of these tests, is also discussed.

Test. Set uQ

Nine specimens were fabricated from a W6x12 section of A36 steel.

The actual material properties and residual stre.sses of the section are
.. ,,
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shown in Appendix B. The ~J 6x12 section was chosen as the closest

standard section to al/3 scale model of the'W 16x64 section used for

the beams of the lowest stories of the prototype.

These specimens were tested by quasi-statically cycling the center

line load on a simply supported beam. A simply supported beam was chosen

because the simple supports simulate the inflection point which must

occur at some midpoint of each eccentrice1ement~ arid because the center

line moment simulates the high bending moment at the face of the column

in beam-to-column connections. The specimens were tested ~n a 400 kip

Baldwin hydraulic testing machine. The quasi-static cyclic effect was

simulated by loading the specimen until achieving the desired deflection,

unloading the specimen, turning the specimen upside-down, and again

loading in the opposite direction until the reversed deflection is

achi eved. The centerl i ne defl ecti on of the beam was continuous 1y recorded

by a Honeywell XY Recorder connected to 2 Oaytronic LVOTs (Linear Variable

Displacement Transducers). The readings of these LVOTs were averaged to

eliminate any torsional movement of the 'beam. A photogrammetric grid

was appli~d to the web [15J. This was accomplished by drawing a grid of

0.75 in (18.7 mm) squares on the web of the beam with a 1 mm ink drawing

pen while the beam was undeformed. Photographs were taken of the deformed

grid at various intervals of the test. The photographs were taken on

glass plates which could theri be compared to a refere~ce plate, and the

grid displacements could then be determined to reasonable accuracy. These

displacements serve as a check of the LVOT readings and permit the measure

ment of local deformations within the web. The remainder of the specimen

was whitewashed to better exhibit yielding ~f the metal. Figure 11

presents twci photographs of this test 'setup and demonstr~tes the simulated

cyclic effect whith was produced by ,turning the specimen upsid~-down.
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Design of the Beam Specimens

Nine specimens were designed and tested. The purpose of these test

specimens was to evaluate the relative performance of beams which yield

in shear during cyclic loading .. The first six specimens were designed

prior to any testing, and the last three were modified in response to

questions raised in the first six tests. The specimens were designed by

three design options, which were intended to simulate various boundary

conditions and connection<details. These options are shown in Fig. 12.

Option A consists of two beam segments with flanges and the web welded.

to a center plate with full penetration welds. The connection of the

beam segments to the center plate simulates the connection of an eccentric

beam element to the face of the column. A tail is left on the beam. beyond

the simple supports to reduce the possibility of local buckling problems

and to provide warping restraint at the simple supports. Option B also

has a tail extending beyo~d the simple supports. However, the specimen

is made up of one beam segment with a stiffener plate we~ded into the

centerline position. This detail simulates the brace-to-beam connection,

since the beam is continuous and the moment is high at this location.

Option C does not have a tail extending beyond the simple support. The

supports are formed by a sing1e c plate, which is welded to the beam segment

by a full penetration weld along the web. The flanges are not connected

to the end plate, and so, these end connections simulate the connections

which would result if the eccentric beam element were connected to the

column by a bolted, non-moment-resisting connection. As a result of this

detail, the cross section may warp at this interface, because of different

shear strains in the web from those in the flanges.

The primary variable of the design options was the half-span

dimension, B, which had values of 6 and 12 in (152 and 304 mm). The
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smaller dimension of 6 ~n represented the 1/3 scale model of one-half'

the eccentric element of the prototype. Beam specimens of this length

were ordinarily expected to yield primarily in shear of the web. The

larger dimension of 12 tn (304 mm) was chosen, because it was large:

enough to assure that the ,beam yielded in bending before the" web yielded

in shear. Doubler plates were applied to the webs of Specimens 4 and 5,

to check the performance of the plates and to reduce the importance of

shear yielding while increasing the significance of bending yield. The

latter occurs because the doubler plate greatly increases the shear area

of the web. Cover plates were added to the flange~ of Specimen 8, to

increase the moment of inertia and section modulus of the cross section'.

This reduces the significan~e of bending yielding ~nd increases the

significance of shear yielding. Thus Specimen 8 was designed primarily

as a shear yielding specimen. Specimen 7 had stiffeners added to the web

and flanges. The~e stiffeners were added to prevent flange buckling, and

were not expected to affect the balance between bending and shear yielding.

The design of the beam specimens is summarized in Figure 12 and Table

1. The actual yielding of the specimens is a complex problem since each

beam is loaded under combined bending and shear. However; Specimens 1,

2, 6, 8 and 9 were designed to yield primarily in shear. Specimens 3,

4 and 7 were designed to yield primarily in bending. SpecimenS with its

doubl~r plate was proportioned so that yielding in bending and shear

occurred at approximately the same loading. From this seri~s of experi-

ments, it is possible to evaluate the relative merits of various types

of yielding by comparing results from various test specimens. The tests

also permitted a determination of the effectiveness of doubler plates

and alternate connection details. Thus, the tests enabled a st~dy to
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be made. of a wide range of related problems even though the number of

tests was small and the tests were fairly simple.

Beam Specimen 1

Specimen had.a 6 in (152 mm) half span and was designed by Option

A with no doubler plates. As a result, it was expected to yield primarily

in shear of the web. This specimen was tested basically under monotonic

loading,. with cycles later added after obtaining the initial results.

The monotonic load was applied until a deflection of 1.2 in (27.9 mm)

was achieved; a plot of the monotonic behavior is shown in Fig. 13. This

specimen produced the same general characteristics reported by Newmark

and Hall [29] in that there were three distinct zones of force-deflection

behavior and the full plastic moment was achieved only after considerable

plastic shear deflecti~n had occurred. Strain gages were mounted on the

we~ of this specim~nin an effort to predict the start of web buckling.

However, these gages were ineffective because the specimen exhibited the

characteristics of an initially imperfect specimen and had no apparent

bifurcation of equilibrium. Nevertheless, a visible buckle in the web

was -observed at 0.6 in (15 mm) center line deflection, but the web

buckling did not cause a decrease in load due to the formation of a

diagonal tension field. Yielding of the flange was noted at approximately

0.4 inches (lO·mm).

After monotonically loading the specimen, several cycles of loading

were applied to it. The cyclic behavior of Specimen is shown in Fig.

14. Two small cycles were applied from the deformed configuration after

the monqtonic loading. These two cycles are essentially repetitive with

no deterioration in stiffness despite the severe deformation. Then the

loading was reversed to a very large negative displacement, -1~78 in
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(-45 mm). During this reversal the web· buckle from the monotonic cycle

restraightened itself and another severe buckle in the opposite direction

formed due to the dis~lacementreversal. The load remained stable during

this transition, because the diagonal tension field again formed after

the web buckled, but a very slight decrease in strength began after the

specimen was deflected through -1 in (25 mm). After the displacement of

-1.78 in (-45 mm) the loading was reversed, and the web buckle'restraight

ened again. However, the web buckle formed more quickly and severely for

this cycle, because of the very severe strain history. The load began

to drop off rapidly and the test was stopped at a deflection of 0.7 in

(17.8 mm). The specimen had probably the most severeaccurnmulation of

plastic strain of all 9 specimens, but it ~id not fail. The total energy

dissipated by Specimen 1 was 816.6 in-kips (92.3 kN-m).

In the initial monotonic portion of the test, the force-deflection

curve first exhibited non-linear behavior at a load of approximately 80

kips (356 kN). Since the yield point in shear is likely to be the same

in either direction of loading, this results in a range of approximately

160 kips (712 kN) for the linear elastic zone of the virgin curve. The

range of the' linear elastic zone is approximately 190 kips during the

first cyclic reversal betweenLPl and LP3. This representi a significant

growth in the linear elastic zone during monotonic loading. This growth

indicates that the monotonic portion of the test obeyed an isotropic

hardening model [31J, since the yield surface grew significantly larger

during the strain hardening. Figure 14 also indicates that the elastic

zone did not exhibit any visible growth during the later cycles between

LP3 and LP13, and so these later cycles exhibited kinematic hardening,

which permits translatib~ but no growth in the yield surface [31J.
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During the monotonic portion of Te$t 1, three zones of behavior were

noted in Fig. 13; a very stiff linear elastic zone; a large transitional

zone of intermediate stiffness due to shear yielding of the web; and,

finally, a very flat zone due to the formation of a plastic hinge in

flexure. The cyclic behavior after LPl did not exhibit this translational

shear yielding zone. The force-deflection curves flattened very quickly

after leaving the linear elastic zone, and shear yielding is not apparent

in the force-deflection hysteretic curves of .the cycles after LP1. This

phenomenon also adds credibility to the idea that the monotonic loading

was strongly influenced by isotropic hardening, since a growth in the

size of the yield surface would raise the yield point in shear.

A photograph of the photogrammetric grid is shown in Fig. l5,and

this indicates that the yield behavior of the specimen was dominated

by shear yielding. Note that the elements in the center of the rectangular

grid have deformed into nearly perfect parallelograms, which are associated

with pure shear strain. The grid elements near the centerline of the beam

and the beam supports do not exhibit quite the same behavior. At these

interfaces, the grid also indicates shear strain, since the right angles

of the grid change slightly, but the magnitude of the shear strain becomes

increasingly smaller closer to these interface lines. The reduction in

shear strain is caused by the warping restraint provided at these inter

faces. The beam center line is a line of symmetry in geometry and load

ing, and the beam supports have a tail section extending beyond the

support. Therefore, warping cannot occur on either of these lines,so

shear strain must be constant along these interfaces. The constant shear

strain requires that the flanges must also deform in shear, and the shear

area is effectively increased near the~e interfaces. In the central
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· portion of the grid, there is no such restraint against warping due to

shear deformation; the web carries nearly all of the sbear and experiences

much larger shear strains.

Beam Specimen 2

Specimen 2 was of identical design to Specimen 1, but the loading was

purely cyclic. The cyclic force-deflection hysteretic curves for Specimen

2 are shown in Fi9. 16. This specimen was first subjected to three cycles

of gradually increasing deflections to one side of the origin, then the

next cycles were larger and were to both sides of the origin. Web buckling

became very apparent during this fourth cycle, but the load on the specimen

steadily increased, because a cyclic diagonal tension field formed during

tyclic loading. The test wa~ terminated at a deflection of -1.55 in

(-39.4 mm), because it was believed that little useful information could

be obtained from further cycles. There was no deterioration in strength

or stiffness ~nd no specimen failure occurred. The total energy dissipated

by this specimen was 554 in-kips (62.6 kN-m).

During the early cycles of this test, there was a very marked growth

in the linear elastic zone due to isotropic strain hardening, but the

later cycles exhibited relatively constant size for the elastic zone;

this is typical o~ kinematic strain hardening. The slopes of the inelastic

parts of the force-deflection curves were generally much larger for the

early cycles than they were for the later cycles. This indicates that

the intermediate shear yieldin§ zone again became less visible on the

force-deflection curves after substantial strain hardening had occurred.

The photogrammetric grid indicated the same shear deformation and

warping resistance behavior as noted for Specimen 1.
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Beam Specimen 3

Specimen 3 was of the same design as Specimens 1 and 2 except that

it had a 12 in (305 mm) half span. Since the span length was doubled,

the specimen was designed so that shear yielding was less prevalent and

deflections could be doubled. Figure 17 shows the cyclic force-deflection

relationship for Specimen 3. The first two cycles were between + 0.4 in

(~ 10 mm). They generated very repetitive force-deflection curves, but

significant flange buckling was already noted during these two cycles.

These buckles formed in the compression flange and restraightened when

the flange was in tension. The specimen was then loaded until it reached

a deflection of 1.25 in (32 mm) at load point LPg. Very large flange

buckles were observed during this cycle, and a slight decrease in load
,

was noted just before reaching the cycle reversal point at LP9. The

load was reversed, and the displacement was cycled to -1.5 in (-38 mm)

at LPll.
I

During this cycle, it was observed that the buckled tensile

flange was not restraightening properly, and the load dropped off sharply

due to specimen failure at LP1~. A tear was noted propagating across the

flange and up the web along a line approximately 0.5 in (13 mm) from the

center plate. The energy dissipated for this specimen was 497 in-kips

(56 kN-m) which is only 61% of the energy dissipated by Specimen 1. The

maximum deflection of 1.5 inches is 83% of the maximum deflection obtained

by Specimen 1.

The size of the linear elastic zone appeared to grow slightly in the

early cycles, but the growth did not appear to be as significant as the

growth noted for Specimens 1 and 2. The rectangular grid did not exhibit

the parallelograms noted in Specimens 1 and 2. Therefore, shear yielding
I

of the web was not significant in this test.



i'
'.~
,)

Beam Specimen 4

Specimen 4 was the same design as Specimen 3 except that it had an

0.1875 in (4.8 mm) doubler plate applied to the web of the beam. This

specimen was designed to yield only in flexure, because of the long span

and doubler plate. Specimen 4 was tested with the same cyclic displacement

program as Specimen 3. The cyclic fOrce-deflection hysteretic curves for

Specimen 4 are shown in Fig. 18. The first two cycles exhibited the same

repetitive hysteresis loops and flange buckling behavior as noted for

Specimen 3 except that the loads were higher due to the increased section

modulus~ On the third cycle, the specimen was loaded until it reached a

deflection of 1~25in (32 mm);very large flange buckles and a decrease

in load were noted during thi~ half cycle. Loading reversal was made at

LP9, and it was noted that the buckled tension flange was not restraighten-

ingproperly: The load began to drop off slowly at a rleflection of 0.2

in (5 mm), and very small hairline cracks were seen forming in the weld'

connecting the doubler plate to the beam. The fonnationof these cracks

was accompanied by soft "pinging" sounds and buckling type distortion

between the web and doubler plate. This cycle continued' until the load

dropped off suddenly at -0.95 in (24 mm) to specimen failure. Examination

of the test specimen showed that a tearing type failure had occurred at

the same location as Specimen 3. The failure of Specimen 4 occurred well

before attaining the deflection at which Specimen 3 failed. However, its

load carrying capacity was 28% larger. The energy dissipated by this

specimen was 570 in-kips (67.5 kN-m), which is 70% of the energy dissipated

by Specimen 1. 'and the maximu~ deflection was only 69% of the maximum

deflection of Specimen 1.
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Examination of the photogrammetric data verified that shear yielding

of the web was of little importance to the overall specimen behavior,

because the doubler plate prevented excess shear deformation. However,

there was some evidence that the doubler plate did not perform well in

this test. At the end of the test, the whitewash on the doubler plate was

virtually unmarred, whereas the whitewash on the web was cracked and peeled.

This clearly showed that there was no yielding in the doubler plate, while

the web had experienced yielding. The web and the doubler plate were not

deforming together. This is known because of the inconsistency in yield

behavibr and the cracks in the weld of the doubler plate. This cracking

in the weld of the doubler plate has also been observed in doubler plates

applied to the panel zones of beam-column subassemblages t30].

Beam Specimen 5

Specimen 5 was designed similar to Specimens 1 and 2 except that it

had a 0.1875 in (4.8 mm) doubler plate welded to the web. This specimen

was designed so that plastic shear deformation of the web was less signi

ficant than for Specimens 1 and 2 but more significant than for Specimens

3 and 4~ The cyclic force-deflection behavior of Specimen 5 is shown in

Fig. 19. The first one and one-half cycles of loading were between

deflections of : 0.125 in (: 3.1mm). "After these one and one half cycles,

the specimen was turned over, and the load was applied in the opposite

direction. However, the load dropped off suddenly while the beam was

behaving elastically. This sudden drop in load was accompanied by a loud

noise. The specimen was then unloaded to zero load at LP6. Examination

of the specimen revealed that a number of fine cracks had formed in the

weld around the doubler plate. It was suspected that the weld might be

defective, so the test was stopped, and the specimen was returned to

the shop. The weld metal was gouged out and inspected for possible
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defects, but no weld defects were found. Therefore, the ~oubler plates

were rewelded with full penetration groove welds, and a fillet weld was

extended over the groove weld and the doubler to provide added strength

to the weld. The test was restarted at LP6. Then the specimen was cycled

to -0.125 in (-3.1 mm) at LP7 and 0.125 in (3.1 mm) at LP9. The beam

exhibited increased stiffness during the cycle, which can be attributed

to greater compliance between the web and doubler plate. The next cycle

varied between deflections of -0.4 in (-10 mm) at LPll and 0.4 in (10 mm).

at LP13. The deflection was then reversed to a deflection of-l.16 in·

(-?9.5 mm) at LP16. All cycles up to LP16 exhibited very stable repetitive

behavior with no deterioration in strength or stiffness. However, the

strength began to deteriorate rapidly after the load was,1reversed from

LP16 and the deflection passed through zero. A ductile ,tearing type·

failure was noted between the doubler plate and the web, see Figure 20.

The test was stopped at a deflection of 0.72 in (18 mm).

In the early cycles up to LP13, a very significant growth in the

strength of the specimen ard in .the size of the linear elastic zone was

noted for each cycle. Much of this growth ,must be attributed to isotropic

strain hardening during these early cycles; however,a significant portinn

which occurred after lP6, must be attributed to increased compatibility

between the web and doubler plate, which was caused by the increased weld

size. The performance of the doubler plate in the test indicated that it

would be very unlikely that doubler plates would perform satisfactorily

on the eccentric elements of the prototype bracing system. The doubler

plates greatly increased the strength of the beam, but the doubler plate

and its welds were not capable of withstanding the large inelastic deflec

tions necessary in this system.
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An examination of the photogrammetric data shows that this specimen

exhibited evidence of shear yielding during the test. However, the

deflections due to-shear yielding were not nearly as great as for Specimens

1 and 2, since the photogrammetric grid -did not show the sharp parallelo

grams noted for Tests 1 and 2. Shear yielding is also apparent in Fig. 19

for the early cycles. For cycles up to LP13, the slope of the inelastic

zone was quite steep as was typical of the shear yielding zone. After

LP13, the'shear yielding zone is not apparent in Fig. 19, because there

is a very rapid transition between the linear elastic zone and the very

flat zone. The energy dissipated bY this specimen was 839 in-kips (94.8

kN-m)~ - This is 103% of the energy dissipated by Specimen 1 and 169% of

the energy dissipated by Specimen 3. However, this increase in energy

dissipation was caused by the increased strength, since the deflections

attained by the specimen were small compared to Specimen 1.

Beam Specimen 6

Specimen 6 was designed to be identical to Specimens 1 and 2. Its

inelastic behavior was dominated by shear yielding of the web. Since the

span length was 1/2 the span length of Specimens 3 and 4, the loading

program for the earlier cycles was taken as 1/2 the displacements applied

to Test 3 and 4. Later cycles were taken to deflections greater than

those attained for Specimens 3 and 4. No failure resulted from this test.

The experiment was terminated because little useful information on shear

yielding could be obtained by further cycling: The total energy dissipated

by this specimen was 624 in-kips (70.6 kN-m). The force-deflection

hysteresis is shown in Fig. 21.

A detailed description of this test is not given, because the results

are essentially identical to Tests 1 and 2. The inelastic behavior was 

dominated by shear yielding. Shear yielding, web buckling, and cyclic
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diagonal tension formed with no pinching of hysteresis loops or degrada

tion in strength or stiffness. The early cycles up to LPg exhibited a

steady growth in the linear elastic zone due to isotropic hardening. The

cycles after LPg showed no significant growth in this zone, which in

general is typical of kinematic hardening. The key conclusion which can

be drawn from this test, is that the shear. yield energy dissipation

mechanism of this specimen was much more stable than the bending yield

mechanism of Tests 3 and 4. This stable behavior can be attributed to

the restraint provided by the elastic flanges to the yielded and buckled

web. This restraint is seen as the cyclic diagonal tension field.

Beam Specimen 7

Specimen 7 was designed using Option B with a half span dimension of

12 in (305 mm). It also had 2 pairs of 0.25 in ~6.4 mm) stiffeners spaced

2.5 in (63.5 mm) on center on each side of the center plate; no doubler

plates were provided. The additional stiffeners were added to reduce the

extreme flange buckling noted in Tests 3 and 4 and to delay the premature

failure which resulted. The stiffeners were placed at the predicted

location of the peak of the wave forms due to flange buckling . .The half

wave lengths were determined using equation 6.21 of the ASCE Manual 41

[26J and observations of Specimens 3 and 4.

The cyclic force-deflection relationship for this specimen is shown

in Fig. 22. The early cycles of loading were of identical displacement

to those applied to Specimens 3 and 4. The first two cycles had very

repetitive hysteresis loops with force levels nearly identical to those
,

obtained for Specimen 3; however, no visually observable flange buckles

occu rredduring thes.e two cycles. The specimen was then deflected to

approximately 1.25 in (32 mm) at LP10 .. During this half cycle flange
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buckling was observed, but the amplitude and wave length of these buckles

were much smaller than those observed earlier in Specimens 3 and 4. Thus,

the stiffeners forced the flange buckling to exhibit a higher mode effect.

The load was then reversed, and the deflection was increased 0.8 in and

0.4 in (20 and 10 mm) beyond the failure points for Specimen 4 and 3,

respectively. The flange buckling becomes more severe throughout this

half cycle, and at a deflection of -1.7 in (-43 mm) the load dropped off

sharply because ~f the severe flange buckling. The specimen was th~n

carefully examined and no crack or failure could be detected. Therefore,

the specimen was unloaded and reversed up to the deflection of 0.72 'in

(18 mm) with no loss in strength. However, at LP16 the load dropped

off very sharply to LP16A, and the test was stopped. The sharp drop in

loading was caused by a tearing failure across the tensile flange and up

the web. This failure is typical of the failures of Specimens 3,4 and 7,

and is shown in the photograph of Fig. 23. The wave length of the flange

buckles was approximately one-half the wave length observed in Tests 3

and 4.

The photogrammetric data verified that this specimen was only

minimally affected by shear yielding~ The speci~en attained much larger

deflections and energy dissipation than Specimens 3 and 4, because of the

delay in failure caused by the added stiffeners which restricted flange

buckling and assured more ductile behavior. However, the added cost of

these stiffeners cannot be justified since the energy dissipation and

maximum deflection of thi~ specimen were nearly identical to Specim~n 1,

which had a shorter span and no added stiffeners. The total energy

dissipated was 788 in-kips (89.0 kN-m) which was 96% and 159% of that

dissipated by Specimens 1 and 3, respectively.
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Beam Specimen 8

Specimen 8 was designed by Option B and had a 12 in (305 rnm) half.

span and four 0.375 in x 1.25 in (9.5 mm x31.8 mm) cover plates attached

to the flange and web by 0.1875 in (4.8 mm) fillet welds. This specimen

was also designed after observing the results of the first 6 tests. It

was noted that Specimens 1, 2, and 6 which yielded in shear, generally

exhibited more desirable behavior. They were superior because they with

stood larger deflections, exhibited more stable post buckling strength

with no failure, and dissipated more energy. Therefore, Specimen 8 was

also designed to yield primarily in shear. This was accomplished by

adding cover plates of sufficient size to raise the plastic.moment enough

to develop shear yielding of the web. As a result of this design,

Specimen 8 was strongly influenced by plastic shear deformations but not

as strongly as were Specimens 1, 2 and 6.

The load program for. the early cycles was identical to that experienced

by Specimens 3, 4, and 7. The cyclic force-deflection behavior of Specimen

8 is shown in Fig. 2~. The first two cycles exhibited repetitive hyste~esis

loops with a slight growth in the 'linear elastic zone due to strain harden

ing. Web buckling was observed in these cycles but no flange buckling

occurred. The defl~ction was increased to 1.2 in (30.5 mm) at LPll and

then reversed reaching a deflection of -1.9 in (-48 mm) at LP14. At LP14,

the specimen had been deflected beyond the point of failure of Specimens

3 and 4 and the point of sharp drop in loading due to flange buckling in

Specimen 7. The loading was reversed to a deflection of 2.7 in (69 mm)

at LP17. This deflection level is well beyond the point of failure for

all flexural yield specimens (Specimens 3, 4 and 7). However, Specimen 8

experienced no failure or loss in strength or stiffness. The test was.
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stopped at this point because little information on cyclic shear yielding

could be attained by further testing. At the conclusion of the test, the

specimen was still in very good condition.

The photogrammetric data indicated the yield mechanism was primarily

.shear yielding of the web because the deformed grid displayed the classic

parallelogram shapes with warping restraint noted for Specimens 1, 2 and

6. The maximum deflections attained by this specimen were in the order

of twice the maximum values of Specimens 1, 2 and 6. This doubling of

maximum deflections was anticipated but not achieved for the bending yield

specimens (3, 4 and 7)~ and this again emphasizes the very stable behavior

of the shear yielding beams (Specimens 1, 2, 6 and 8). The beams which

yielded in shear, performed well and attained larger deflectlons despite

yielding and buckling of the web because of the cyclic diagonal tension

field which was provided by the flanges. The beams which yielded in

bending, experienced flange yielding and buckling, but the beam performance

was not very stable, because the web provides no restraint to the buckled

flanges. The total energy dissipation of Specimen 8 was 1162 in-kips

(131 kN-m) , which was 234% of that dissipated by Specimen 3.

Beam Specimen 9

Specimen 9 was the only specimen designed by Option C. It had a

6 in (152.4 m~) half ~pan with no tail left on the beam for warping

resistance at the simple supports and with no flange connection to the

end plates. This specimen was designed to yield in shear, but the design

was to provide added insight into the desirability of warping resistance

and flange restraint, upon the cyclic behavior of beams which yield in

shear. The question is significant, because eccentric elements with a

bolted beam-to-column connection would lack the warping resistance and

flange restraint at the bolted connection.
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The cyclic force-deflection hysteresis loops for the specimen are

shown in Fig. 25. The first cycles were taken atone half the displace

ments used in cycling the bending yield specimens (3, 4, and 7). The
\

first two cycles were between deflections of + 0.2 in (~ 5.1 mm). These

cycles show very repetitive hysteresis loops, but the stiffness of the

shear yielding zone is much smaller. than that obtained in Specimens 1, 2

and 6. This loss in stiffness can be seen by comparing the slope of the

elastic portions.of these early cycles of Fig. 25 with the comparable

slopes in Figs. 16 and 21. This loss in stiffness can be attributed to

the lack of warping restraint at the simple supports in. Specimen 9. The

flanges are not connected to the end plates or a beam tail, and so the

shear strain is not uniformly distributed at the simple supports. There-

fore, cross-sectional warping takes place.

The next cycles were between ~ 0.6 in (~ 15 mm). During these

cycles, considerable twisting of the flanges was observed because of the

lack of flange restraint. However, these cycles still exhibit repetitive

behavior with no deterioration in strength. The deflection was then

reversed to -0.9 in (-22.5 mm) at LP15. The web buckling and twisting of

flanges was very severe at this point, and a slight decrease in strength

had started to occur. The load was re~ersed until a deflection of 1.4 in

(35 mm) was attained at LP18. During this half cycle, web buckling and

flange twisting became steadily worse, and the strength began to drop off

slow1y after a deflection of 0.2 in (5 mm) because of these buckling

effects. The test was terminated because of the severe web buckling.

The total energy dissipated was 804 in-kips (91 kN-m).

The photogrammetric grid indicated that the specimen \'lIas predominately

influenced by shear yielding, but the warping restraint was very different
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from Specimens 1, 2, 6 and 8. Web buckling was visibly more severe for

this specimen than for any other specimen. The more severe web buckling

occurred because the lack of flange restraint prevented proper formation

of cyclic diagonal tension field. It is well known from deep plate girder

design [32J that a trussing action between the flanges and stiffners is

needed to form a monotonic diagonal tension field. The cyclic diagonal

tension field requires the same trussing action, but this action was not

possible in Specjmen 9, because the flange was not connected to the end

plate. The behavior was better than Specimens 3, 4 or 7, but it was not

nearly as good as Specimens 1, 2, 6 or 8. The behavior of the specimen

indicates one of the additional problems, which must be overcome before

bolted beam-to-column connections can be used in the eccentric bracing

system.

Summary of Conclusions of Cyclic Beam Tests

One primary conclusion, which can be drawn from these tests, is that

shear yielding of the web is an excellent energy dissipation mechanism

for an eccentrically braced frame. The specimens which yielded in shear

(1, 2, 6, 8 and 9) were able to withstand larger inelastic deflections
)

and dissipate larger amounts of energy than the specimens which yielded

due to bending (3, 4 and 7). Further, all of the specimens which yielded

in bending resulted in fracture of the specimen. None of the shear yield

ing specimens fractured, although two shear yield specimens (1 and 9)

developed web buckling such that they could no longer maintain their

full load. However, these two specimens both represent special cases

in that Specimen 1 was tested under an unusually severe strain history

and Specimen 9 was designed so that it could not develop the cyclic

diagonal tension field. The remaining three shear yielding specimens
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exhibited no undesirable buckling or fracture problems at the conclusion

of the tests. This does not imply that bending yield is a poor energy

dissip~tion mechanism, since .it ds well known [15,30J that the inelastic

behavior of steel moment-resisting frames is very good. The difference

is that the e~centric bracing system experiences very large. inelastic

deformations in the eccentric element, and these inelastic deformations

are larger and more concentrated than those encountered in a moment-

resisting frame. These results imply that eccentric elements which yield

in shear are better able to withstand the large inelastic deformations

and remain effective for further cycling.

The reason for this better behavior of shear yielding beams is the

greater stability under local buckling, which shear yielding beams exhibit.. ..

Since the shear is the slope of the bending moment diagram of a beam,

beams with very high shear will have only a very short section of flange,

which is plastic, even after considerable strain hardening due to plastic

hinge formation has occurred. The formation of flange buckles. generally
. . e . .

requires flange yielding over a sufficient flange length to form a wave

length of buckling [26J. As a result, flange buckles and the associated

lateral torsional buckling do not occur in conjunction with shear yield-,

ing of the web. Very substantial web buckles form, but. the unbuckled

flanges provide considerable restraint to the buckled web. Therefore, a

cyclic diagonal tension field can form and the load is maintained.

Further, these tests indicate that the cyclic diagonal tension field can

form and reform without producing any observable pinching of the

hysteresis loops or degradation in strength or stiffness. The beam must

be designed to develop this cyclic diagonal tension field by adding

stiffeners to develop a trussing action between the flanges, stiffeners

and the web. Specimen 9 did not have these required stiffeners, and
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the cyclic diagonal tension field did not form properly. The design of

these stiffeners is similar tti the design of stiffeners for deep plate

girders [32J, since plate girders also require stiffeners to develop a

diagonal tension field under monotonic or static load. The beams, which

yielded in bending, had a lower"shear and moment gradient, and greater

length of flange yielded during strain hardening at the plastic hinges.

Flange buckling occurs after a sufficient length'of flange has yielded,

but the web is not able to provide much restraint to the buckled flange,

so the flange buckles deform dramatically and eventually fracture after

several reversals. This underscores the need for moment-resisting beam-

to-column connections. As is verified by comparing Specimen 9 to

Specimens 1, 2, 6 and 8, the cyclic diagonal tension field, which is

needed to assure stable performance after web buckling, is formed only

when the flanges and stiffeners are properly restrained.

The cyclic loading which was applied to these test sp~cimens was

primarily to examine c~clic behavior at large deflections. As a result,

none of the specimens were subj~cted to a large number of cycles. The

limited number of cycles significantly reduced the amount of energy

which could be dissipated by the specimens. A much larger amount of

energy could have been dissipated by each of the specimens had it been

cycled through a large number of small or moderate inelastic deflections.
\

However, for these nine specimens the beams which yielded in shear were

the better dissipators of energy. They were better because they dissipated

larger amounts of energy during the test and did not fracture, so that

they would have been capable of dissipating more if additional cycles had

been run. This better dissipation can be attributed to the distribution

of plastic strain over a larger area of the web. Beams, which yield in
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bending and have flange buckles, experience very large plastic strains

lqcally and so the specimen fails. The shear yield specimens had a more

uniform distribution of plastic strain, and the specimens did not fail.

Finally, these tests indicate that doubler plates should not be

applied to the web of eccentric beam elements. The specimens which used

doubler plates (4 and 5) resulted in a failure of the doubler plate weld.

Moreover the doubler plates did not deform in unison with the web, unless

a very large weld was used. This is not to say that doubler plates should

never be used, because they may be very effective in elements which remain

elastic or undergo only small inelastic deflection. However,doubler

pl~tes do not appear to be effective on eccentric elements which undergo

very large inelastic deflections, and they are not worth the high cost

of installation.

Analytical Model for Cyclic Shear Yielding Beams

. After it was determined that shear yielding exhibits the best

inelastic cyclic behavior, it was necessary to develop an analytica.l

model which would predict the inelastic response of shear yielding beams.

The desired model was not one which would predict the local stresses. or

strains within the elements but a global model which adequately defines

the nodal displacement of a beam. The model could then be used to pre

dictthe gross overall behavior of eccentrically braced frame structures

as opposed to the details of individual connections.

The model developed averages over and ignores many local effects

within the beam such as web buckling and diagonal tension, but remains

consistent with the general concepts of inelastic behavior a~d the test

results. It is a piecewise linear approximation of the true inelastic

force-deflection relationship. The beam is assumed to have rotational
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restraint at both ends, and rotational plastic hinges may form at either

end as well as shear yielding of the web of the entire element. Hence

there are eight possible linear zones of behavior in this model. These

zones are

l. Fully elastic beam

2. Elastic ·web with plastic hinge due to bending at left end

3. Elastic web with plastic hinge due to bending at right end

4. Elastic web with plastic hinges due to bending at both ends

5. Web yielded in shear but no plastic hinges due to bending

6. Web yielded in shear with plastic hinge due to bending at left end

7. Web yielded in shear with plastic hinge due tojbending at right end

8. Web yielded in shear with plastic hinges due to bending at both ends

The beam element may fall into anyone of these eight zones depending on

its strain history and state of stress. The stiffness of the element is

computed for each of these zones based on material with bilinear material

hardening. This bilinear material was modeled by a variation of the

parallel component approach [33, 34J. In this method, an elasto-

plastic component is combined with a fully elastic component to model

bilinear strain hardening. The fully elastic component simulates the

strain hardening of the fully yielded element, and the elasto-plastic

component provides the remainder of the elastic stiffness. The slope

and yield point of the elasto-plastic component are usually taken as

fixed, but in this model these values are adjusted to permit the yield

surface to grow during strain hardening and to account for the shear

yielding phenomenon. The effect of plastic hinge formation is very

eas ily accounted for by th i s method [34J. \Th isis done by arbitrarily

setting the elasto-plastic component of the bending moment at the plastic

hinge to zero and partitioning and condensing the 2 x 2 generalized
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stiffness matrix toa single value. When plastic hinges form at both

ends, the elasto-plasticcomponent of stiffness is reduced to zero.

Therefore, the calculation of the stiffness of the eight zones of

behavior essentially reduces to the problem of determining the 2 x 2

generalized stiffness matrix for a fully linear elastic beam and the

2 x 2 generalized stiffness matrix for a beam with a shear yielded web

and no plastic hinges. The stiffness of the linear elastic element

depends only upon the geometry of the beam, and the linear elastic

properties of the material, Young's Modulus, E, and the Shear Modulus, G.

The stiffness of the beam with a shear yielded web requires the definition

of the inelastic strain hardening properties of the material .. To define

these properties a bilinear strain hardening material model was used as

is shown in Fig. 26. With this idealization the total uniaxial stress-

strain curve is determined by three variables, Young's Modulus, E, the

uniaxial strain hardening ratio, p, and the yield stress, 0y. All three

of these parameters can be empi ri cally determi ned from a tens He coupon

test, as shown in the diagram of Fig. 26. It was further assumed .that

the web strain hardens in pure shear~ Therefore, a plastic shear modulus,

Gp' was found using the Prandtl-Reuss equation [31J, assuming that the

volume of material is constant during plastic deformation. As a result

of these conditions, the slope, Gp' or the strain hardening portion of

the bilinear stress-strain idealization in pure shear .is

= 2I
3

(2)

This plastic shear modulus, G , was used in place of G when the beam webp ..

had yielded in shear.
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In addition to a plastic flow rule, a yield surface had to be defined

for the beam. This was done by assuming that the web yields in pure

shear and obeys the von Mises yield criterion. Based on this criterion,

the shear force at yielding of the web, Vp' is

°V = td-.1
P w Ij

(3)

where tw is the thickness of the web of the wide flange section and d

is its total depth. Equation 3 predicts an average shear yield stress

of 0.577 0 y' It was also assumed that the flange yielded purely by uni

axial stress due to bending. This :simplification is a reasonable approxi

mation of the beam bending behavior. To be consistent with this assump-

tion and the test results, the reduced plastic moment contributed by the

flanges, MP' was used in place of 'the full plastic moment, Mp'

(4)

where t f is the thickness of the flange and b is the width of the flange.

It should be noted that the use of ~ is consistent with the test results

of the new cyclic tests as well as those by NeWmark and Hall [29]. The

earlier tests indicated that the full plastic moment could be developed

in beams which yield in shear, but only after considerable strain

hardening had occurred. ,Therefore, the point of first bending yield was

taken as M* for cyclic behavior. The full plastic moment can still be
p .

achieved but only after considerable strain hardening.

Simple Shear Deflection Theory

The stiffness matrix was determined by computing the combined bending

and shear deflection of the beam under unit forces to calculate the

fl exi bil ity matri x; then the fl exi bfl i ty was inverted to obta i n the
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stiffness. A simple'and commonly used method of computing this combined

deflection of an elastic beam is to superimpose the deflection components

due to pure bending and pure shear. In the computation of the bending

deflections, it is assumed that plane sections remain plane and the

material behaves linearly, then the bending deflections and bending

stresses in the beam can be computed. The distribution of shear stresses

in the beam is determined by applying statics to the bending stress dis-

tribution. The shear stress distribution, which results for a wide

flange, is a parabolically varying stress with nearly constant shear

stress in the web, as shown in Fig. 27(a). This nearly constant ~tress

is approximated by a constant shear stress, as shown in Fig. 27(b).

Therefore, the shear deflections can be computed directly from these

elastic shear strains.

The above approach is. a very direct approach, and it.produces

satisfactory results if the web of the beam is elastic. This is the

procedure used to compute the stiffness terms of zones 1 through.4 in

the analytical model. The simplest method of computing plastic shear

deflections is to use the same simple shear deflection theory, but to

substitute the plastic shear modulus, Gp' for the elastic shear modulus,

G, when computing incremental shear strain. However, this simplified. . .

approach will not produce satisfactory results because it predicts

excessive warping. This simple theory assume~ that the incremental

shear stress and strain are uniformly distributed over the web and are

zero in the flanges. Therefore, cross-sectional wa~ping must occur,

as shown in Fig. 27(c), since the shear strain is not the same at all

points along the cross-section. This warping presents a problem in that

warping is prevented at interfaces between shear yielding elements and

elastic or bending yield elements. The stiffness of a beam which has
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yielded in shear will be underestimated by this simple shear deflection

method because the method does not include warping resistance. Figure 28

shows a plot of the monotonic test results from Specimen 1 and the

relatively poor fit provided by the application of the simple shear deflec-

tion theory. It should be noted that warping also occurs when the web

is elastic, but the elastic incremental shear deflections and strain are

very small, so the warping is very small. Therefore, it is necessary

to develop a theory which will consider the warping restraint provided to

a beam with a web which had yielded in shear.

Sandwich Beam Theory

A slightly more complex theory, the sandwich beam theory, was used

to compute the stiffness of a beam with a web yielded in shear. This

theory was used because it is capable of evaluating the effect of warping

resistance on the deflections of the beam. The sandwich beam theory

variation developed by Plantema [35] and van der Neut [36] was used for

this model. In this theory the deflections of the beam are still

expressed as the sum of two components.

w = w + w '(5)
t s b

but the components are_ determined as set forth below. The deflections,

Ws and wb' are the partial deflections due to shear and bending,

respectively, and wt is the total deflection of the beam. These

components are shown in Fig. 29. The component wb can be computed by

the ordinary theory of beam bending

wI! _ M = If,

b - IT 't'
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where Mis the bending moment of the beam, E is Young's Modulus or the

slope of the uniaxial stress-strain curve, ~ is the curvature of the beam,

and I is the moment of inertia of the cross-section., Bec~use of the

p.revious assumptions, the web of the shear yielded beam does not carry

any bending stress and thus its bending stiffness is neglected, so that

t b
I = ~ (d - t)2 + 1 bt 3

2 f 6 f
(7)

This is a reasonable assumption since the bending stiffness of the web is

relatively small.

It is necessary to break the partial deflection due to shear, ws '

into two parts to determine its magnitude. The two parts are obtained

because the flanges must undergo the same deflection as the web at all

points, and the flange deflection must be composed of flange bending,

wbf ' and flange shear, wsf ' components so that

(8)

To simplify the determination of ws ' it is assumed that there is no dis

tributed load on the beam segment. This simplification is not necessary

to obtain a solution, but it simplifies the mathematical solution without

affecting the ability of the model to compute the element stiffness.

Since there are no distributed loads, the total shear force, Q, is constant

over the length of the element.

However, thls total shear is carried partially by the web and

partially by the flanges, so

(9)

where Qw is the shear carried by the web and Of the shear carried by a
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single flange. Qf and Qw are not constant over the length of the element.

The shear deflection of the web and flanges can be computed by ordinary

shear deflection theory.

(lOa)

(1 Db)

The Sf and Sw terms are the shear areas of the flange and web, and wsw is

the shear deflection of the web, which is also equal to the sheardeflec-
.

tion of the beam, w
S

' The terms Gf and Gw are the shear moduli terms for

the flanges and web; and since the. web is plastic and the flanges are

elastic, these terms take on the values of the elastic shear modulus, G,

and the pl astic shear modul us, Gp' respectively. The shear area terms

are computed by the usual engineering shear deflection theory, and

(d t )2- f
Sw = t wd - 2tf

Sf = tfb

(11 a)

The flange bending deflection term, wbf' is determined analagously

to the beam bending term

W II

bf (12)

where Mf is the component of bending moment carried by the flange and

If is the moment of inertia of the flange.

(13 )
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Statics requires that the magnitude of the shear be the magnitude of the

derivative of the moment diagram with respect to x,so when the sign

convention is considered

Q =
f

-EI w I I I

f bf

and

M I- f (14 )

Q. = -EI wb '" (15 )

The solution of these equations can be simplified by combining equations
.'

and performing algebraic simplification, so that

I I I 0.2 w I
2 Qwbf - = -a SwGpbf

w \I = M
b IT

-Elf wbf
I I I

wsf
I = G Sf

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)

where

(17)

Equations 16a and 16b can be solved directly since the total' shear, Q,

and the total bending moment, M, come directly from the loading condition.

Equation 16a can be solved by separating the solution into its compli

mentary and particular soltuions, so that

= A eo.x +A e-o.x + A + QX
1 2 3 3 (18 )

The constants, A1, A2 and A3, can be determined from the boundary condi

tions. The boundary conditions used for the solution of Equation 18

depend on the warping of the cross-section as well as the displacement

configuration of the beam. Figure 29 clearly indicates that the only
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cross-sectional warping that can occur in this system is warping due to

different shear strains in the flanges and the web. Since the deflections

of the flange are further constrained by Equation 8, warping is prevented

if

W I = 0bL

at that point. By a similar argument

(19 )

if warping is totally unrestrained at a given boundary. If warping is

not, at least partially, restrained at some point in the beam element,

the solution of these equations will degenerate into the very simple shear

deflection theory, which was discussed earlier in this chapter. Displace

ment boundary conditions may be more complex since the displacement is

the sum of three variables

(21)

In all of the test beams, the center 1ine was aline of symmetry, and so

"no warping could occur. On Specimens ~ thru 8, the beam had a tail

section beyond the simple supports, so warping was prevented also at the

simple supports. The deflection was zero at the simple supports.

Therefore, the boundary conditions used to evalu~e the constants of

equation 18 are

= 0

at center line and simple supports and
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at the simple supports.

After solving Equation l6a, the solution for Equations l6b and l6c

are easily obtained. Equation l6b is the usual beam bending solution, ,

and l6c is dependent upon the solution of Equation 16a. The equations

were solved for beams which exhibited shear yielding of the web, and the

. stiffness of the beam for these shear yielding zones was computed as

discussed earlier. The force-deflection relationshi~ for these specimens

could then be computed by solving the stiffness formulations in an incre

mental fashion. In this procedure, the stiffness equations are solved under

small load steps and the beam is checked for a change of yield state at

the end of each step. If a change in yield state occurs, the stiffness

matrix is changed and the incremental solution is cO.ntinued. Using this

approach and a uniaxial strain hardening ratio of 0.75 percent (see

Appendix B), the theory was compared with the experimental data from

the monotonic portion of Test 1. Figure 28 is a plot of this comparison;

the dashed line is the theoretical value and the solid line is the

experimental plot. This figure indicates that the theory fits the

experiment quite well . The fit is very much better than that produced.

by the simple shear deflection theory. It should be emphasized that the,

sandwich beam theory is still a relatively simple theory since it, does not

consider any of the local effects, such as propagation of yielding, web

buckling, or diagonal tension formation. Despite these simplifications,

the'theory gives a reasonably accurate prediction of the inelastic

behavior of the beam elements.

A physical understanding of why the sandwich beam theory produces

a better fit than· the simple shear deflection theory can be found in

Fig. 30. The warping .resistance provided by the sandwich beam theory
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requires that the shear force in the beam be distributed between the flange

and web. Figure 30 consists of three typical plots of this distribution

of incremental shear force. These curves are all normalized, and the

plotted values are all dimensionless ratios. The upper curve in this

figure represents the proportion of incremental shear carried by the

flange of the 6 in half span specimens after the web has yielded.

Virtually all of the incremental shear is carried by the flanges at inter

faces 'restrained against warping after shear yielding of the web. This

warping restraint also affects the interior points so that the flange is

always carrying 50 percent of the added shear in all parts of the beam .

. The middle curve indicates the percentage of shear carried by the flange

of a l~ in specimen after the web yielded. This curve is also indicative

of the distribution predicted for the prototype eccentric element.

Virtually all of the additional shear is transferred to the flanges at

the interfaces, but the proportion of shear carried by the flange in the

intermediate beam is substantially reduced. Both these curves substantiate

the deformation patterns noted in the tests of Specimens 1, 2, 6 and 8.

After the web has yielded, virtually all the incremental shear is trans

ferred to the flanges at interfaces where warping is prevented. There-

fore, the shear strain of the web becomes small near these interfaces,

as noted in Fig. 15. In the central portions of the half spans, the

additional shear is still carried primarily by the web, and the plastic shear

strain in the web is much larger. The third curve in Fig .. 30 is the

percentage of shear carried by the flange when the web is fully elastic.

The flange carries a greatly reduced percentage of the shear despite the

warping restraint at the ends, so the effect of warping is much less

severe when the beam is fully elastic. It is then appropriate to use

the simple shear deflection theory for the fully elastic beam.
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Cyclic Shear Model

After completion of the monotonic test comparison, the theory was

extended to include the cyclic behavior of shear yielding beams. The

strain hardening and yield criteria are reasonably well-defined for the

monotonic case, but they are not well defined for the cyclic case. There

are two simple bilinear strain hardening models for cyclic loading:

kinematic and isotropic hardening [31]. Kinematic harde~ing is strain

hardening in which the yield surface is permitted to translate but not

grow in size. This is a very popular model because it accounts for the

well known Bauschinger Effect. Isotropic hardening permits the yield

su~face to grow in size but not to translate in the stress space. It is

well known that neither·of these models accurately represents the cycli~

behavior of steel. It was noted in the cyclic tests of the shear yield

ing beams that the early cycles exhibited considerable growth in the

. yield surface but later cycles exhibited no growth in this surface.

Dafalias and Popov [37,38] have shown a more complex model that

gives a more accurate representation of cyclic stress-strain behavior.

This theory produces a particularly good fit on cycles performed at

large strains. This model consists of a yield surface and bounding

surface. Both of these surfaces may trans 1ate· and grow· in the stress

space. The yield surface is allowed to approach and contact the bounding

surface, but the yield surface cannot intersect the outer bounding

surface. Later studies by Peters son and Popov [39] indicate that this

model could be refined by a weighting function. This refinement improves

the accuracy of the cyclic stress-strain prediction at smaller strain

levels. The weighting function takes a combination. of the cyclic stress

strain relation and the monotonic coupon test stress-strain relation to
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develop the refined model. The addition of the weighting function per-

mitted an increase in influence of the isotropic type hardening in the
, . . ..

smaller strain cycles since experimentally these cycles exhibit consider-

able growth .in the yield surface.

The application of the very simple kinematic and isotropic hardening

models did not produce a satisfactory fit to the experimental results, and

a more refined model was developed. There was no attempt to apply the

full sophistication of the above models because of the several simplifi- .

cations made in the sandwich beam shear yield theory. Instead, an

empirical model was developed which satisfied the general yield surface,

bounding surface, and strain hardening concepts of the above theoretical

models. The proposed empirical model fits the test results reasonably

well.

As was discussed earlier, a variation of the two component approach

was used to model the plastic element behavior. This model is basically

a kinematic hardening model. Isotropic hardening was introduced into the

early smaller cycles by allowing the yield stress of the elasto-plastic

component to grow larger during strain hardening. This theory was

intended only for beams which yielded primarily in shear, and so the

growth in yield point was applied only to the shear. This accomplished

a dual purpose in that it assured that the earlier and smaller cytles

were more significantly affected by isotropic hardening and it provided

a bounding surface to the isotropic hardening. Therefore, the shear

yield effect will disappear after sufficient strain hardening due to

shear yielding has occurred. This agrees well with the test results

since the beams which yield in shear exhibit pronounced growth in the

elastic zone in the early cycles and masking of the shear yield effect
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in later cycles. This growth in the yield surface was permitted only in

the direction of yield. It should be noted that no axial softening was

applied to this model during shear or bending yield. This was done

because there is no known method for predicting this softening, and the

axial loads are generally quite low in the eccentric elements. Moreover,

the shear beams were tested with no axial loads.

Fit of the Cyclic Shear Model

The cyclic shear model was applied to the cyclic shear yield beam

Specimens 2, 6 and 8. It was applied to these specimens because they

yielded in cyclic shear and had the req~ired warping restraint in the

beam. The comparison of these predictions to test results are shown in

Figs. 31, 32, and 33. The fit that is obtained by this model is quite

good, especially in the more important range of small and moderate

ueflections. It should be again noted that this model is a very simple

model which is intended to predict the gross overall behavior of an

element and a structure. It completely ignores local effects such as

web buckling, diagonal tension formation, and progression of yielding.

Further, the model applies only an empirical approximation of the true

cyclic material behavior. The model also uses infinitesimal strain theory.

However, at deflections of greater than about one inch (25 mm) for

Specimens 2 and 6, or 2 inches (50 mm) for Specimen 8, the strains are

quite large and a finite str~in theory would be more appropriate.

Infinitesimal strain theory is not a severe limitation because deflections

which are large enough to require finite strain theory can occur only

after an eccentrically braced frame has undergone severe lateral deflec

tions.
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Despite these limitations, the fit is quite good. The fit is

particularly good for small and moderate deflections. The slope of the

elastic zone of the model is consistently stiffer than the slope found

experimentally. This is not a limitation of the model, but a limitation

of the experimental procedure employed. The test specimens were designed

with an 0.375 in (9 mm) radius for a simple support, as shown in Fig. 12.

to permit the specimen to rotate freely. This support system accomplished

these ends, but it resulted in a contact stress problem at the supports.

This problem is well known [40.41J.and local yielding must be expected at

these points. The deflection due to this local yielding was not monitored

during the test. but the maximum values could be determined after the

test. The maximum deflections due to this local yielding were found to

be in the range of 0.01 to 0.02 in (0.2 to 0.5 mm). This small deflection

is apparent in the stiffness of the elastic zone, but it is insignificant

in the inelastic deflected beam.

Although the analytical model fits the test results well, there is

some room for improvement of the model. There are two general ways in

which the model could be improved. The first is to keep the very simple.

model concept, but to improve the modeling of the cyclic constitutive

relations. For example, no isotropic hardening is applied to the yield

due to bending. Figures 31, 32, and 33 show that the fit could be

improved if the bending yield were allowed to increase because of strain

hardening in some of the earlier cycles. Further, a more realistic model

of the bounding surface could improve fit by further eliminating or

reducing the strain hardening effect at very large deflections. Finally,

as the more refined analytical model is better understood, perhaps the.

refined model could be applied directly to this. theory by assuming the
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web acts in pure shear and flanges act under pure uniaxial stress.

The second method for improving the analytical model is to improve

the sophistication of the model itself. This could be done by dividing

the individual shear yielding beam into a number of finite elements which

consider the inelastic cyclic constitutive relation of the material. If

the elements included plate bending effects, this type of model could

take into account propagation a yielding, web buckling, and diagonal

tension field formation. The accuracy of the model would be improved

if all of these local effects were considered, but the complexity and

cost of analysis would also be increased.

No comparisons are made for the other beam specimens, because the

cyclic shear theory did not apply to these cases. The theory applies only

to beams which yield in shear before plastic hinges form at both ends of

the element. This can be assured

<

by designing the beam such that

12~1
! .Q, ,

{23)

if the rotational restraint is applied at both ends, or

< 111 (24)

if simply supported at one end. It is essential that the cross-section

be restrained against warping at both ends. Thus, a simply supported

end requires a tailor other means of providing warping restraint.

Summary of Cyclic Shear Yield Behavior

The results of the cyclic beam tests indicate that cyclic shear

yielding of the web provides a very desirable energy dissipati~n mechanism.

Beams which yielded in shear dissipated more energy, withstood larger

deflections, and exhibited greater stability than beams which yielded in
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bending. Beams which yielded in bending had flange buckling problems,

while shear yielding beams buckled only in the web. Web·buckling is a

more desirable buckling form because of the cyclic diagonal tension field.

However, shear yielding beams must be desighed with stiffeners and flange

restraint if the cyclic diagonal tension field is to form.

Based on the results of the beam tests, a simple analytical model of

cyclic shear yield behavior was derived. This model fits the experimental

results very well, and it coincides with general observations from the

individual tests and with the general concepts of cyclic inela~tic

constitutive theory.
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CHAPTER 4. INELASTIC DYNAMIC ANALYSES

Genera1

The purpose of this chapter will be to discuss an inelastic dynamic

analysis of the prototype structure. In performing this analysis, the

analytical model of the shear beam is first incorporated into an exi~ting

dynamic analysis program, DRAIN-2D. The eccentri~ally braced frame is

then analyzed under two· separate base excitations and the predicted

behavior is presented and evaluated. Three alternate structural systems

are also analyzed under the same two base excitations, and the re5ponses
. ,

of these alternate systems are compared with the predicted response of

the prototype system. The objective of this series of analyses is to

understand better the inelastic behavior of the total eccentric system

both with respect to. itself and also relative to other structutal systems.

DRAIN-2D Dynamic Analysis Program

The DRAIN-2D program [34J was used to determine the behavior of the'

prototype frame; the program performs a plane frame inelastic dynamic

analysis for structures subjected to a base excitation. The analysis

employs a step-by-step procedure with the yield state of each element

checked at the end of each time step. The tangent stiffness modifications

and the equilibrium corrections for any imbalance due to change in state

are applied at the end of each time step; the time step is held constant,

and no iteration is used, however, equilibrium corrections are applied at

the end of each time step to correct for any imbalance due to change in

state. These corrections are applied to prevent the imbalances from

accumulating and causing the solution to diverge. Because of the several

simplifications used in this procedure, the solution is by no means exact.

It will approach the exact solution, however, if a sufficiently small
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step is used, but, since the cost of the solution increases with decreas

ing time steps, it is desirable to perform the analysis with the largest

time step which gives sufficiently accurate results. Therefore the results

of these analyses are not used to predict minute differences in behavior,

but rather to determine general trends of structural behavior.

One of the main advantages of the DRAIN-2D program is the relative

ease with which new inelastic elements can be added. This was the primary

reason for the selection of this dynamic analysis program. The elements

provided with the basic DRAIN-2D program include: (1) a brace type

element (Elem~nt 1) which yields or buckles as in a variation of the slip

model [lJ; (2) a beam-column element (Element 2) which includes the

interaction between axial force and bendihg moment; and (3) a beam element

(Element 5) which considers only yielding due to bending. The beam and

beam-column.el~ments yield only in bending, since there is no axial soften

ing after yielding. The elements also obey a bilinear strain hardening

model which is primarily a kinematic hardening model. In the eccentric

bracing system under study, it was determined that the primary method of·

energy dissipation would be cyclic shear yield of the eccentric element.

Hence, the cyclic shear yield model discussed in the preyious chapter was

also programmed for DRAIN-2D. The basic beam element (Element 5) was

used to form the cyclic shear yield element. The programming of the

shear yielding element was simplified, since a number of part~ of the

analysis were identical to those used by the beam element. For example,

the application of damping effect, initial and fixed end force applica

tions and geometric stiffness application were essentially unchanged from

Element. 5. However, major changes had to be made in the state determina

tion, bending stiffness calculation and input subroutine. The behavior of
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this element coincides with the behavior described in Chapter 3.. A.

listing of the element subroutines, input instructions, and some comments

on the. use of the element are given in Appendix C.·

Post-Buckling Brace Element

The only existing brace type element for DRAIN-2D was the slip model

element (Element 1). It is well known [lJ that the .slip model does not

accurately repre~ent the inelastic behavior of a brace, because it does

not accurately reflect the behavior of a brace after it has buckled.

Similarly, a brace, which yields in compression as permitted in Element 1,

greatly overestimates the ability of the brace to dissipate energy. Since

neither of the post buckling brace models permitted by Element 1 were

accurate representatives of true brace behavior, a more realistic. brace

element was also programmed for DRAIN-2D. This element. was programmed by

starting with the basic structu0e of Element 1. As a result~ the program-

ming was again simplified since damping effects, geometric stiffness and

some other computations.remained unchanged. Major changes were made to

the stiffness and state determination calculations. The assumed inelastic

behavior of the brace, which was used in this element, is very similar to a

model developed by Nilforoushan [12J. The model used is a linear

approximation as shown in Fig. 34 of the true brace behavior shown in

Fig'. 1. Nine linear zones, which are defined by the strain history and

other critical parameters, are used to approximate the true brace behavior.

The critical parameters are input values, and they are determined by

making a best fit to the brace behavior, which was determined by

experimentation, by theoretical derivation, or by other acceptable means. This

provides more flexibility in the analyses, since the brace behavior is.not tied
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to a specified theoretical model. The critical parameters, input instruc

tions and a listing of the element subroutines ~re given in Appendix D.

This model also simulates the deterioration in buckling strength of

the brace, which occurs in consecutive cycles. Experimentation has shown

that the buckling load achieved on later cycles usually is greatly reduced

from the buckling load on the first cycle [lJ. The reduction takes place

because after the brace buckles it inelastically kinks. In principle, it

may be possible to restraighten such a kink completely, when the load is

reversed. However, as a practical matter, the brace is not able to

restraighten completely. As a result, it is less perfect in later cycles

and buckles at a lower compressive load. Examination of the results of

cyclic tests of axially loaded members indicates that the compressive load

deteriorates less when the kinking is less severe. These results also

indicate that there is a limit below which the buckling load will not

deteriorate. The Post-Buckling element which was developed for DRAIN-2D

permits the input of an initial and minimum buckling load of the brace,

and then the buckling load is varied for later cycles as required. The

details of this reduction procedure are also given in Appendix D.

Alternate Structures

Four alternate structures were analyzed by DRAIN-2D. These were the
. (

prototype eccentrically braced frame, a concentrically braced frame with

all bolted connections, a concentrically braced frame with moment-

resisting connections, and a moment-resisting frame. All of these frames

were designed for the same geometry and the same gravity loads. The

braced frames were assumed to be exterior frames which carried the total

lateral loads and were therefore designed to resist, individually, 52.5%

of the lateral loads and 12.5% of the gravity loads. The moment-resisting

frame was assumed to be one of five frames, which carry tributary loads.
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Therefore, the interior frames were taken as the critical frames and they

were designed for 25% of the total lateral and gravity loads. The natural

periods of all three braced structures were very similar, so the design

lateral loads were alike. The moment-resisting frame was a much more

flexible structure, and its design lateral loads were m~rkedly smaller

'because of its longer period. However, this did not significantly affect

the design, since the design of the moment-resisting frame was controlled

by the maximum story drift. The moment-resisting frame was approximately

30% heavier than the braced frames. It should also be noted that the

design of the. eccentrically braced frame was more refined by the detailed

linear elastic analyses which were performed. The other frames were not

designed to the same degree of refinement. Ther~fore, these designs must

be considered preliminary, and improvement in the dynamic performance of

these three alternates may be achieved if the design is refined. The

design of these alternate structures were performed in 5 story increments~

Input Parameters

All of the analyses were performed with a 0.01 second time step,

which was chosen after sever~l trial runs of the first few seconds of

the eccentrically braced frame analyses. Considerable. inelastic activity
. , ,

had occurred during this time span, and the results with the larger time

step were sufficiently similar to the results with the smaller (0.005

·seconds) time step that the cost, of the shorter time step was not warranted.

All of the alternate structures were analyzed with original stiffness

proportional damping where the damping was approximately 5% of the critical

damping for the first mode. Original stiffness proportional damping was

chosen because it was felt to be more indicative of the true conditions.

It is also desirable because it distributes the damping effect through

out the structure and not just at mass points. Further, it was thought
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that the bulk of the damping effect would be attributable to cracking of

floor slabs, damage to nonstructural walls, and etc. Therefore, it was

expected that damping would substantially increase after yielding of the

structure. Original stiffness damping results in a substantial increase

in damping after yielding, while tangent stiffness damping produces a

significant decrease in damping effects. Therefore, original stiffness

damping was thought to be more reallstic.

The four alternate structures were analyzed under two separate base

excitations. The first excitation was 1.5 times the El Centro 1940 N-S

component'acceleration record shown in Fig. 35. The first 8 seconds of

this record were used, since this time period contains nearly all of the

high acceleration peaks and the major part of the inelastic activity should

occur within this time period. The peak acceleration for this record is

approximately 0.5 times the acceleration of gravity. It is believed that

this record is a realistic indication of the intensity of shaking that

could occur in a moderate to severe earthquake. The second acceleration

was the Pacoima Dam record of the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake. This

record, which is shown in Fig. 36, has a peak acceleration of approximately

1.2 times the acceleration of gravity. The first 15 seconds of this

record were used, because all inelastic activity should be concentrated

within this time period. It is well known that the very high accelera

tions of this record are a result of amplification due to local site

conditions. Moreover, this record is associated with a small impulse type

loading and was used to determine the relative performance of the

alternate structures under such a dynamic loading. It is not intended

to imply that a structure should be designed to resist this excitation.
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The analyses were performed on the alternate systems with the P-6

effect of the frames accounted for by means of the geometric 'stiffness.

The. gravity loads which were used for the computation of the geometric

stiffness included the frames share of the full dead load plus 10% of the

total live load. It should be noted that a fully accurate resolution of

the P-6 effect requires. a 3-dimensional analysis including the gravity

effect of all interior frames. This problem will be discussed in greater

detail in a later section. The braced frames were designed as exterior

frames, so they all carried 12.5% of the total gravity loads. The moment

resisting frames were designed as interior frames, so each one carried

25%. of the total gravity loads. The total mass of the structure was also

taken as the mass of the. total dead load and 10% of the live load. The

braced frames were designed to carryall of the lateral loads, and so,

each braced frame was- assigned 50% of the total mass of the structure.

The design lateral loads were distributed among the moment-resisting frames,

and so each interior frame was assigned 25% of the total mass. The gravity

loads were also distributed elastically throughout the frame, and hence

affected the first yielding of each element. This should not greatly

affectthe performance of the frames;--however, once the .inelastic behavior

of the frame has started.

Results from 1.5 Times the El Centro Excitation

The four alternate structures were analyzed under 1.5 times the El

Centro excitation. Figure 37 is a plot of the maximum relative displace

ment of the various story levels for the alternate structures. The solid

line in this plot is the eccentricallY braced frame. The triahgles

indicate the bolted concentrically braced frame, diamonds indicate the

concentrically braced frame with moment~resisting connections, and the
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squares represent data points of the moment-resisting frame. The maximum

relative displacement of each story level is the maximum deflection rela

tive to the structures' undeformed configurations. These maximum values

do not occur at the same time for all story levels, so the curves plotted

in Fig. 37.do not represent the deflected shape of the structure at any

one time of the analysis. The maximum relative deflection of the

eccentrically braced frame is significantly smaller than those of the

other alternate structures. The maximum deflections of the concentrically

braced frames were the largest for the upper stories, and the maximum

deflections of the moment-resisting frame were the largest for the lower

stories. The curve for the moment-resi~ting frame exhibits a sharp kink

at the lOth floor level. The reason for this sharp kink is that the tim~

of the maximum deflection was very different for the top and bottom

stories. The large time difference is introduced because the moment

resisting frame is a more flexible, longer period structure, and the

higher modes are more apparent.

Figure 38is a plot of the maximum story drift for each alternative

at the various story levels. The various curves are defined by the same

legend as for Fig. 37. The maximum story drifts are generally smaller

for the eccentrically braced frame and generally larger for the moment

resisting frame than for the other alternatives. The eccentrically

braced frame experienced smaller story drifts because it was a ·stiffer

structure with very good energy dissipation capabilities. The moment

resisting frame also had very good energy dissipation but it was consid-·

erably more flexible, and so it experienced the largest drift. The curve

for the eccentrically braced frame was relatively uniform indicating that

the deformation was greater at lower stories but basically well distributed

throughout the structure. The curve for the moment-resisting frame
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exhibits two zones of high story drift: These two zones appareritly indi

cate that higher modes of vibration play an important role in the response

of the moment-resisting frame. The concentrically braced frames' had

slightly larger story drifts than the eccentrically braced frames, and

the ,curves were somewhat more ~rratic 'than for the eccentric and moment-

resisting frames. The erratic nature of these curves was most apparent

in the lower stories where the buckling of the braces were most severe,

so the curves would probably be smoother if the structural members were

sized .over smaller intervals and if the design were more refined.

Figure 39 is a plot of the deflected shape of the alternate structures

at the end of 8.0 seconds. At that point, the inelastic activity pro- .'

duced by the El Centro record was essentially complete, and the analysis.. .

was stopped. The velocity at that time waS not equal to zero, so Fig; 39

does not represent the final deformed shape of the structure. However,'

because 'future deformations would have been primarily elastic, this de

fleeted shape and the individual time histories of ,the floor levels can_

be used to infer an approximate final deformed configuration. A study'

of these curves leads to several conclusions. The-first is that all of

the four alternate structures will return to a-final deformed shape which

is close to the original undeformed configuration of the structures, bllt

the eccentrically braced frame should be somewhat better than the other

alternatives. It will have smaller permanent lateral deflection than the

concentrically braced frames, and it will exhibit a straighter deflected

shape than the moment-resisting frame. 'The moment-resisting frame will

assume a kinked final deformed shape because of its larger story drifts

and the influence of higher modes of vibration. The second conclusion

is that mathematical models predict that the eccentrically braced frame'

and the moment-resisting frame will regain their full lateral stiffness
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at the end of the excitation, because their yielding mechanisms do not

exhibit any deterioration during the analyses. The concentrically braced

frames will have only a small portion of their initial stiffness because

the analyses indicate that most of the braces have buckled. These buckled

braces will behave elastically at the end of the excitations, but some of

them will be so severely bent that their elastic stiffness is only a small

fraction of their initial stiffness. As a result of this great loss in

stiffness, the concentrically braced frames must be expected to experience

large lateral deflection during even minor windstorms or aftershocks.

Since the concentrically braced frames have lost much of their stiffness,

they may also require major structural repair to regain this stiffness.

The eccentrically braced frames will require repair only for non-struc

tural damage. Further, the alternate structures have suffered larger

permanent lateral deflections and these are more likely to be condemned.

A final conclusion to be made. from this comparison is that the eccentri

cally braced frame is likely to be reparable at the conclusion of this

level of excitation. This desirable attribute occurs because of the good

energy dissipation characteristics of the eccentrically braced frame. All

of the frames dissipated large amounts of energy, but the eccentric frame

and moment-resisting frame 'dissipated this energy without any degradation

in strength or lateral stiffness. As a result of this better dissipation

behavior, the eccentric system is predicted to come out of the excitation

in better ~ondition.

The comparison of the performance of the alternate structures can

be summarized by noting that all of the alternate structures performed

satisfactorily ~nder a substantial excitation. However, the eccentric

bracing system did perform better.' It experienced smaller relative
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deflections and story drifts, and the eccentric system appears to be a

more repairable structure.

Results from the Pacoima Dam Excitation

The four alternate structures were also analyzed under the Pacoima

Dam excitation. The plots of maximum relative displacement of the various

story levels for the alternate structures are shown in Fig. 40. The legend

of Fig.- 40 is identical to that of Figs. 37,38 and 39. For all of the

braced frame structures, the maximum relative displacements fall into a

very narrow band. The maximum deflection was of the order of 36 in

(910 mm) for all of these frames. The moment-resisting frame experienced

maximum deflections which were much larger than those of the braced

frames. The maximum deflection for the moment-resisting frame was 69.8

in (1.77 m). Further, Fig. 40 indicates that virtually all of the

extreme deformations are concentrated in the lowest 5 stories. These

large relative displacements are occurring because of the substantial

P-~ effect. The moment-resisting frame has considerably less lateral

strength and stiffness than any of the braced frames. When a structure

is subjected to aprolo~ged impulse loading, its strength and stiffness

are moreimportarit than its energy dissipation capabilities. The Pacoima

Dam Record induces an impulse type loading in structures, and so, the

flexible moment-resisting frame experiences large deflections. These

large deflections induce large P-~ moments, and a larger proportion of

the frame's strength and stiffness are expended resisting the P-~ effect.

Figure 41 is a plot' of the maximum story drift. This figure gives

further verification of the significance of the P-~ effect for the moment

resisting frame. The maximum story deformations are concentrated in the
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lowest five stories; the bottom story has a maximum story drift of

approxima te1y 22 in (560 mm). The story drift of the braced frame

structures all fit into a fairly tight band. The story drift is certainly

more severe for lower stories in the eccentrically braced frame, but the

deformations are far more uniformly distributed than for the moment,

resisting frame. It should be noted that none of the DRAIN-2D elements

have a criterion for element failure. It is questionable whether the

bottom story would be able to withstand a 22 in (560 mm) story drift

without experiencing a total or partial failure of the frame.

Figure 42 is a plot of the deflected shapes of the alternate struc

tures at the end of the analyses. The velocity does not equal zero at

this time. However, the inelastic activity is complete for the braced

frame structures, so the analyses were stopped. It is again possible to

infer the final deflected shape of the braced structures by combining

Fig. 42 with the individual story level time-history plots .. A study.

of these curves indicates that all of the alternate structural systems.

will have considerabepermanent deflection. A permanent deflection of

the order of 15 to 25 inches (380 to 640 mm) can be expected for the

braced frames. The concentrically braced frames will have slightly

smaller final deflections, because they have slightly larger stiffnesses·

and strengths due to their slightly larger weights of steel. All of the

braced structures experienced very large inelastic deformations, and it

is improbable that any of these structures could be repaired. It is

not possible to infer a final deflected shape of the moment resisting

frame, because this frame has severe stability problems. Since the

Pacoima Dam acceleration record has some characteristics of an impulse.

loading, the response produced by this record were consistently one-sided

responses. That is, at some time in the analysis the relative displacement
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moved to one side of the initial undeformedconfiguration and stayed to

that side throughout the rest of the analysis. This type of behavior is

displayed in Fig. 43, which is a plot of the time-history response of the

roof for the moment-resisting and eccentrically braced frame. The

eccentrically braced frame is indicated by the solid line, and the moment

resisting frame is identified by the solid line with squares. As was

discussed earlier, the plot shows that the response of the eccentrically

braced frame reached a peak at approximately 8.5 seconds, and the

response then stabilized during the mild excitations which followed.

This frame appears to be stabilizing toward a final top story deflection

of approximatiely 22 in (560 mm). The plot also shows that during this

period of time the response of the moment-resisting frame is not stabil

izing. The moment-resisting frame reaches a very substantial peak in .

its response at approximately 10 seconds. The deflections are so large

at this time that the P-6 effect uses up most of the elastic strength

and stiffness of the frame. Therefore, it reaches an even higher peak

at 14.6 seconds even though the base excitations are very low during

this period. It is very possible that this drift would continue with

the moment resisting frame, if a longer Pacoima record were used. As

a result, this structure would probably collapse during the rest of the

excitation or during minor aftershocks.

The one-sided response, which was noted for ail structures subjected

to the .Pacoima Dam acceleration record, is characteristic of the inelastic

response of a single degree-of-freedom system to a pulse excitation.

Solutions to the single degree-of-freedom problem are well known [42J

and the maximum deflections are strongly influenced by the strength and

stiffness of the system. The response to the Pacoima Dam excitation ~as

greatly influenced also by the strength and stiffness of the struct~res.
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All the braced frames had about the same strength and stiffness and they

experienced similar responses. The moment-resisting frame was not nearly

as stiff or strong as the braced frames. and it experienced much larger

deflections. Since one cannot know in advance what characteristics an

acceleration record of a future earthquake will possess. it is desirable

to have structures with stiffness, strength and good energy dis~ipation

characteristics. To meet all contingencies, an eccentrically braced

frame should be best. It is stiff and strong like a concentrically

braced frame, and it has excellent energy dissipation like a moment

resisting frame. Hence. the eccentric bracing system can be expected to

perform well during virtually any earthquake, if it is properly designed.

It is not intended to say that the other systems are inadequate. The

other braced systems performed satisfactorily. but the moment resisting

frame subjected to the Pacoima Dam acceleration was found to be unsatis

factory. The moment-resisting frame developed problems due to excessive

deflections thereby increasing the P-6 effect. It should be noted.

however, that the design of the moment-resisting frame was a preliminary

design. and its performance could be improved by increasing its strength

and stiffness.

Comparison of the Member Behavior

The purpose of the comparison of the overall structural behaviors

of the different systems was to display their relative merits. It was

not intended to make a detailed comparison of local behavior such as

axial forces in the columns, since this has been done in other studies

[11,12.43J. However. a few general comments will be made about the

local inelasti~ behavior. Essentially all of the energy that was dissi

pated by the eccentrically b~aced frame was dissipated in the eccentric

elements. Every eccentric element experienced some yielding in both the
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Pacoima and El Centro excitation. No braces buckled during the

El Centro analysis, and only one brace, which was· located at the 16th

story level, buckled during the Pacoima analysis. The axial forces in

the base of the columns were quite high at times in both tension and

compression. The maximum column loads were 3080 kips (13~7 MN) in

compression and 1460 kips (6500 K:N) in tension. It was assumed in the

analysis that the foundation was capable of developing these tensile

loads. As a result of the high column forces, plastic hinges formed

in the columns for short periods of time at several locations. These

hinges did not adversely affect the lateral deflections, since the

lateral deflections were severely limited by the bracing. However, the

yield locations had to be evaluated at the end of each analysis for·

inelastic axial shortening. The DRAIN-2D beam-column element (Element 2)

does not model any axial softening after yielding has occurred. It is

shown in reference [30] that this softening does occur in columns with

high axial loads, but no numerical model for evaluating this softening

has been implemented. The indicated hinge locations were examined, and

it appears that ~xial softening would not be a problem, or, at most,

could be prevented by relatively·minor increases in column ~izes.

The axial forces in the columns were a more severepr6blem for the

concentrically braced structures. The maximum axial loads in the columns

were considerably lower for the eccentrically braced frame, because this

force was limited by the shear transmitted by the yielding eccentric

element.. The increase in column loads is limited only by the strength

of the brace for a concentrically braced frame. Since the brace was

designed in Gompression, while it can also yield in tension, wide fluc

tuation in column loads resulted. The maxi~um column forces in the

prototype concentrically braced frames were 4300 kips (19.1 MN) in
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compression and 3000 kips (13.4 MN) in tension. Because of these higher

axial forces, the plastic moment was reduced, and plastic hinges formed

at a few more locations than for the eccentric bracing system. The

energy dissipation of the concentrically braced frames was virtually all

due to the inelastic shortening and lengthening of axial members. Similar

behavior was noted for the concentrically braced frames with both bolted

and moment-resisting connections. This behavior appears to contradict

the findings of Igarashi and Inoue [4J, who found that the inelastic

behavior is better in braced frames with moment-resisting capabilities.

However, their conclusions were based on inelastic static analysis, and

the analyses discussed here are dyn9mic. Since there are additional

factors which affect dynamic response analysis but which do not have any

apparent effect in the static analysis, the basic conclusion that it is

better to design braced frames with moment-resisting connections appears

to be valid.

The energy dissipation of the moment-resisting frame was entirely

due to the plastic hinge rotations of the beam ends. The frame was

designed by the weak beam-strong column design concept. As a result,

all of the beam ends formed plastic hinges at some time in the analysis.

The only plastic hinges which formed in the columns occurred at the very

base of the columns. The column bases were fixed against rotation, so

these plastic hinges must develop before the structure can form the

mechanism which is necessary to achieve large lateral deflections and

dissipate energy. Any plastic hinge which forms in the column is certainly

more dangerous in a moment resisting frame than a braced frame, because

there is less restraint against story drift. However, these plastic

hinges were not considered to be critical, because the axial loads in the
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columns of the moment-resisting frames were quite moderate. The maximum

compressiye force was app~oximately 1250 kips (5560 kN}. No tensile

forces developed in the columns.

Floor Deformations in the Eccentrically Braced Frame

In. the previous sections. it was indicated that the overall dynamic

performance of the eccentrically braced frame is superior to that of the

moment-resisting and concentrically braced frames. because it has both

exce 11 ent energy di ss ipati oncharacteri sti cs and greater strength and

stiffness. It m~st be noted that. while obtaining these desir~ble"

characteristics. the system develops ~ubstantial inelastic floor deforma~

tions, which .are necessary. because this .is the intrinsic energy .dis~i':'".

pation ,mechanism of the eccentric bracing system. The floor deformation

is related to the lateral deflections which the structure experiences.

The publication, "Plastic Design of Braced Multistory Steel Frames,"

[44J presents a method of estimating the lateral deflections of a con-

centrically braced frame as the sum of two components. The components

are ca' tDe lateral deflection. due to lengthening or shortening of the

brace. and 6b• the lateral deflection due to lengthening and shortening

of the columns. For eccentrically braced frames, a third component.

0c' the lateral deflection caused by the deformation in the eccentric

element. can be added. see Fig. 44. Therefore

(5 ~

T a + 0b + aa c (25)

If the value of 0a or 0b are to change. ,it is necessary to have a

change in the axial loads of the brace or column. Since the eccentric.

element is designed to avoid brace buckling these axial loads do not

change greatly in a structure which is yielding. however. so the two
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components' remain nearly constant while the structure is yielding. The

third component t Oct is negligible while the structure is e1astic t

'because of the high stiffness of the elastic eccentric e1ement~ but 0c

changes si9nificant1y after the eccentric element has yielded and lost

most of its stiffness. These simple kinematic concepts are reflected

in the results of the dynamic analysis.

Time history records of the eccentric element floor deformations

were maintained for the bottom 12 stories in the DRAIN-2D analyses.

Similar records. for the top eight stories could not be obtained because

of limitations in the program. However, approximate envelope values for

these upper stories can be inferred. Figure 45 is a plot of the maximum

floor deformations for the eccentric elements on the first 12 stories.

The diamonds identify data from the 1.5 times E1 Centro analysis and

the triangles, the Pacoima Dam analysis. This figure shows that the

deformations are quite unifonn1y distributed throughout the height of

the structure for the El Centro analysis. The peak deformation was

approximately 6.7 in (170 mm) for the Pacoima analysis. This deformation

is very severe when it is recognized that it is concentrated within 35

in (890 mm) of the eccentric element. The maximum deformation due to

the E1 Centro excitation was approximately 1.4 in (35 mm). The time

history plots for the most severely deformed eccentric elements are

shown in Figs. 46 and 47. The curves corroborate the significance of

the three components of deflection shown in Fig. 44. When the structure

is elastic the eccentric element deformations are small but very high

velocities are attained during the short time the eccentric element is

forced to behave plastically. These results indicate that lateral

deflections due to deformation of the eccentric element are basically

plastic deformations.
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the analysis and adding a load term at the end of each time step through

out the analysis [34J. The load term is added to the unbalanced load

vector, which includes unbalanced loads due to change of yield state of

correction for nonlinearities due to large deflections. The unbalanced

load vector is then added to the next time step, since no iteration is

performed within the time step for this program.

The problem was first noted by observing that the member forces,

which were output by DRAIN-2D, did not satisfy equilibrium at the

eccentric nodes. The axial forces in the brace and central beam segment

were considerably higher than was warranted by the shear in the eccentric

beam element. Moreover, this imbalance did not start until the eccentrlc

element started to exhibit large amounts of yielding. The imbalanc:ein

member forces could not be caused by inertial loads, since there was ~o,

mass at these eccentric nodes. Eventually it was determined that the

imbalance in member forces was caused by the application of a load through

the unbalanced load vector used in DRAIN-2D. A large number of computer

runs were made, which showed that this problem was dependent upon the

geometry of the eccentric bracing system and the solution procedure used

in DRAIN-2D and not a error within the subroutines developed for this

analysis. These, runs also indicated that the imbalance became signifi

cant only when the vertical damping loads on eccentric nodes became

large. These vertical damping loads are large only while the eccentric

element is plastic, because the vertical velocities of the eccentric

node are essentially zero before yielding but are very large during

yielding. This is verified by the time-history plots of Figs. 46 and 47.

The problem occurs when the eccentric element has lost most of its

stiffness and ability to transmit shear, but the axial stiffness of the

brace and central beam segment is still high. Therefore, this stiff,
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interior bracing system is essentially isolated from the rest of the

structure by the plastic eccentric elements as depicted in Fig. 48.

Since the elastic central bracing system is isolated by the plastic

eccentric elements, the damping forces which are applied to these eccen

tric nodes are transmitted by the trussing action as shown in Fig; 48.

The direction and magnitude of these damping forces are dependent upon

the direction and magnitude of the velocity. These damping forces will

always increase the magnitude of both axial tension and axial compression

forces. As a result, the axial force in the brace and central beam

section are higher than required by the forces in the eccentric element.

It must be emphasized that the DRAIN-2D analysis does satisfy equilibrium

when damping effects are taken into account. The apparent imbalance in

member forces is balanced by the damping loads.

There are several questions as to whether this damping phenomenon

simulates true structural behavior. Damping normally includes any

dissipative behavior which cannot normally be included as structural

element behavior. This includes many things such as viscous material

behavior, slippage in bolts in connections, and damage to f160r slabs

and non-structural infill walls. Some of these damping effects may

physically cause higher axial forces in the bra~ebut other effects will

not. For example, in an eccentric bracing system with the floor slab

integrally connected to the eccentric beam, considerable damping will

result from crushing and cracking of the floor slab and infill walls.

This damping is likely to cause a substantial increase in the axial

loads of the brace. If the same structure were designed with the

eccentric beam isolated from the floor slab, the axial force in the

brace could not increase. There would still be considerable damping due

to slippage in bolts, damage to infill walls, and other causes, but the
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axial load in the brace could not increase after the eccentric element

yields, because the brace is physically separated from all of these

effects. Therefore, it is apparent that the predicted increase in axial

loads mayor may not be realistic, depending upon the design of the

structure.

This increase incaxial forces may cause substantial design problems

in a structure. For example, it ;s very important that the brace be

designed to avoid buckling, and it is necessary to have a realistic

estimate of brace forces to properly design this brace. Another example,

the axial force time history of the brace can be used to generate a time

history record of the base shear of the structure. Both of these examples

require a realistic time history record for the axial force in the brace.

A certain amount of engineering judgment must be applied to this problem

to determine if the damping and brace time-history record is realistic.

If they are both realistic there is no 'problem. However, if the overall

damping is realistic but the brace forces are unrealistically high, it

may be necessary to modify the axial force time-history by finding the

axial force at each time step which satisfies nodal equilibrium with the

shears in the beam.

This problem was evaluated in the prototype structural system, and

it was not found to be a severe problem. The maximum increase in axial

forces appeared to be approximately 30%. This increase was felt to be

reasonable for the 20-story prototype structural system, because the

structure was designed to have interaction between the floor slab and

the beam. However, the size of this increase depends upon the structure

being analyzed. Increases in excess of 100% were noted for several

other shorter eccentrically braced frames.
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Dynamic Response of the Entire Structure

The analyses which were performed were plane frame analyses. However,

the effect of factors such as the torsional response and the P-6 effect

on interior unbraced frames depend on the response of the total structure.

The dynamic response of the t9tal structure is a 3-dimensional response

problem. However, the cost and complexity of such a 3-dimensional analysis

make it prohibitive for present investigation. Therefore, this section

will consist of a short discussion Qf how applicable the plane frame_

analysis is likely to be to the total frame response.

The first factor to be considered in this discussion is the torsional

. response of the structure. A plane frame analysis includes no tor~ional

response. However, the total frame response may be significantly affected

by the inelastic torsional response of the structure. For example, when

an individual frame of the total structure softens due to yielding, the

shear center of the structure moves. As a result, the torsional effect

on the structure may change suddenly. The prototype structure was designed

as a structure with a very symmetric distribution of mass, strength, and

stiffness. Therefore, itislikely that yielding will progress in

essentially a symmetric manner. This implies that the torsional. response

is not likely to be a serious problem for this structure, but any

torsional excitation or variability in the as-built properties of the

structure can increase the significance of torsional response. The full

impact of torsion can only be determined by a more thorough study.

The second major factor, which would be considered, is the variability

of the in-plane behavior of the various frames of the structure. For

example, in the braced frame alternatives, the braced frames were

designed to provide the full lateral strength and stiffness of the
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structure. The interior un braced frames were designed to resist. their

tributary gravity loads with a capability to resist the minimum lateral

loads required by the design code. These interior frames are designed

by the so called "two bit" frame concept. This lateral strength is

necessary, because these interior frames must resist minimal overturning

moments due to the P-6 effect. However, the lateral strength provided to

these interior frames affects the dynamic response of the structure.

This variability in in-plane behavior can be approximately accounted

for by a method used by Wang [45J in the analysis of shear wall structures.

In this method, two plane frames are analyzed while coupled together with

a rigid link at each story level. This method assumes that there is no

shear lag within the floor system, and all frames deflect the same amount.

One of these two frames would have the properties of an exterior braced·

frame, and the other frame would have the properties of an interior frame.

This coupled frame analysis would be much more costly, because of

the increased number of members and degrees of freedom. This type of

analysis was not performed on the 20-story prototype structure, because

it was thought that this analysis would not add further insight into

the behavior of the eccentrically braced frame. These interior frames

were thought to be beneficial to the eccentric bracing system, since

they provided added strength and dissipation capability to a system which

experiences small deflections with no deterioration in strength or stiff

ness. This type of coupled frame analysis will likely be more useful in

the concentric bracing system, because this system ~oes exhibit some

deterioration during later cycles.

Summary of Dynamic Analysis Results

Two sets of plane frame inelastic dynamic analyses for two signif

cantly different types of earthquakes were performed on the prototype
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structure and three alternate structural systems. In all cases, the

eccentrically braced system performed well. It performed well, because

it is a stiff, strong structure with excellent energy dissipation

characteristics. The concentrically braced frame also performed well

but not as well as the eccentric system. because of its poorer energy

dissipation and deterioration of strength and stiffness. The moment

resisting frame exhibited desirable energy dissipation. but it lacked

the strength and stiffness at large deflections to assure its stability

under the Pacoima Dam excitation. It should be noted that the three

alternative designs were preliminary designs, and improvements could be

made in their performance. However, the designs were sufficiently

representative so that they displayed the relative strengths and weak

nesses of the alternate structural systems.
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CHAPTER 5. DESIGN OF ONE-THIRD SCALE MODEL FRAMES AND TEST SETUP

General

The prototype structure had been thoroughly ~nalyzed at this point

in the study. Also a detailed experimental and analytical study of the

inelastic behavior of the eccentric element had been performed. A n~mber

of conclusions were reached in the inel~stic dynamic analyses. One of

the more critical conclusions was that large inelastic deformations are

predicted in the eccentric beam element. These large deformations are

necessary to the eccentrically braced system, since its sound energy

dissipation capability is created by these severe deformations. Experi-

mental studies were then necessary to assure that the eccentric system

could withstand the large deformations without a structural failure. It

was also necessary to assure that the actual system behaved as predicted

by the analytical model. Further, the following experimental studies

were desirable as an aid in the development of design criteria for this

type of structure.

Design of One-Third Scale Model

For testing purposes, it was riecessary to choose a frame size which

would fit well with a testing -facility presently in operation at the

University of California, Berkeley. This facility had been successfully

used in experiments with shear walls [45J and is frequently used for the

cyclic testing of subassemblages. Another consideration in the design

of the frame size was that it should have more than one level of eccentric,

bracing in order to simulate ~arthquake effects on a taller structure.

For these reasons~ a one-third scale model of a three story single

bay structure was chosen. This three story single bay braced frame sub

assemblage was intended to fit into the prototype structure as the three
(".----~-- '~., '.~.~~ ~~/ .~, ':~1"~~j~C~~
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stories in the lower· corner as shown in Fig. 49(a).- For testing purposes,

this model was then taken as a free body of this lower corner a shown in

Fig. 49(b). Therefore, the cyclic loadings, which were applied to the

test frame, were the cyclic effects which the free body would experience,

if a one-third scale model of the entire prototype frame were tested.

One major simplification was made in the design and testing of the

free body test specimens. The bending moments of the beams of the interior

bays of Fig. 49(a) were neglected. This simplification was appropriate

because the magnitudes of these bending moments were very small when

compared to the. overturning moment of the free body. It should also be

noted these interior bays may employ bolted connections in which case the

bending moment would be essentially zero. Further, the inelastic bending

of beams is reasonably well understood (15,16), and it can be accounted

for in the design and analysis.

Selection of Model Member Sizes

A number of parameters influenced the selection of the scale model

member sizes. These obviously included the area of the cross section,

moment of inertia, and section modulus. Because of the interest in the I

inelastic behavior and web and flange buckling, the thickness of the web

and flange, width of flange, and depth of section were also important. A

further consideration was to make use of standard steel sections and to

further restrict,the wide flange sections to compact sections. Due to

these considerations, the final member sizes have properties which vary
~. , ~', , ;

considerably away from the desired one-third scale. Because of these
:: -C; ~! ,'" :.>~ .

variances, the model was first scaled, and then an independent design
, .-, , ' ~

che~k~f the scale model was made. this check was to assure that the
' ..

basic design concepts which had been developed for the eccentric system
, ,

were not violated by approximations in the scaling procedure.
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Another variance to be noted in the modeling of the test frame is

the top beam of the model which was not designed to conform with the

prototype. This member was sized considerably heavier, because of the

local boundary condition effects. The first of these local conditions

is the absence of the 4th story brace on the test specimen. The missing

brace reduces the maximum number of plastic hinge locations in the beam,

and so the beam size must be slightly larger. The second local condition

is the high axial force which must occur in the eccentric element of

the third story of the test frame. The cyclic behavior of beams ,which

yield in shear has been studied and was found to be excellent, but the

behavi.or of beams which are subjected simultaneously to shear and axial

forces has not been determined. Because of these two factors, the third

floor beam was oversized to avoid any problems. This larger beam size

was expected to cause slightly larger deformations in the eccentri~

elements of the lower two st6ries, because the eccentric element of the

top floor would not yield in shear until the other elements had experienced

large amounts of strain hardening. This difference was not expected to

be significant.

As is usual with multistory buildings, thestory height of the

lowest story in the model was higher,than for the upper stories; This

higher story level. resulted in a steeper inclination of the brace angle.

This steeper inclination forces earlier yielding in the eccentric beam

element associated'with the first story brace.· In this particular case,

the earlier yielding at this location was desirable because it assured

the the earliest inelastic action would develop at a well-instrumented

location. Figure 50 is a sketch of Test Frame 1 with the principal

member sizes shown.
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Additional Design Parameters for Test Frame 1

The columns and beam sizes were identical for both Test Frames 1

and 2. The braces, however, varied. In Test Frame 1, the braces and

their connections were designed for axial forces, which were approximately

twice the design forces. "The brace in an eccentrically braced system can

develop increased forces due to strain hardening of the eccentric beam

element and a possible la"ck of uniformity in the yield strength of steel.

In this design, itis very important to avoid brace buckling in order to

force the eccentric elements to yield in shear. Fo~ these reasons,"the

brace was designed very conservatively.

The spacing of the lateral support points" also differed between Test

Frames 1 and 2. The lateral support spacing requirements are not

. explicitly defined in the current design codes. The AfSC code [32]

specifies that wide flange beams should be supported at plastic hinge

locations and at specified intervals depending upon the bending moment.

These spacing requirements are based on tests of beams under uniform

bending moment and monotonic loading. The eccentrically braced test

frames were to be loaded cyclically w~th a highly variable bending"

moment across the beam. As a result, the realistic lateral support for

this structural system was not clearly defined.

Test Frame 1 was supported conservatively since each beam was

supported at six points. The beam-column joints were supported by

simulating the support provided by the transverse frames. The brace

beam joint panel zones and two interior points of the central beam

segment were also supported. These four interior supports simulate the

support provided by the floor slab support joists. These joists are

assumed to be spaced at approximately fifth point intervals of the beam

which is somewhat closer.than the spacing a structural designer would
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normally employ. However, this spacing fully satisfies code requirements

because all plastic hinge locations are supported. This spacing also

supported the central beam segment, because at times this segment

develops high compressive forces, and the floor system must provide

restraint to prevent weak axis buckling.

The connection details for test frame one are shown in Figs. 51 and

52. The beam-to-column connections were moment-resisti.ng connections.

A special feature of this connection detail is the fillet weld between

the erection plate and the web of the eccentric beam element. The fillet

weld was required because of the very high shear force in the eccentric

element. If a bolted connection rather than a welded one had been used,

a single row of bolts would not have had sufficient bearing capacity in

the web to carry the high shear force. Multi-rows of bolts would be

capable of carrying the high shear force, but the extra rows would

complicate the connection detail. Additionally, under extreme cyclic
,

loadings, the bolt holes in the web would become progressively larger,

due to localized yielding, and the energy dissipation of the structure

would be reduced.

The brace-to-beam connection is also shown on Fig. 52. As can be

seen in the detail, these were bolted connections. The bolts were

designed at. working stress levels as friction bolts which were tightened

by the Turn"of the Nut Method. The capacity of the friction connection

was' approximately 79 ki ps, but the connecti on had a much 1arger capacity

when the bolts were in bearing. The bearing stress of the bolts on the

gusset plate and web of the channel was checked against acceptable stress

levels, because of the likelihoodof slippage in the friction connection.
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This figure also shows another feature of the brace-to-beam connec

tion of Test Frame,l.There is an eccentricity between the centroid of

the welds of the gusset plate to the beam and the center line of the

brace, and this ecceDtricity induces a bending moment which must be con-

sidered in the design of the connection. This eccentricity was the result

of two factors. First, the gusset plate had to be of sufficient length

to transmit the brace force to the beam. Secondly, the gusset plate

could not be allowed to extend into the eccentric zone of the beam. This

eccentric zone must be kept clear because it is designed to experience

very 1arge cycl;c .deformati ons. Si nce the gusset pl ate had to be qui te

long and kept back from the eccentric zone, an eccentricity at the

connection was introduced.

Test Frame 1 also employed a number of stiffeners in the connection

detail as shown in Figs. 51 and 52. Stiffeners were added to the beam-

column joint because of the relatively high component of bending moment

transferred by the beam. Stiffeners and a doubler plate were added to

the brace-beam joint because of the large oomponent of axial force which

the brace transmits to the beam. The brace force applies a shear force

to the eccentric beam element and develops an axial force in the central

beam. The doubler plate and stiffeners are used to distribute the brace

force to the beam. These reinforcing details were felt to be necessary

because the gusset plate was much thicker .than the web of the beam.

This has been a summary of the more important considerations applied

to Test Frame 1. The details are shown in the working drawings of the
I

first frame in Appendix E.

Design of Test Frame 2

The basic design of Frame 2 was similar to that of Frame 1. The

differences were focused upon specific details of the design, in order
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to improve them based on the experience gained from testing the first

frame. Figure 53 shows the principal member sizes and details of Frame 2.

The basic geometry of the second frame was identical to that of the first

frame. However, the brace size in this frame was reduced in order to aid

in the determination of the safe limits in the brace design. These

braces were designed to develop 1.5 times the design force.

Figure 54 shows the details of the beam-to-column connection. The

basic connection is again moment-resisting with a fillet weld between

the web of the beam and the erection plate. These details were considered

necessary for the satisfactory performance of the system. This connection

is the same for both frames. Note that no stiffeners were employed in

these beam-to-column connections. The cost of these stiffeners is quite

high, and they were left off the second test frame. In comparision with

Test Frame 1, the number of stiffeners was also reduced at the brace-to

beam joints of Frame 2. Figure 55 shows the details of this connection.

Only a pair of stiffeners was used in this detail, compared to two pairs

of stiffeners and a doubler plate used in Frame 1. This was also an

attempt to evaluate the need for these costly design details. Since

the brace of Frame 2 was somewhat smaller, the need for these stiffeners

was reduced. It should be noted that a pair of stiffeners is required

for the brace-to-beam connection as called out in Fig. 55. These are

very important, and they will always be necessary to assure that the

cyclic diagonal tension field can form in the web of the eccentric

element.

There were also several other differences in the design of the brace~

to-beam connection of Frame 2. The first of these differences is that

the brace connection is no longer a purely bolted connection. During
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severe cycling, very substantial slippage of the bolted brace connection

was noted for the first frame. This slippage-will be discussed in

greater detail in the next chapter, but in order to prev~nt slippage in

the second frame, a small fillet weld was placed between the flanges of

the channels and the gusset plate. This modification in the design of

Frame 2 permitted a comparison of behavior between a slipping and fixed

brace connection.

Another difference between the frames which can be noted from Fig. 55

is the kind of gusset plate attachment provided for the brace-to-beam

connection. Test Frame 1 used the conventional gusset plate arrangement,

but the second frame used a welded-on T section for a gusset plate. The

T-section offers several advantages •. First, the flange weld on the T

causes the centroid of the welded connection to move toward the flange

thereby nearly coinciding with the thrust line of the force in the brace.

Thus, the eccentricity noted on Test Frame,l is nearly eliminated.

Secondly, the flange of the T-section can be aligned with the pair of

web stiffeners resulting in a more direct transfer of force between the

brace and beam. Therefore, the likelihood of local stress concentration

and local instability such as web crippling is reduced. Finally, the

T-section is also likely to help provide lateral support to the system

because of the rigidity of the connection. This rigidity is helpful to

both the brace and the beam, since both members in effect support each

other in the out-of-plane direction.

The number of lateral support points was significantly reduced for

Frame 2. Lateral support was provided only at four points at each floor

level. The panel zone of each beam-to-column connection was supported,

and two intermediate poi'nts of the beam were also restrained. The inter

mediate supports were placed at approximately the third points of the beam
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span, since this was considered to be a more convenient spacing of floor

slab joists by normal structural design standards. However, this spacing

was somewhat questionable by code requirements, since support was not

provided at all plastic hinge locations, although the two interior support

points were of considerable help in preventing weak axis buckling of the

central beam segment. In using this placement of lateral support points,

it is implicitly assumed that lateral torsional buckling is not a serious

problem in the eccentric bracing system. This assumption enters because

the only available lateral support against lateral torsional buckling is

the indirect support provided by the central beam segment. The very steep

moment gradient in the eccentric element justifies this assumption.

However, one of the obj~ctives of this test was to determine the validity

of this assumption.

In general, Frame 2 was designed less conservatively than the first.

The final working drawings of both frames are shown in Appendix E. The

results of the tests for these two frames can be compared to determine

which of the designs produced better results.

Test Setup

The primary purpose of these tests was to perform a detailed investi

gation into the elastic and inelastic mechanical behavior of the eccentric

bracing system. The tests were intended to quasi-statically simulate the

cyclic effect of an earthquake rather than to apply a dynamic excitation

to the system. This is the same basic procedure used in many other tests

of structural systems [15,30,45J. The test facility, which was also used

in earlier tests of concrete shear wall subassemblages, is shown in

Fig. 56 with a braced frame in testing position. A detailed description

of the design and construction of this testing facility is readily avail

able [45,46J so only a brief description of this facility will be made
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here. The 'frame was tested ina hori zonta1 positi on. It was prestressed

at the base to large concrete anchor blocks, which in turn were also

prestressed to the test floor of the laboratory. The two load cells at

the top of the frame are attached to other anchor blocks and are connected

to the loading beam, which distributes the load to the test frame. These

load cells apply and maintain a constant total force of 200 kips (890 kN)

throughout the test to simulate the gravity load. The variable lateral

forces are applied to the test frame by the 460 kip (2047 kN) load cell.

The overturning effects of the top 17 stories of the prototype are simulated

by a couple, which is also applied by the top two load cells, and the

magnitude and direction of this couple are a function of the lateral force.

The free body is loaded with an overturning moment of 4.375 kip-ft

(5.93 kN-m) for every kip of base shear applied by the lateral load cell.

It should be noted that the free body overturning moment is only a small

part of the total prototype overturning moment, since this is only a

one-third scale model of a single bay of a four-bay prototype structure.

The three load cells were all electronically controlled by a MTS 406.11

servo-controller. A more detailed description of the basic system can

be found in other references [46].

Loading Beam

There were several modifications which had to be made to the test

apparatus for these particular tests. The first of these required a

loading beam, the placement of which is shown in Fig. 56. The actual

member forces of members in the test frame will vary greatly depending

upon the loading, yield state and deflection history of the frame.

Indi vi dua 1 members wi 11 attract hi.gh proporti ons of force when they are

sti.ff and much smaller forces when they are less stiff because of yield

ing. The loading beam makes use of this basic concept. The beam was
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designed to remain elastic and relatively undeformable, while exerting

no significant effect upon the stiffness of the test subassemblage. The

individual elements of the frame should be able to deform and distribute

their forces in the same manner as they do in the prototype structure.

The presence of the loading beam will have a limited. local effect upon

the stiffness of the frame, as the member forces. will not be indicative

of the prototype behavior in locations near the loading beam. However,

these local effects dissipate rapidly. and the behavior in the lowest two

stories ·of the test frame should agree well with the behavior of the

prototype.

The design of the loading beam was influenced by·several factors.

The first was that the beam had to be designed to deliver the total load

to the test frame. while the beam remained elastic and did not experience

significant deflections. This relatively rigid elastic behavior was

necessary to assure that the load cell forces were applied to the test

frame members in accordance with their member stiffness and not in

accordance with the loading beam stiffness. A second requirement of the

loading beam design was that it had to fit within a very limited space.

The anchor blocks of the test apparatus could be moved only with very

great difficulty. Further, the test frames were designed to approximate

a one-third scale model as closely as possible. This left very little

space between the test frame and load cells for the beam, so it had to

be made from an 8 inch (203 mm) deep wide flange section of high strength

steel. A number of stiffeners and reinforcing plates were added to the

beam to assure that it remained elastic and did not deflect excessively.

The final design requirement also relates to the scale of the test frame.

The load cells. which applied the gravity loads. were 7 ft (2.14 m)

on center. It was very important to maintain the 8 ft (2.44 m) column
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spacing required by the scale of the test frame, and so the loading beam

had to be designed to transfer the loads to these columns. The detailed

working drawings for the fabrication of the loading beam are shown in

Appendix E.

Lateral Support System

The second requirement of the test setup was a positive lateral

support system for the beams. The compression flange of wide flange beams

must be restrained against out-of-plane motion after it yields in

compression to prevent lateral torsional buckling of the beams of the

test frame. This lateral support is also needed to restrain the weak

axis of the frame to prevent weak axis buckling of the column and central

beam segment. The lateral support is very necessary in both the proto

type and test frame structures, but it is also important to assure that

the support provided to the test frame is consistent with the restraint,

which will actually be achieved in the prototype. The compression flange

alternates between the top and bottom of .the prototype, and so both·

flanges require some restraint. The prototype lateral support is pro

vided by means of the floor: joists, which .carry the floor slab. These

joists will be of a smaller size than the beam, and they are likely to

be bolted into place. As a result, the lateral support of the prototype

may permit the beam to deflect and rotate out-of-plane a small amount

before resistance is encountered, and then the resistance will not be

very large because of the flexibility of the system. The lateral support

system for the test frame was designed to satisfy the above general

discripfion of the prototype support.·

The lateral support system of the test frame also had to be

designed to withstand large inelastic deflections, such as a maximum
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lateral deflection of + 6 in (: 152 mm) at the top of frame; and

the eccentric element was expected to experience vertical deflections as

large as !: 3in (!: 76 mm) at the same time. The test Jrame support system

had to provide continuous support during these large cycles. Finally~

the restraint system had to be designed to allow versatility in the

placement of the supports~ since the two test frames were designed to have

different spacings of the support points.

Appendix E shows the design working drawings of the lateral support

system~ which was designed for the test frame~ and Fig. 57 is a photo

graph of the key components of this system. The basic component of the

design is a rail type frame, which is bolted to the laboratory floor,

and a sliding arrangement, which encloses the rails, as shown in Fig. 57.

Teflon was glued onto all contact surfaces between the rails and slides.

Therefore~ all friction surfaces were Teflon on Teflon and frictional

resistance was essentially eliminated. All of the slides were adjustable

so that they cQuldmove freely in the plane of,the rail. A cruciform

was chosen to connect the support system to the beam, since this closely

simulates the restraint provided by a floor joist to the beam of the

prototype. One of these attachments is shown near the top of a threaded

stud in Fig. 57. The cruciform was designed to be tack welded to the

test frame, and it was made of light steel plates so that it would be

very flexible and could not deliver unrealistic lateral restraint. The

threaded studs provided a convenient means of connecting the test frame

to the supporting system. The size of the rod was chosen to provide the

needed support without being excessively rigid or strong.

The loading beam weighed approximately 2.2 kips (9.8 kN), and this

weight had to be supported to prevent damag~ to the test frame and the

test apparatus. Thus~ a support system was designed to carry the total
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weight of the loading beam and to be adjustable in height. The adjustable

height was accomplished by the same threaded rod arrangement used in the

lateral support of the test frame. This permitted precise leveling of

the loading beam and unrestricted movement and support. All friction

surfaces were again coated with Teflon to eliminate friction. A copy of

the working drawings of both support frames are shown in Appendix E.

Instrumentation

The bulk of the data taken during these experiments was read and

stored by a high speed data accquisition system. This system can read

and record approximately 20000 data points per second and has the

capability of monitoring 127 channels, although only 72 were utilized

in these tests. With this limited number of channels, the data are

recorded virtually instantaneously, and the speed at which the test is

conducted has no bearing on the accuracy of the data., A Tektronix

console was connected to the data acquisition system for the input of

initial data and calibration factors, specification of read points, and

for visual mon~toring of a limited number of data channels during the

test. The system also transfers all data directly to a tape, which can

be read, plotted and evaluated on the CDC £400. This system permitted

the reading of a large number of data channels at very close intervals

of the test. The resulting data produces a nearly continuous"recording

of events.

A 1arge number of SR 4 gages -were mounted to the structure at

locations which were expected to remain elastic throughout the test.

These locations were chosen to assure that the bending moments, shear,

and axial load of any single member could be accurately determined at

any time of the test. There was a high degree of redundancy in these
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gage locations, so that cross checks could be made for any malfunctioning

gage location. Moreover, these gages were often placed in pairs to check

for any out-of-plane buckling or instability. The general philosophy of

the placement of the SR 4 gages was to accumulate suffi~ientdata to cover

any feasible problem which could occur in the test as well as to give

force and bending moment estimates for critical members such as the braces.

Figure 58 is a sketch of the test frame which shows the placement loca

tions of SR 4 Strain Gages.

Clip gages were placed in locations where larg~ deformations due to

yielding were expected, since cljp gages are designed to remain linear

throughout a wide range of axial elongation. Several gages were mounted·

to the flanges at locations where plastic hinges were expected to form,

and then the average plastic rotation could be determined [15J. A pair

of clip gages was also mounted diagonally on both sides of the web of

the eccentric zones as shown in Fig. 59(a). The measurements from them

can be combined to estimate the deformation and average shear strain of

the eccentric element. The geometry of the deformation of the eccentric

element is shown in Fig. 59(b). It is implicitly assumed that the

stiffener at the end of the eccentric zone is inclined at the same angle,

S, as the face of the column. The shear yield tests of Chapter 3 indicate

that this is a reasonable assumption. From the geometry shown i~ Fig. 59(b)

it is apparent that

and
222s = u + (r - v)
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The eccentric element can be expected to deform severely during the test,

and small deflection geometry cannot be expected to hold true throughout

the te?t. Therefore, u, v, sand t must be considered variable. However,

rshou1d remain essentially constant throughout the test, since the beam

must deform in an unrealistic manner to significantly change its value.

Equations 26 and 27 can be combined to eliminate the variable u then

(28)

The variable v is a measure of the deformation of the eccentric element,

and the angle of average shear strain, Yay' of the eccentric element can

be estimated as
-1 v

Yay = tan u (29)

The vertical deflection, y, of the eccentric element can be determined

from v by noting that the rotation angle S will be quite small and

applying small angle geometry

y = v - uS

The placement locations of the clip gages are shown in Fig. 60.

A number of linear potentiometers were also used to measure the

(30)

deflections of specific points of the frame. The linear potentiometers
(

are capable of measuring deflections of up to ~ 6 in (~ 152 mm). These

gages were placed at locations where direct measurements of deflection

or elongation were most useful. The first three potentiometers were

placed at the three story levels to measure the lateral deflection of

each level. Two others were used to measure the vertical movement of

the top of each column. The vertical movements of the eccentric nodes

on the bottom story were also measured by a pair of such potentiometers.

The average reading of a pair of linear potentiometers was also used to
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record the elongation and slippage of individual braces for the first test

specimen. FigureEl is a sketch showing the placement of these linear

potentiometers~

In addition to the instrumentation shown in Figs. 58, 60 and 61, the

three l6ad cells shown in Figure 56 also t~ansmitted an electronic signal

which indicated the magnitude of forces acting on the test frame at a

given time. The electronic signals provided by the strain gages, clip

gages, linear potentiometers and load cells were all received and measured

by the high speed data acquisition system. The data system then inter

preted the voltage and current measurements by prescribed calibration

factors, and recorded the interpreted data. The timing of the data

acquisition was manually controlled, and data were collected at very close

intervals to assure accurate plotting and interpretation.

In addition to the data recorded by the high speed "data acquisition

system, data were taken by other means during the test. " The Tektronix

console, which was directly connected to the data acquisition. system was

used to monitor the measurements taken on a limited number of channels.

The channels of interest were primarily the linear potentiometers and

load cells. These data were used solely for the control of the test.

Three Esterline X-V-V' Recorders were used during the test to continuously

record selected data. These data were recorded as force-deflection

plots. The recorded force was always the lateral force on the test frame,

and was plotted against the lateral deflections of all three story levels

and the vertical deflections. of the two eccentric nodes of the bottom

story.

A number of manual and photographic measurements were taken during

these tests. Several dial gages were mounted to the base plate to measure
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any movement of the test frame relative to the anchor blocks. These gages

were manually read at various intervals. A 16 mm motion picture camera

was also used during this test to record some of' the observable inelastic

behavior. The test frames were whitewashed to make the yielding of the

steel observable. The test frame was under continued observation during

the test, and a number of still photographs were also taken during the

test. A photogrammetric grid was placed on the web of the beams, columns

and braces of the eccentric zones of the lowest story as shown in Fig. 61.

Photographs were taken on glass plates at critical points of the test.

This is the same photogrammetric procedure as was used jri the test of the

beam specimens, the purpose of which was to evaluate further the local

effects within the severely deformed eccentric element.

Loading Program

The two frames were tested under the same basic load program. The

cycles covered both elastic and inelastic behavior, with the elastic

cycles under force control and the inelastic cycles under displacement

control.' Figure 62 shows the basic load program for the inelastic

behavior portion of the test. The load point numbers which were assigned

are shown in this figure. This cyclic deflection history was applied at

the third' story level. The load program was chosen as a simulation of

predicted maximum dynamic response predicted for the 1.5 times El Centro

and unreduced Pacoima Dam acceleration records. The first 9 cycles are

symmetric displacement cycles with increasing ma9nitudes of displacement

of .5, 1.0 and 1.5 inches (12, 25 an~ 27 mm). The nine cycles are an

idealization to the one-third scaie of the dynamic response of the

prototype structure computed for the 1.5 times El Centro excitation.

However, this is an extreme idealization, since the dynamic analysis does

not indicate that the structure would experience so many severe inelastic
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cycles. The next cycles are an idealization of the one-third scale of

thesevere.inelastic response predicted for the prototype structure during

the Pacoima Dam excitation. The first 13 cycles were primarily intended

to evaluate the actual behavior of the structure as compared to the per

formance predicted for the given excitation. It was thought that these

cycles formed a very severe test of the structure. but additional cycles

were applied to obtain more information on the behavior of the system and

to examine its failure and partial collapse. Hence. the remaining cycles

were applied at the full displacement capacity of the test apparatus.

The load program in Fig. 62 includes only the inelastic cycles which

were applied to the test frame. but the frame.was also subjected to three

separate sets of elastic cycles. The elastic cycles were force controlled.

and Fig. 63 is a plot of the typical elastic cyclic loading. The magnitudes

of the cyclic lateral forces are low and the frame remains elastic during

the cycles. The first set of the elastic cycles was applied at the start

of the test before any yielding had occurred. The second set of cycles

was applied after the three 1.5 in {38 mm) cycles. This set of elastic

cycles was thought to represent the elastic condition of the structure

after experiencing the 1.5 times El Centro acceleration. The third set

of elastic cycles was performed after the 3.0 or the 4.5 inch (76 or

114 mm) cycles. This. set of elastic cycles was felt to be indicative

of the condition of the structure after an extremely severe earthquake.

The test program of elastic cycles was applied to the structure.for

several reasons. These cycles give a measure of the elastic stiffness of

the frame. This information can be very useful in showing any degrada

ti.on of stiffness that may occur in the structure. The effect of a partial

structural failure on the elastic properties of the frame could also be.
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determined with these cycles. Further, the elastic cycles were expected

to provide information on the accuracy of the tests. For example the

frictional force exerted by the lateral support system could be determined

by these elastic cycles. Figure 64 shows a graphical representation of

how this frictional force can be estimated from the elastic hysteretic

curves. Information of this type was valuable at intervals throughout

the test, since it gives an indication of how well the test frame and the

test equipment are performing.

Total Late~al Load on the Test Frame

In the description of the test setup, it was noted that the lateral

load on the test specimen was applied by a single load cell as shown in

Fig. 56. At very small lateral deflections, this load cell provides the

total lateral force on the test frame, but at larger deflections the two

gravity load simulators contribute a component to the lateral force. The

basis of this contribution is shown in Fig. 65. The one end of the

gravity load cells are fixed against translation, but the other end

translates with the loading beam and the top of the test frame. Asa

result, the load cells are not quite perpendicular to the loading beam

at large lateral deflections. The average length between the rotation

points of the load cells is 83 in (2.11 m). This length will vary

slightly during the test, but the variation is too small to be ~ignificant

in these calculations. Therefore, the angular change, W, produced by

this deflection is defined by

where 63 is the 3rd story deflection. Since Wis always small, cos Wis

essentially equal to 1.0, and the net gravity load is always 200 kips
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(890 kN), as was discussed earlier. The lateral load, however, must be

corrected. The correction, 6P, is

636P = 200 sin ~ ~ 200 83 (32)

At a lateral deflection of 6 in, 6P is 14.45 kips (64.3 kN), which is

very significant. The total corrected lateral force, PT, is

(33)

where P is the load applied by the lateral load cell. All the lateral

forces which are presented in this report, are corrected for lateral

deflection

Summary

The test frames are very complex systems, which are intended to

simulate the behavior of a small part of a large structure. Much of

the design of the test apparatus centered about the simulation of the

total structural behavior. The loading program was intended to produce

the maximum amount of useful data, while attempting to simulate a

realistic force and deflection history for this small part of the total

structure. The instrumentation was applied very liberally, so that

maximum information could be obtained from these tests.
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CHAPTER 6. BRACED FRAME TEST RESULTS, EVALUATION AND
COMPARISON TO INELASTIC ANALYTICAL ~IDDEL

General

This chapter contains a discussion of the tests of the two eccentrically

braced frames and an evaluation of the results. Comparisons will be made

to evaluate the relative performance of the two test frames to aid in

determining the best design procedures. The inelastic analytical model,

which was discussed in previous chapters, will be compared tci th~ test

resul ts.

Reduced copies of the working drawings of the one-third scale ~odels

are shown in Appendix E. The two scale model braced frame subassemblages

and the loading beam were fabricated at the machine shop of the University

of California Richmond Field Station. The lateral support system was

fabricated by the University of California Department of Civil Engineer

ing Machine Shop. Tensile coupon tests were taken from the web and

flange of each of the main member sizes used in these test frames. The

results of these tests and residual stress test results are shown in

Appendix B.

Results for Test Frame 1

Test Frame 1 was tested in the horizontal position with the testing

apparatus discussed in the previous chapter. Figure 66 is a photograph

of the test frame and the testing facility just prior to testing. The

testing began with several cycles of elastic loading as shown in Figure 63.

After completion of these elastic cycles, the inelastic displacement

controlled loading program shown in Figure 62 was begun. As can be seen

from this figure, the frame was first cycled through three cycles of

+ .5 in (+ 12.7mm) and then three cycles of + 1 in (~ 25.4 mm) third- - ,

+ 1 in (~ 12.7 mm) displacement cycles,
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brace bolt slippage was noted. For this reason, a second set of elastic

cycles was run to determine the effects of this slippage on the stiffness

of the frame. After this, the inelastic displacement was again begun with

three cycles of ~ 1.5 in (~ 38 mm) third floor deflection. One-sided

deflections began at 3 in (76 mm). Frame stiffness was then tested with

a third set of elastic cycles. Testing proceeded with a 4.5 in (114 mm)

one-sided deflection. Eventually, maximu~ cyclic loading deflection of

~ 6 in(~ 152 mm) was applied to test the failure mechanism of the frame.

Each of these loadings and their effect on the test frame will be

discussed.

The initial elastic hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 67 indicate that

the lateral ~support system was not exerting much friction on the test

frame. The procedure shown in Figure 64 indicates that the static

friction force was approximately 1 kip (4.5 kN). This was less than 1%

of the ultimate strength of the test frame, and. so, it was neglected.

The stiffness of the structure with respect to the prescribed loading

and the third floor deflection was 174 kips/in (30.5 kN/mm) during these

initial elastic £ycles.

The inelastic displacement controlled loading program was then

begun. The first three cycles were taken between ~ 0.5 in (~ 12.7 mm)

third floor deflection. The initial shear yielding was expected to

occur in the first floor south eccentric element (see Fig. 56) due to

the steeper inclination of the first floor brace. The test frame did

begin yielding at a deflection of approximately 0.25 in (6.4 mm). Since

the first yielding started at this deflection lev~l, the first three

cycles can be regarded as a ductility factor of approximately two with.

respect to first yielding. Figur~ 68 is a plot of lateral force-third
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floor deflection hysteresis loops for these inelastic test cycles. The

first three cycles of this figure are completely repetitive with no

pinching of the hysteresis loops nor any deterioration in strength or

stiffness. The linear elastic portion of these early cycles grew slightly

larger with each of these cycles. This growth is indicative of isotropic

hardening of the eccentric elements during the early yielding. This

growth in yield surface is verified by the fact that the lateral force

required to induce a 0.5 in (12.7 rrnn) deflection increased from 65.8 t068.6 to

70.3 kips (293 kN. 305 kN. 313 kN) during these three cycles.

The next three cycles were between ~ 1 in (~ 25.4 mm). During the

first one inch cycl~, a noise was heard at a load of 78 kips (347 kN).

Examination of the test specimen and data indicated that the noise was

associated with brace bolt slippage. The test specimen was then cycled

through the two additional one inch cycles. and increased slippage of

the bolts occurred shortly after each load reversal. The noise increased

in duration with each reversal. and the noise and slippage started at ~

lower load with each reversal. At the end of these one inch cycles. the

slippage was starting at a lateral force of approximately 25 kips (111 kN).

This slippage did not have any apparent effect upon the hysteretic curves

at this time (see Figure 68). The strength of the frame continued to

increase due to strain hardening during these cycles. The force required

to achieve a 1.0 in (25.4 mm) lateral deflection increased from 85.6 kips

to 91.4 kips to 92.9(381 kN. 407 kN. and 413 kN). Considerable yielding

was occurring in the web of the eccentric beam elements of the bottom

two stories as evidenced by cracking and flaking of the whitewash.

The plot of the second set of elastic cycles is shown in Figure 69.

The effect of the bolt slippage is very apparent in these hysteresis
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curves. The stiffness of the frame is essentially the same as the

stiffness of Figure 67. when the brace is in full bearing. but the average

stiffness is reduced by 11% due to the brace slippage.

The test frame was then cycled for 3 cycles between + 1.5 in

(~ 38 mm) and two additional cycles of one-sided deflection where the

maximum third floor deflection was 3 in (76 mm) and the miriimum deflec

tion was z€ro. The brace slippage continued to grow more severe during

these cycles, and a very small. but distinct. pinching effect was noted

in the hysteretic loops for these later cycles. Several of these very

small pinched zones are circled in Figure 68. At the end of the 3 in

(76 mm) cycles, this slippage was starting as a reversed load of

approximately 5 to 10 kips (22.5 ~ 44.5 kN). The strength of the frame

continued to increase during the early part of these five cycles. but

it stabilized and showed a very slight decrease in the later cycles.

The force required to attain a 1.5 in (38 mm) de'flection increased from

99.9 kips to 103.8 kips and 104.3 kips (444 kN, 4~2 kN, and 464 kN) during

the three 1.5 in (38 mm) cycles, :but the deflection required to attain a

3 in (76 mm) deflection decreased from 113.5 kips to 112 kips during the

3 inch cycles. This observation indicates that the early cycles are

strongly influenced by isotropic strain hardening while the later cycles

are predominantly influenced by kinematic hardening. Web buckling in

the yielded ~eb of the eccentr{c beam ele~ents was visible during all

of these cycles. However, th~s buckling did not have a detrimental

influence upon the test results, since the cyclic diagonal tension field

formed .

The plot of the hysteretic loops of the third series of elastic

load cycles is shown in Fig. 70. The average stiffness was 125 kips/in

(21.9 kN/mm). This represents a 29% reduction in the average stiffness.
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This average stiffness has deteriorated significantly since the last

series of elastic cycles after LP12. However, even at this point, the

stiffness when the brace and bolt are in bearing is. essentially the same

as at the start of the test. Figure 70 also indicates that the lateral

support system continued to perform well, since the static friction force

is still on the order of 1 kip (4.5 kN) despite the large deflections

which the frame has experienced.

The test frame was then cycled throug~ two cycles of one-sided

deflection with a 4.5 in (114 mm) maximum at the third story level.

These two cycles again exhibited repetitive hysteretic behavior. The

slippage of the brace was very evident during these cycles, and the

hysteretic loops exhibited slight pinching. However, the overall

behavior of Test Frame 1 was satisfactory up to LP26. The strength of

the frame remained essentially stable during these two cycles with only

a very slight deterioration in strength. The force required to induce a.

4.5 in (114 mm) deflection decreased from 117.3 kips to 114 kips (522 kN

and 507 kN). This further amplifies the significance of kinematic strain

hardening during these later cycles. The web buckles also became vi.sibly

more severe during these cycles. It should be recalled that the 13

inelastic cycles through LP26 were intended to simulate the behavior of

the test frame under sequential 1.5 times E1Centro and unreduced Pacoima

Dam earthquakes.

The full displacement capacity of the test apparatus, ~ 6 in

(~ 152 mm).was then applied to the specimen to gain insight into the

ultimate failure mechanism of the structure. The test frame was first

cycled to a maximum deflection of 6 in (152 mm) at LP27, and the frame

exhibited no deterioration in strength (see Fig. 68). However, the

beam of the first floor south eccentric element (see Figure 56) began
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to show signs of imminent failure after reversal from LP27. These signs

consisted of the development of shiny slip lines of metal, which began

to tear as the displacement was reversed. The tearing of this web began

to appear as the deflection reached 1 in (25.4 mm), and it grew worse as

the deflection decreased to -5.12 (-130 mm) at LP28. The tear progressed

diagonally across the web as shown in the photograph (see Fig. 71). The

strength of the frame decreased from -]04 kips (-463 kN) at a 2 in (51 mm)

deflection to ~89 kips (-396 kN) at LP28. This is a relatively small

drop, and it indicates that the failure of an individual eccentric element

does not mean the total collapse of a frame. However, the plastic

deformation progressed more rapidly in the oth~r eccentric elements after

the first element started to tear. The south element of the second

floor (see Fig. 56) started to tear at a deflection of -2.5 in (-64 mm)

after reversal from LP28. This element also tore diagonally across the

web. The lateral strength was approximately 81 kips (360 kN) at LP29

after the first two eccentric elements failed. The north eccentric

element of the second floor (see Fig. 56) began to exhibit a severe

accumulation of plastic deformation at LP29, but this element did not

appear to be in danger of immediate failure. The test was stopped at

LP29 .. The specimen was carrying the full 200 kips (890 kN) gravity load,

the overturning moment of the upper stories and a lateral load of 81

kips (360 kN) at LP29. This indicates that the test frame retained a

very significant proportion of its initial strength despite the failure

of two of the eccentric elements. Figure 72 is a photograph of the test

frame after completion of the test.

The energy dissipation was relatively uniformly distributed among

the eccentric elements of the frame. Figures 73 and 74 are the lateral



force-deflection hysteretic plots for the first and second floor. The

areas enclosed within these hysteresis loops together with Fig. 68 are

a measure of the cyclic energy-dissipation at the various story levels.

Comparison of these. figures indicate that there is a relatively uniform

distribution of energy dissipation within the test frame. At moderate

plastic strain levels, approximately 40% of the energy was dissipated

withi n each of the fi rst two stori es, and 20% was di ss i pated withi n the

top story level. The top level dissipated less energy, because the beam

at that level was oversize, and this top story was not designed to

correctly reflect the behavior of the prototype. The lower stories were

sized to simulate prototype behavior, and the energy was di.ssipated very

uniformly ~ithin these story levels. This uniform energy dissipation is a

very desirable feature, as it indicates that the eccentric beam elements

are deforming plastically; and no one element is excessively strained.

Figures 73 and,74 also display the very stable and repetitive hysteretic

behavior of this eccentrically braced frame.

Evaluation of Test Frame 1

The performance of Test Frame 1 was basically very good. It survived

cyclicdeflections in excess of those pred.icted for a 1.5 times El Centro

base excitation (! 1.0 to ! 1.5 in) with no structural failure and only

a modest loss in ~verage stiffness. It is possible that this·stiffness

could be significant since it implies that the structure will deflect

more under lateral load. However, this stiffness loss could be

corrected by welding the brace connection to prevent slipping since

this test indicates that the loss in stiffness is essentially zero

when the brace slippage is prevented. The test frame also withstood

cyclic deflections in excess of those predicted for a Pacoim~base

excitation (up to LP26) without any structural failure. The stiffness
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loss was somewhat greater during these larger cycles, but the frame

could still be repaired. Several eccentric elements tore during the

extreme + 6 in (~ 152 mm) cycles. Nevertheless, the frame retained much

of its strength and £ontinued to exhibit ductile behavior. The test was

stopped at LP29 where the lateral deflection was 6 in (152 mm). The

frame continued to carry the full 200 kip (890 kN) gravity load and an

81 kip (360 kN) lateral load at the conclusion of the test despite the

two torn eccentric elements. Thus, this test frame withstood cyclic

deflections well beyond those predicted for the 1.5 times E1 Centro and

Pacoima excitations.

Brace slippage was an important factor in the behavior of this test

frame. This slippage was measured during the test, and so, its effect

can be determined. Since the slippage of the brace i~ equivalent to an

elongation or shortening of the brace, the lateral deflection due to

sl~ppage can be computed using the technique [44J discussed in Chapter 4

and shown in Fig. 44. This computation was made for the three floor

deflections, and the modified hysteresis curves are plotted in Figs. 75,

76, and 77. These figures indicate that the removal of the deflection

caused by brace slip eliminated the small pinching effect, which was

noted earlier. Figure 78 is a plot of the modified hysteresis loops for

the elastic cycles made after LP22. A comparison of these four figures

indicates that the deterioration was caused by brace slippage. They also

indicate that the effect of slippage does become more severe for the

larger inelastic cycles. The hysteretic loops prior to LP18 are

essentially unchanged by the slip-correction, but the correction becomes

as large as 0.5 in (12.7 mm) for the later cycles. Figure 79 is a plot

of the axial force versus the brace slippage plus elongation for the
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first floor brace. The area enclosed within these hysteresis loops is

the energy dissipation by slippag'e of the first floor brace. This

enclosed area is very small. Further .. the loops are extremely pinched,

and they deteriorate badly. As a resalt, the energy dissipation mechani~m

provided by the brace slippage is very poor. However, the brace and

bolted connections were conservatively designed. Thus, the pinching

effect due to brace slippage was negligibly small compared to the great

dissipation provided by the eccentric beam element.

The test specimen was studied to determine the cause of this

deterioration with the bolted brace connections. The nuts were removed

from several of the bolts in the first story brace after completion of

the test, and it was found that some of the bolt holes had elongated

approximately 0.1 in (2.5 mm) to one side. This examination indicates

why the slippage dissipation deteriorated. During very early cycles the

bolted connection did riot slip, because the bolts were tightened down to

provide a friction type connection. It should be noted that the first,

bolt sl ippage occurred at an axial force of approximately 70 kips .. Thi s

is somewhat less than the 79.5 kips predicted by the AISC allowable

friction connection forces. However, the bolted connection was also

designed with the bolts in bea~ing contact. The ulimate bearing capacity

of this connection was approximately 135 kips (599 kN). At slightly

larger cyclic inelastic deflections, the frictional resistance of the

connection was overcome and the bolts slipped into bearing contact.

This slippage continued during a number of cycles, and the friction

surfaces became polished. This polishing reduced the frictional

coefficient, and the slippage started at a lower reversal load on each

succeeding cycle. At the same time, very localized yielding began to
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occur due to beiring contact of the bolts in the bolt holes, and so

slippage became more severe with each cycle, because the bolt holes

grew larger. This local yielding occurred at very low stress leveJs~

The maximum bearing stress was 37 ksi (255 mN/m2). This bearing stress

is well below the actual yield stress of the brace (42.5 ksi), and it

indicates that the bolted connections must be designed very conservatively

with respect to bearing stress under cyclic loading to control this

localized yielding. If these connections are not designed conservatively,

the brace slippage will become more severe, and the structure will eventually

suffer ,severely pinched hysteresis loops which will produce larger

deflections.

Figure, 80 is a photograph of a typical yielded eccentric element.

Note that the eccentric element exhibits complete yielding of the web,

but virtually n?yielding occurs outside the eccentric zone. This

indicates that, the bulk of the energy was dissipated by the inelastic

strain in the eccentric elements. These eccentric elements behaved like

the shear yielding beam elements discussed in Chapter 3. That 5s, these

elements had a photogrammetric grid with very sharp parallelograms in the

center of the eccentric element, and less sharply defined shear strain

at the edges of the eccentric element because of the warping restraint.

Web buckling also accompanied the shear yielding, becoming particularly

severe during the cycles between LP18 and LP26. The web buckling did

not adversely affect the force-deflection hysteresis loops, because the

expected cyclic diagonal tension field formed. This field formed and

reformed under cyclic loading without causing any pinching of the

hysteresis loops or deterioration in strength. However, the diagonal

tension field also restraightened the web on the next half cycle after

the web had buckled. This precipitated a failure mechanism where a
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tear progressed diagonally across the web through the area which had

buckled and restraightened a large number of times. The eccentric node,

which is the connection jqint of the brac~ and the beam, experienced

very large vertical movements due to the inelastic deformation of the

eccentric elements. The test frame was designed so that the early

deflections were more severe in the south eccentric element of the first

floor. Figure 81 is a plot of the vertical deflection of the eccentric

node of this element for the various lateral load levels. This plot is

not a hysteretic plot in the full sense, since'the area enclosed within

the loops has no particular meaning, but this figure indicates that the

large inelastic deflections of the eccentric element exhibit very stable,

repetitive behavior. The maximum deflection was approximately 2.2 in

(56 mm) prior to the element failure. The deflection became more severe

after failure of the element. This is a very severe deflection leve~,

since the eccentric element is only 12.5 in (318 mm) long. Figure 82

is the corre~ponding plot for the north eccentric element. The behavior,

of this element is similar to that seen for the south element in Fig. 81.

The north element experienced some erratic behavior after the south

element failed which was caused by the redistribution of forces after

failure of the south element.

Figure 83 indicates how the inelastic deflections of the frame are

attained. This plot subdivides the deflection into the three components

described in Fig. 44 and the component due to slip of the brace connec~

tion. This plot clearly indicates that virtually all of the inelastic

deflection of the frame is caused by the inelastic deflections of the

eccentric element. It also indicates that the component of deflection'

due to brace slip increases for later cycles at larger deflections,

while the component due to elastic elongation of the brace is virtually
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constant. The component due to elongation and shortening of the columns

increases very slightly in later cycles, because of inelastic shortening

in the plastic hinges at the base of the columns. The lateral slippage

of the base of the structure was monitored during the test, and it was

found that this eff~ct was negligible, since the deflections were always

less than 0.001 in (.025 mm) .

.A very small percentage of the energy dissipation was caused by the

formation of a plastic hinge at the base of the columns. The base of

the columns were fixed against rotation, and so this point of the colum~

attracted very large bending moments .. Therefore" column yielding had to

occur before the frame could attain really large deflections. Flange

buckles formed in this yielded zone, after the flanges yield. These

buckles were first noted at the 3 in (76 mm) deflection. The buckles .

became progressively more severe during the last cycles of the ,test.

Figure 84 is a photograph of these buckles at the end of the test. The

flange buckling did not adversely affect the test, because the -plastic

rotations at this location were quite small. This flange buckling and

the previously noted web buckling of the eccentric beam elements are the

only buckling phenomena observed in this test frame.

The results of Test 1 can be summarized by saying that the test

frame performed very well. It dissipated large amounts of energy without

any significant pinching of the hysteresis loops. The bolted braces did

exhibit some undesirable slippage but these effects were severely limited

by the conservative design of the bolted connections. The lateral support

system performed very well. The results of this test indicate that a'

well-designed and constructed eccentrically braced frame is able to

withstand very severe lateral deflections.
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Test Frame 2

The ~econd test frame was of a less conservative design than the

first. The braces were lighter and the lateral support was provided only

at the third points of the beams. The number of stiffeners and doubler

plates was also reduced. Be~ause of the brace slippage which occurred

in the first frame, the brace connections were welded to prevent slippage.'

These design changes were made to better evaluate the design alternatives

for the eccentric bracing system.

The load program and instrumentation were essentially identical to

those of Frame 1 except that the elastic cycles were run after ~ 1.5 in

(~ 38 mm) and 4.5 in (114 mm) cycles. The testing began with the elastic

load program shown in Figure 63. The lateral force~third floor deflection

hysteretic curves for these elastic cycles are shown in Fig. 85. The

elastic stiffness of the test frame with respect to the lateral loading

and third floor deflection was 164 kips/in (28.7 kN/mm). This stiffness

was 6% less than the stiffness of Test Frame 1 because the braces were

lighter. Figure 85 again indicates that the frictional force exerted

by the lateral support system on the test frame was negligible. The

maximum static friction force was 1 kip, and this is less than 1% of

the ultimate strength of the test frame.

After completion of the initial elastic cycles, the inelastic dis

placement controlled loading program shown in Fig. 62 was started. The

hysteretic behavior of the lateral load versus the third floor deflection

for these inelastic cycles is shown in Fig. 86. The first nine cycles at

~ 0.5 (~ 12.5 mm), ~ 1.0 (~ 25.4) and ~ 1.5 in (~ 38 mm) exhibited

very repetitive behavior with no pinching of the hysteresis loops, and

no deterioration of strength or stiffness (see Fig. 86). The behavior

of Test Frame 2 was similar to that of Test Frame 1 during these cycles,
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except that the elastic stiffness was 6% greater in the first frame

becau~e of the larger braces. Brace slippage was prevented for Fr~me 2

by both welding and bolting the braces to the gusset plate. The strength

of the frame increased steadily during these nine cycles because of the

strain hardening in the plastic eccentric 'elements. The strain hardening

in these early cycles was predominantly isotropic hardening. These facts

are verified by observing that the force required to induce a 0.5 in

(12.7 mm) deflection increased from 64.4 kips to 65.8 kips and 67.3 kips

(287 kN, 293 kN, and 299 kN) during the first three cycles. During the

1.5 in (38.1 mm) cycles the strength increased from 99.9 kips to 104.8

kips to 105.5 kips (444 kN, 466 kN, and 469 kN). The whitewash on the

web of the eccentric beam elements began to flake during the one irich

cycles. This indicates that significant yielding was occurring in the

web at this time. Visible web buckling began to occur irr the plastic

web during the 1.5 inch cycles, . However, as can be seen in Fig. 86,

this buckling did not have an adverse effect on the strength of the

frame.

LP18 marked the end of the first nine in~lastic cycles, and.a seri~s

of elastic cycles were then performed. The hysteretic behavior for these

elastic cycles was essentially identical to that shown in Fig. 85. The

average elastic stiffness was 158 kips/in (28.0 kN/mm), and the maximum

static friction within the test apparatus was less than one kip.

Two cjcles 'of one-sided deflection with a 3.0 in (76 mm) maximum

third floor deflection were then run. These cycles also exhibited very

good energy dissipation, but the braces began to show severe lateral

torsional buckling during these cycles. The brace attracted substantial

bending moments because of the welded connections, and so plastic hinges

formed in the brace at the base' of the structure. latera~ torsional
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buckling began to appear during the first 3 in (76 mm) cycle because of the

yielded brace. Fi~ure 87 is a photograph of this brace in its ultimate

buckled condition. Lateral torsional buckling also occurred in the third

story brace because of the high bending moments induced by the heavy

third floor beam. However, the local buckling of the third floor brace

lagged behind the buckling in the first floor brace. These buckles became

steadily worse during the cyclic loading, but they had no apparent effect

on any of the hysteresis loops of any of the cycles up to LP22. The

behavior during the 3 in (76 mm) cycles showed very little influence due

to isotropic hardening and considerable influence due to kinematic harden

ing. The force required to induce a 3 in (76.2 mm) deflection increased

slightly from 107 kips to 110 kips (476 kN to 490 kN) during the 3 inch

cycles.

The test frame was then cycled through two 4.5in (114 mm) one-sided

deflections. During these two cycles, the lateral torsional buckles

continued to increase. The strength of the frame exhibited moderate

deterioration at the end of these cycles since the strength decreased

from -109.5 kips to -94.6 kips (-487 kN to -421 kN) when the frame was

at zero deflection. However, the hysteretic curves were basically very

repetitive. The first web faiJure occurred in the south eccentric

element (see Fig. 56) in the first floor after reversal from LP26. The

tear progressed diagonally across the web because of the severe working

which it experienced during cyclic buckling and diagonal tension formation.

, Figure 88 is a photograph of· the torn element. The tear was very similar

to the initial web tear in Frame 1, except that it occurred one-half

cycle sooner.

Another series of ~lastic cycles was applied to the structure after

the web tear. The lateral force-deflection hysteresis loops for these
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cycles are shown in Fig. 89. The lateral stiffness indicated by this

figure is 134 kip/in (23.5 kN/mm), which is only an 18% reduction from

the original elastic stiffness. This is a very important fact, because

it emphasizes that the deactivation of one of the eccentric beam elements

does not necessarily indicate that the structure will totally collapse.

It appears that a number of these eccentric elements must fail before the

structure_can collapse. The static friction force can also be seen from

Fig. 89, and it has remained less than one kip.

The remainder of the load cycles were applied at the maximum

deflection capacity of the test apparatus, + 6 in (~ 152 mm). The frame

was first deflected to 6 in (152 mm) at LP27. During this half cycle,

the maximum lateral strength of the frame was 104 kips (463 kN) which

was approximately a 10% reduction in strength from previous cycles. The

reduction was primarily caused by the first web tear. The displacement

was reversed to LP28 with no adverse effects, but on reversal from LP28

the soutn eccentric element of the second floor also tore. The strength

steadily decreased, while the tear was progressing, to a load of 78 kips

(247 kN) at LP29. The third floor deflection was then reversed to -5.46

in (-139 mm) at LP30. The lateral torsional buckling of the third story

brace became steadily more severe during each of these cycles. The

latera; torsional buckling of the first story brace did not deteriorate

much beyond LP26, because it did not carry a very large force after the

first eccentric element failed. The displacement was reversed to 6 in

{152 mm) at LP31, but the third story brace buckled around its weak ~xis

when the deflection reached 4 in (101 mm). The strength of the frame

drop~ed from ti5 kips (289 kN) to 54 kips (240 kN) when the brace buckled

in its weak axis. The deflection was continued to 6 in (152 mmj at
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LP3l, and the test was stopped. The test frame was supp6rting ·57 kips

(254 kN) lateral load, 200 kips gravity load, and the overturning moment

of the upper 17 stories ~t the conclusion of the test. It should be noted

that the loading beam was designed to have a minimal effect upon the test.

However, it is very possible that after the frame had lost significant

strength this beam did affect the results of the last cycles. The presence

of this rigid loading beam at the top of the structure probably helped the

test frame maintain its lateral strength and stif.fness after the eccentric

elements had failed.

Figure 90 is a photograph of the buckled third story brace. The

earliest buckling that occurred in this brace was lateral torsional

buckling. This local buckling was first ob~erved during the 3 in

(76.2 mm) cycles, and it became more severe with each succeeding cycle.

The centroid of the brace section deflected out of the plane of the. weak

axis because of the severe twisting induced by the lateral torsional

buckling. This deflection caused considerable weak axis bending within

the brace, which then buckled in a column buckling mode ju~t before LP31.

The column type buckling, which is seen in Fig. 90 was caused by large

twists induced by the lateral deflections of the compressive flange.

Figures 91 and 92 are lateral force-deflection hysteretic curves for

-the first and second fl~or deflections. These figures again show that

the hysteresis loops of the eccentric bracing system are very stable and

repetitive. This frame has the same good distribution of energy noted

for Test 1. That is, the two lower stories each dissipate 40% of the energy

and the top story dissipates only 20%. This favorable distribution of

energy dissipation indicates that all of the .eccentric elements are

deforming plastically without causing anyone element to deform excessively.
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The bulk of the dissipated energy in Test 2 was provided by the

eccentric elements. The eccentric elements of Test Frame 2 behaved

similarly to eccentric elements of Frame 1 and the shear yield beams

described in Chapter 3. They displayed considerable shear yielding

of the web, with warping restraint at the interfaces. Web buckles formed,

but they did not adversely affect the hysteresis loops, because the cyclic

diagonal tension field formed. However, the large inelastic shear defor

mation again resulted in very significant vertical deflections of the

eccentric nodes. Figures 93 and 94 are plots of this vertical deflection

as a function of the lateral loads for the north and south eccentric

elements of the first floor. These plots amplify the very stable and

repetitive characteristics of the inelastic behavior of this eccentrically

braced frame. However, the maximum floor deflections are very large, which

indicates considerable damage to the floor system. The plots in Figs. 93

and 94 are similar to the curves obtained for Test and shown in figs. 81

and 82. The only significant difference is that the south eccentric
\

element of Frame 2 experienced slightly larger inelastic deflections than

the same element of Frame 1, during the inelastic cycles between LP12 and

LP26. Figure 95 is a photograph of Test Frame 2 after completion of the

test, which illustrates the many similarities in deflected shape, failure

mechanism, and severity of plastic deformations between Frames 1 and 2.

Test Frame 2 experienced its first web tear earlier in the inelastic

loading program than Test Frame 1 and the data were examined to determine

~~why~this occu~red. It was found that the south eccentric element (see

Fig. 56)-'of,the,first floor had a more severe strain history in Test 2

than i n,,:Test:l. Thi s occurred because the load i ng cycles were di spl acement

iontrolled and the brace could not slip in Test 2. The more severe strain
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history resulted in larger deflections of the south eccentric element of

Frame 2. This can be s!=!en by compari ng the curves shown, i.n Fi gs. 81 'and

93. These deflections are only slightly larger for each cycle of Fig .. 93,

but over the total number of cycles this slight diffe~ence actumul~tes

into a considerably more severe strain history. ·,.If -these accumulated

strain histories are considered, i{ is apparent that· the .eccentricelements

fail at approximately the same accumulated strainlevel~ .

One of the lateral support points failed in Frame ,2 just.pri.or to

LP3l, when the brace buckled. The cruciform plate.tore away from the

beam, because neither it nor its welds had sufficient strength or stiff

ness to restrain the beam after the brace buckledf This.failure of the

lateral support did not significantly effect the experifuentsince it

occurred just before completion of the test. It can be regarded as being

fortunate because it indicated that the lateral support system was per

forming as intended. The lateral support system was designed to provide

adequate lateral support to the frame, while simulating strength and

stiffness limits that could be expected in normal building construction.

The results of the second test can be summarized by saying that the'

frame exhibited the same sound energy dissipation noted for the first

frame. The hysteretic loops were repetitive~ stable, and unpinched. The

primary difference in behavior can be attributed to the behavior of the

brace and brace connections. The welded brace cohnection induced bending

moments into the brace which caused the formation of plastic hinges and

lateral torsional buckling in the brace. Since Test Frame 2 could not

have any brace s1i ppage, it was forced to deform more severely and fa il

earlier for the same amount of displacement in the eccentric element.' The

lateral support system performed very satisfactorily during the test.' The
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results of this test again indicate that a well-designed and constructed

eccentrically braced frame can withstand extremely severe lateral deflec

tions.

Comparison of the Tests

Although there were several major differences in the design of the

two test frames, they both exhibited the same general elastic and inelastic

behavior. Their hysteretic loops were very repetitive and stable, and the

frames maintained their strength and stiffness well into thS failure of

individual eccentric elements. Their elastic deflections. and energy dis

sipation were produced by the inelastic deformation of the eccentric

elements. These eccentric elements performed well. and their behavior was

similar in both frames.

One of the major differences in design.of the specimens was the br~ce

to-beam connection. The first frame had bolted connections. The major

advantage of this connection was that it avoided lateral torsional buck

ling of the brace. A second advantage is that it is an economical connec

tion. Its ~ain disadvantage was that the brace connection slipped .. This

slippage results in a slight deterioratinn in the hysteretic behavior,

and it caused a lo~s in the average lateral stiffness of the frame.

Because of these two factors. a frame with bolted brace connections can

expect slightly larger lateral deflections during severe excitations.

The second frame had welded brace connections. This connection

offered the advantage of avoiding brace slippage. A related advantage

is that the lateral deflections tend to be less severe. It had the dis

advantage of attracting larger bending moments in the brace. These bend

ing moments caused local yielding and the formation of lateral torsional

buckling. At severe displacements, the eccentric element will be slightly

more severely deformed than with the bolted connection and this may lead
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to earlier failure of the frame, However, both connection details are

satisfactory since in both cases the frame adequately withstood severe

deflections without failing. The undesirable features of each can be

minimized if they are designed properly. This means that bolted brace

connections should be designed conservatively, whereas welded connections

should have good lateral support.

Another difference is the size of the brace. The brace in Frame 1

was designed very conservatively with the factor of safety against ulti

mate compressive load of greater than two. The brace in Frame 2 had a

factor of safety of approximately 1.5. At large displacements of the

frame, the braces in the second frame exhibited considerable buckling

while those in the first frame did not. In the second test. the buckling

problems were induced by the welded brace connection. The brace DfTest

Frame 2 was strong enough to avoid Euler buckling if the lateral torsional

buckling had not damaged the brace. Therefore, the smaller brace size is

the more desirable since it is economical while providing adequate strength

to the frame.

The lateral support, which was provided to the frame, was also a

design variable. Frame 1 was supported at the fifth points of the beam,

and the second frame was supported at the third points of the beam. There

was no distinguishable difference in the performance .of the two test frames

with respect to the lateral support. The support used for Test Frame 2 is

more economical and consistent with the framing normally used in building

construction. From the results of these tests, it appears that lateral

torsional stability of the beam is not a severe problem in these eccen

trically braced frames. This verifies the results of Chapter 3 where

cyclic behavior of short beams is discussed. That is. the high shear
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(or moment gradient) of the shear yielding eccentric zone inhibits flange

buckling or lateral torsional buckling because the flange cannot yield over

a sufficient length to form a buckle. Web buckling occurs but it is more

stable because of the formation of the cyclic diagonal tension field .

. The gusset plate used in the brace-to-beam connection was also a

variable in the design. Test Frame 1 used an ordinary plate type gusset.

as shown in Fig. 52. The second frame used a simulated structur~lT-sec

tion fora gusset plate, as shown in Fig. 55. The T-section was used

because it provides a better transfer of the axial force of the brace to

the beam, since the flange of the T and the beam stiffener can be directly

aligned. 'Further, the centroid df the weld of the T-section coincides

with the line of action of the brace, and this simplifies the design:

There were no significant differences in the test results, which could be

attributed to-this design detail. However, the connection detail used in

the first frame also required a doubler plate and an additional stiffene~

. :toctransfer the brace force, as shown in Fig. 52. The additional stiff

eners and doubler plate make this a more expensive connection.

The final variation in the design of the test frames was the stiff

eners used in the beam-to-column connection. Frame 1 was conservatively

designed with column web stiffeners at the level of the beam flanges, as

shown in Fig. 51. Test Frame 2'was designed without the use of such

stiffeners. There were no apparent differences in the behavior of the

test frames that could be attributed to this detail. Therefore~ it appears

that the eccentric bracing system does not have any special need for stiff

eners in the beam-to-column connection. This is not intended to imply

that stiffeners are not needed at the brace-to-beam connection. A single

stiffener is always required at the brace conn~ction~ as shown in Fig. 55.

so that the shear can be uniformly transferred to the web and the cyclic
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diagonal tension field can" form.

Comparison of the Analytical Model with Test Results

A static cyclic inelastic analysis was performed on these two test

frames and the results were compared to the test results. The DRAIN-2D

program is capable of performing only dynamic analysis, and so it was not

suitable for this analysis. The ANSR-I [46J computer program was used for

this analysis because it was similar to the DRAHI-2D program and it had

capabilities for static inelastic analysis. The shear yielding beam

element, which was developed for DRAIN-2D, was modified for use in ANSR.

The basic element behavior and yield criteria are identical to the listing

in Appendix C. but a number of other modifications had to be made to adapt

them to the three-dimensional analysis and the iteration and solution

procedures used by ANSR. It should be noted that while ANSR is.a three-

dimensional nonlinear analysis program the shear yielding beam element is

still a planar element. It was also necessary to modify the basic ANSR

program to create a save-and-restart capability. This capability was nec-

essary because of the iterative nature of the solution and the many cycles

to be analyzed.

The entire test frame and loading beam were modeled. and the lateral

loads, gravity loads, and overturning couple were applied to the loading

beam. The panel zone of all beam-to-column connections ~Iere assumed to

be rigid. The brace was assumed to be connected to the beam with a pinned

connection for Test Frame 1, and a moment-resisting connection for Test
,

Frame 2. The base plates of the test frames were designed to remain

elastic throughout the test, .and it was necessary to consider the linear

elastic deflection of these base plates. This base plate deflection was

modeled by using the deflection equation (Equation 147 [41J) of a point

load on a plate. which is simply supported on four sides. The base of the
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test frame was grouted and prestressed to the anchor block, and the only

deflection which could occur was that the column could uplift slightly

when it was in te~s{on. This correction reduced the predicted elastic

lateral stiffness of the test frame by approximately 9%. The maximum

change in deflection caused by this correction was .04 in. (1 mm) at the

3rd floor of the test frame.

The yield stress, Young's Modulus and uniaxial strain hardening

coefficient,D, used in this comparison, were obtained from the test

results shown in Appendix B. The residual stress distribution of the

W6 x 12 beam section (see Appendix B) was used to produce a modifi~d

plastic shear force, vp' The yield stress of the web was simply reduced

by the average residual stress in the web, and Vp was computed by

Equation 3. The ultimate compressive loads were predicted by the AISC

formulas [32], which were modified to the tensile coupon yield stress of

the specimen. The interaction between axial force and bending moment was

approximated by AISC equation 2.4-3 [32J.

Both tests were analyzed for all inelastic cycles up to and includ

ing LP23. The ANSR computer program is a load controlled solution, but the

test results were displacement controlled. Therefore, the nonlinear

analysis was also run as a displacement controlled analysis, but this had

to be done by an interactive approach, because of the complexity of the

loadings. The interactive analysis was accomplished by first choosing a

cyclic loading program and analyzing several cycles. This analysis was

examined, and the loading program was adjusted so that the desired cyclic

deflection was obtained. After the first displacement cycles were

satisfactorily obtained, the results were saved, and the restart capabi

lity was used to save the expense of continually reanalyzing the early
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cycles. Because of the limitations imposed by manually starting and termin

ating a run, it was not possible to precisely match the deflection program

used in the tests. However, the fit of the an~lytical model to the experi

ment was good. Figure 96 is a plot of the lateral force third floor

deflection for Test Frame 1. The dashed lines are the curves predicted by

the analytical model, and the solid lines are test results. It should be

noted that the test curve is corrected for brace slip, since the analyti

cal model has no provisions for brace slip. The curve fit between the

experimental and analytical results during the early cycles is extremely

good. The later cycles up to LP 23 are also good, but the model displays

a common failing during these later cycles. At large deflections~ the

model consistently undershoots the lower side of the test curve. The model

is still satisfactory at LP 23, but it is apparent that the fit will grow

worse at larger deflections. The analysis was stopped at LP23 because of

the great cost of this analysis in this range, and the limited accuracy

to be expected in further cycles. However, Figure 96 indicates that the

shear yield model, which was developed in Chapter 3 is a very good model

for predicing global deflections of the eccentrically braced frames. This

figure also indicates the ways in which the model could be improved. At

large deflections, the shear yield model becomes basically a kinematic

hardening model, and this causes undershooting shown in Fig. 96. If the

shear yielding element could incorporate a more accurate balance between

isotropic hardening, kinematic hardening, and bounding surface concept,

the fit would be improved for these large deflections.

The analytical model was also compared with the test results in

other ways (see Table 2), and the comparison was generally favorable.

Table 2 shows that the comparison is by no means exact, but it is good for
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inelastic analyses. It should be noted that some of the variables, such

-as the vertical deflection of the eccentric node. are very sensitive. and

this sensitivity makes it difficult to obtain good. experimental comparisons.

The plot of the hysteretic comparison of Frame 2 in Figure 97 indi

cates that the model does a good job of predicting overall inelastic be

havior of the frame. Other comparisons are shown in Table 3. The fit _

obtained for Frame 2 is very similar to the general fit from Test 1.

Summary

Two eccentrically bracea frames were tested and it was found that the

eccentric bracing system has excellent energy dissipation capabilities.

ihe hysteretic loops were repetitive and stable. and the frames maintained

most of their strength and stiffness even after the first web tear. Hence

this system is likely to perform satisfactorily even if one of the eccen

tric elements fails. A number of design parameters were evaluated. The

brace-beam connection was the-most sensitive parameter. If the brace is

connected by bolts, the brace will slip; if it is welded. the brace will

develop lateral torsional buckling problems. Neither of these problems

was excessively severe. but the structural design must be attuned to avoid

them. An analytical model discussed earlier was compared with these

results. The comparison indicated that the analytical model is very good

at predicting the behavior of the eccentrically braced system.
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SUMMARY. DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

SUllI1lary

The eccentric bracing system has many desirable attributes for the

design Df earthquake-resistant structures. The analyses have shown that

this system provides a very stiff structure, and the stiffness provided is

stable over a relatively large range of eccentricities. Stiffness is very

desirable, because it helps~s~ure a more serviceable structure and tends

to limit the P-6 effect during severe earthquake excitations. The eccen

tric bracing system also offers excellent energy dissipation characteris

tics and inelastic behavior since the eccentric element is designed to

deform inelastically before the brace can buckle.

A study of the inelastic behavior of the eccentric beam element showed

that cyclic shear yielding of the web produced superior inelastic behavior.

The cyclic behavior was stable during large deflections because a cyclic

diagonal tension field formed and prevented deterioration due to web buck

ling. However, flange restraint and web stiffeners were necessary to

develop this tension field. An analytical model of cyclic shear yield

behavior was developed from these studies, and the model was used in the

inelastic dynamic analysis of a 20-story four-bay eccentrically braced

frame. The results of this analysis were compared to results predicted

for conventional concentrically braced and steel moment-resisting frames

under two very different types of earthquake excitations. The comparison

indicated that the eccentrically braced frame performed very well because

of its strength, stiffness, and energy dissipation capabilities.

Two one-third scale model test frames were designed to simulate the

behavior of the 20-story prototype structure, and they were tested under

a loading program which simulated two severe earthquakes sequentially
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applied to the structure. These tests verified that the structural system

performed as a stiff structure with full, unpinched hysteresis loops and

that the loops were repetitive with no deterioration in strength or stiff

ness~ It was further found that this structural system was capable of

withstanding both of these earthquake simulations without any structural

failure. However. it should be noted that very large floor deflections

must be expected during the large lateral deflections. The results of the

tests were used also to evaluate various design details. The analytical

model was ~lso comp~red with the test frame results. The predicted

behavior from the model was very similar to the actual test results.

The tests and analytical studies indicate that the eccentric bracing

system performed well under severe earthquake simulations; the system is

very stiff with excellent energy dissipation. and thus performs well

elastically and inelastically.

Design Recommendations

A number of conclusions were reached during the course of this study

which directly·affectthe design of an eccentrically braced frame. The

eccentrically braced system is a framing system where the center line of

the brace does not intersect the center line of the beam-to-column ~onnec

tion. The eccentricity is introduced so that the eccentric beam element

provides a ~uctile fuse which assures good inelastic behavior and energy

dissipation .. Since the plastic behavior is very important to this framing

system, the initial preliminary design should be made using plastic design

concepts. The technique of moment balancing is suitable for this. The

procedure simply requires that the designer obtain a moment diagram which

satisfies statics and design the structure accordingly. It is immaterial

how this moment diagram was obtained or selected. Two factors are most
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helpful in generating the diagram. First, it is useful to understand the

general collapse mechanisms which can occur in an eccentrically braced

frame. Secondly, because the brace provides approximately 75 to 80% of

the lateral stiffness of the structure, it should carry a similar propor

tion of the lateral shear. An application of this general approach is

given in Appendix A.

The beam-to-column connections are also an important feature of the

system. They must be designed as moment-resisting connections, because

the flanges require this restraint if the diagonal tension field is to

form, and the beam must be designed to yield in shear. This is accom

plished-by assuring that the chosen beam has sufficient web area to

develop the plastic shear force, Vp' required for the eccentric beam

elements. The size of the eccentricity is selected so that shear yielding

occurs before plastic hinges form at both ends of the eccentric beam

element. Moreover, the eccentricity should be chosen to assure a balance

between shear and bending yield by having plastic hinges form at both ends

of the eccentric beam soon after shear yield. This balance can be accom-

plished by choosing the eccentricity with the techniques suggested in

equations 23 and 24. The beam must be designed for the bending moment -at

the face of the column, which is considerably less than the bending moment

at the center line of the beam-column joint. The plastic moment is reduced

*to M in the eccentric beam segment and is further reduced at the bracep

connection because of the interaction between moment capacity and high

axial load in the central beam segment. It should be noted that doubler

plates must not be used to increase the shear area of the web of the

eccentric beam element, but cover plates can be applied to the flanges to

increase the bending capacity of the beam. The beam design is critical.
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It should not be designed too conservatively because the brace and column

design depend on the beam design.

The brace itself is designed as a compression member with its ultimate

axial design load depending upon the ultimate plastic strength of the beam.

The axial design load will be somewhat higher than the load predicted by

moment balancing, and it depends on how conservatively the beam is designed.

The brace should be designed for this ultimate compressive load with a

factor of safety of at least 1.5. The additional factor of safety is

necessary to assure that the brace will not buckle despite strain harden

ing of the eccentric beam element. uncertainty in the actual yield stress

of the steel. and the additional force necessary to crack the floor slab.

This factor of safety could be modified if an analysis of an individual

design indicated that the modification was justified.

The columns are designed by the usual weak beam-strong column design

concept employed in steel moment-resisting frames. The beam-to-column

connection must 'be designed as a moment-resisting connection as shown in

Figure 54. This type of all-welded connection is necessary because of the

high shear in the eccentri~ element and the required flange restraint,

-which assures stability of the eccentric beam element. It should be noted

that a fillet weld is necessary between the erection plate and the beam

web because of the very high shear force in the eccentric beam element.

The brace-to-beam connection is best designed as a bolted joint with

a structural T section used for a gusset plate as shown in Figure 55. The

flange of the T should be directly aligned with the web stiffeners as

shown in this figure. This pair of stiffeners is always necessary to

develop the diagonal tension field and to ensure stability of the eccen

tric beam element. The bolted connectjon should be designed for the full
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ultimate brace load with the additional factor of safety. The connection

must be designed with bolts in bearing, and the bearing stress should not

exceed the yield stress of the material. The limitation in bearing stress

is necessary so that cyclic slippage of the brace does not become too

severe and reduce the energy dissipation of the system. It should be noted

that brace slippage in the connection will produce a slight deterioration

in lateral stiffness during a major earthquake. but the loss in stiffness

can be regained later by welding the connection. A welded connection is

also an acceptable alternative. Finally, the use of a regular gusset

plate as shown in Figure 52 is also acceptable. However, this last detail

will generally require additional stiffeners and doubler plates at the

brace connection.

Conclusions

The major conclusions of this report can be summarized as follows:

1. The eccentric bracing system is a very stiff structural system

which easily satisfies the serviceability requirements of building codes.

The weight of steel required may be of the order of 30% less than that

required for steel moment-resisting frames. Further. this lateral stiff

ness remains stable through a wide range of small to moderate eccentrici~

ties.

2. Cyclic shear yielding is a desirable method of energy dissipa

tion for the eccentric element. Shear yielding offers good stability

under large cyclic deflections. \~ebbuckles form after the web has

yielded, but if the beam is properly designed, a cyclic diagonal tension

field forms at large displacement levels. and this tension field prevents

any significant deterioration in the inelastic behavior of the frame.

3. The cyclic inelastic behavior of structures with eccentric
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elements which yield in shear can be predicted by a simple analytical

model which gives a good indicatibn of structural behavior.

4. Inelastic dynamic analyses of the eccentrlc prototype system

and other alternate concentrically braced and moment-resistingf~ames

under two very different severe base excitations indicate that different

excitations produce different responses in the structure. Some excita

tions create a pulse effect, and the structure must have considerable

elastic strength and stiffness to limit inelastic deflections. Other

excitations exhibit a periodic effect, and the structure must exhibit

sound cyclic energy dissipation characteristics to limit inelastic deflec

ti ons. The eccentri c braci ngsys tern performs very well because it combi nes

the stiffness of a braced frame with the very desirable energy dissipation

of a steel moment-resisting frame.

5. One-third scale models of eccentrical~y braced frames exhibit

. large initial elastic stiffness; they also possess very sound energy

dissipation characteristics. The hysteretic loops are unpinched and do

not deteriorate in strength Or stiffness. Further, even b~yond failure

of the first eccentric element. the structure continues to retain most of

its strength and stiffness. Therefore, the premature failure of a few

eccentric elements for any reason will not necessarily mean a total col

lapse of a structure. Apparently a relatively large number of eccentric

elements must fail before the structure is in danger of total collapse.

6. . The inelastic behavior of the eccentrically braced frame is

very good, but very large inelastic floor deflections must be expected

through all of the floors of a structure. This is both an advantage and a

disadvantage. It is desirable because it distributes the inelastic

activity and no one point experiences excessive deformation. However, it
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also indicates that considerable floor damage must be expected on all

floor levels. The floor damage may be quite severe, but it is also more

easily, repaired than many other types of d9mage.

7. The beam-to-column joint must be a moment-resisting connection.

This is necessa~ because the flanges of the eccentric beam element require

restraint to develop the cyclic diagonal tension field. A web stiffener

is also required at the brace connection to develop this tension field.

These connection details are costly, but the weld and member si.zes are

relatively small. Therefore, the danger of lamellar tearing and the cost

of welding should be significantly less than for a steel moment-resisting

frame.

8. No doubler plates are required in the web of the column of the

eccentrically braced frames. Inelastic strains in this panel zone do not

adversely affect the story drift as they do in moment-resisting frames.

However, stiffeners may be needed at the beam-column connections.

9. A peripheral conclusion was reached relative to the design of

the bolted connections. As is well documented in the test of Frame 1,

slippage of bolted connections can have a very detrimental effect upon

the hysteretic behavior of the total structure. This effect is limited

if the bolted connection is designed conservatively in bearing on the

bolts. Therefore, it is recommended that bolted connections, which are

subjected to cyclic loadings, be designed for ultimate bearing stresses

no larger than the yield ?tress of the material.

In addition to the above, there are several areas which are worthy

of further study. These include:

1. The possibility of developing a newall-bolted beam-to-column

connection for use in the eccentric bracing system. This connection
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detail is not possible with the usual bolted web tonnection because of the"

high shear forces and bolt bearing problems noted earlier. This type of

connection would have to be a hybrid connection which eliminates the bear~

ing stress problem:

2. "The effect of axial force on cyclic shear yielding of beams

needs further study. The behavior of beams which yield in shear is

excellent, if the axial force is low. However, no tests have been made

on beams simultaneously loaded with axial and shear force. This type of

condition occurs in systems such as the eccentric K brace, and it may also

occur in other bracing systems under certain conditions.

3. Eccentric bracing creates a structure which utilizes the beam

better and limits the magnitude of forces and moments in the members. The

general eccentric bracing concept could be applied to other structural

systems.
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SPECIMEN DESIGN SPAN PRIMARY

NUMBER OPTION DIMENSION YIELD SPECIAL NOTES

B (IN.) MECHANfsM

I A 6.0 SHEAR

2 A 6.0 SHEAR -
,-

3 A 12.0 BENDING

4 A 12.0 _ BENDING 3/16" DOUBLER PLATE TO WEB

5 A 6.0 COMBINED - 3/16" DOUBLER PLATE TO WEB

6 A - 6.0 SHEAR

7 B 12.0 BENDING STIFFENER PLATES (114") SPACED 2 -1/2" O.C.

S B 12.0 SHEAR 3/S" x I 1/4" COVER PLATE ON' ALL FoUR FlANGES
>

- ,

9 C 6.0 SHEAR NO FLANGE OR WARPING RESTRAINT

TABLE 1 - DESIGN PARAMETERS OF BEAM SPECIMENS



TABLE 2 - COMPARISON OF DATA POINTS BETWEEN ANSR-I AND TEST FRAME 1
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LP 1 64.3 70.0 .50 .51 .22 .21 .39 .37 -0.06 -.05 0.14 0.11

LP 7 83.2 81.9 .99 1.00 .42 .39 .78 .75 -.17 -.18 .32 .29
-

I
--'

1. 49 .64 1. 19 1. 18 -.23 -.21 .53 .53+0> LP 13 100.0 98.2 1. 52 .65
........
I

LP 19 113.6 107.1 3.00 2.98 1. 31 1.38 2.38 2.39 -.52 -.16 1.16 1.30

LP 23 113.0 112.0 4.53 4.50 1. 91 2.03 3.55 3.51 -.82 -.38 1. 79 1. 97

TABLE 3 - COMPARISON OF DATA POINTS BETWEEN ANSR-I AND TEST FRAME 2
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(a) ECCENTRIC K- BRACE

(b) INVERTED Y- BRACE

FIGURE 3 - ALTERNATE ECCENTRICALLY BRACED ELEMENTS
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A) PHOTOGRAPH AT THE END OF A GIVEN HALF CYCLE

B) PHOTOGRAPH AT THE END OF THE NEXT HALF CYCLE

FIGURE 11 - PHOTOGRAPH OF THE TEST APPARATUS AND CYCLING PROCEDURE
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FIGURE 57 - PHOTOGRAPH OF THE KEY COMPONENTS OF THE LATERAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
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FIGURE 80 - PHOTOGRAPH OF A TYPICAL YIELDED ECCENTRIC ELEMENT
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FIGURE 84 - TEST FRAME 1 - COLUMN FLANGE BUCKLING
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FIGURE 87 - LATERAL TORSIONAL BUCKLING IN TEST FRAME 2
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APPENDIX A

AN EXAMPLE OF MOMENT BALANCING

The basic design of the eccentric bracing system must consider the

inelastic behavior of the'frame. Moment balancing (24,25) is a very

versatile procedure for considering this behavior. This technique is

based on the concept that, if a structure is designed to any moment

diagram which satisfies statics, the loadings will be a lower bound of

the true strength of the structure. If the design is also performed to

attain a specific mechanism, the lower and upper bound theories are

simultaneously satisfied. It is immaterial how the distribution of forces

and moments was attained in moment balancing. The distribution can be

obtained by a good guess or by any of a number of rational procedures.

This appendix will give an example of one possible way of finding an

acceptable moment distribution. The example frame and its factored

loadings are shown in Fig. Al. The brace is assumed to be pin-connected,

but all other connections are moment-resisting connections.

It is also very necessary to consider the desired collapse mechanism

of the frame when performing moment balancing on an eccentrically braced

frame. The eccentric system should be designed so that essentially all

of the plastic action is concentrated in the eccentric beam elements .

.Therefore, the mechanism shown in Fig. A2 is appropriate.

The first step in the balancing procedure is to obtain an initial

estimate of member forces and bending moments for the brace, the beam,

and the column. In arriving at these estimates, it is required that

each individual member be in equilibrium even though the nodes may not

be in equilibrium.

~--~ -'-- -~-------_.
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The balancing then proceeds by arbitrarily assigning approximately

80% of the lateral load to the brace since it provides approximately 80%

of the lateral stiffness. This assumption is applied to the brace in

the example shown in Fig. A3. Once the original estimate of the brace

force has been agreed upon, this force can then be used to compute the

moments and forces in the beam. This is done by assuring that the

eccentric node is in equilibrium, and the final moment diagram is con-

sistent with the collapse mechanism (see Figure A2). Figure A4 indicates

a typical loading diagram for the top beam. End moments Ml and M2 of

this figure should be chosen so that the moment diagram of the beam is

compatible with the collapse mechanism"shown in Fig. A2. It should be

borne in mind that the plastic hinges of the beam form at the face of

the column; they do not form at the center line intersection. Because

of the steep moment gradient in the eccentric beam element, this dis

tinction makes a considerable difference. The initial estimates of the

force and moment diagram is found for the other beams just as they were

for the top beam.

The forces and moments in the columns are found by recalling that

the remaining 20% of the lateral forces which are not carried by the

brace must be carried by the columns. This is assumed to be equally

distributed between both columns as is shown in Fig. AS. Figure A5
;

shows that the two end moments, Ml and M2, are coupled by the known

shear force. However, one of these end moments must be determined by

an arbitrary estimate. Figures A6(a) and A6(b) represent typical initial

distributions of forces and bending moments which could be obtained by

the above procedure. The forces in Fig. A6(a) were chosen so that all

of the nodes are in equilibrium with respect to force. Further Fig. A6(b)
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was chosen so that the bending moments are in equilibrium at the eccentric

nodes. However, the bending moments are not in equilibrium at the beam

to-column joints. The next step in the moment balancing procedure is to

eliminate these imbalances. There are several methods of eliminating these

imbalftnces, but the easiest is to note that the moment diagram of the

column can be shifted, without affecting the balanced shear and axial

forces, by adding a constant bending moment over the length of the column

as shown in Fig. A7. This technique first must be used to balance the

top ~odes, an~ the constant moment is passed down the c6lumn to the next

node. Each successive node is balanced down the column until all nodes

are in equilibrium. This correction procedure produces the final moment

diagram shown in Fig. AS. All forces and moments are in equilibrium with

this moment diagram.

It should be recalled that the initial distribution of moments shown

in Fig. A6(b) was obtained by arbitrarily assigning one of the end moments

for each column segment. The correction procedure used to obtain Fig. AB

is modifying this initial assignment, and so if the arbitrarily selected

end moment had been chosen with enough foresight, there would have been

no imbalance.

Since the distribution shown in Fig. AS is in equilibrium, moment

balancing permits the use of this distribution of forces to perform a

plastic design. However, a better, more economical design will result

if the distributed forces are examined carefully. The above distribution

produced columns which are under single curvature. Single curvature

results in larger column sizes than double curvature. This problem is

not too severe in this particular example, but in other cases it could

produce unrealis~ically high design moments in the columns. When this
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happens, thebalaricing should be corrected by slightly increasing or

decreasing the proportion of lateral force which is carried by the brace

and rebalancing. Thus, the final step in this balancing procedure is to

examine the resulting moment diagram, and, if necessary, revising the

initial estimate of the percentage of lateral force carried by the brace
;

and repeating the first two steps.

This has been an example of one way of handling moment balancing.

The method, which is used to obtain the final force distribution, is not

important. It is important to assure that the final force and moment be

consistent with the desired collapse mechanism (see Fig. A2). The pro- ,

cedure used above does this by making a judicious selection of end

moments for the beam and holding these end moments constant throughout

the balancing. This same procedure could also be applied to very large

or tall structures. However,it is recommended, that the balancing be

done in parts for these structures. That is, the very top story or

stori~s should be completely checked and balanced before starting on

the next lower level. The balancing then proceeds down the structure,

and the analysis is simplified, because it is ~lways concerned with only

a small part of the total structure.
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FIGURE A5 - INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE COLUMN MOMENT DIAGRAM
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FIGURE A8 -BALANCED MOMENT DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX C

INPUT FORttV;T AND FORTRAN LISTING
FOR SHEAR YIELD ELEMENT

INPUT INSTRUCTIONS·

The number of words of information per element - 104.

A. CONTROL INFORMATION FOR GROUP (715) - ONE CARD.

Columns 5: Punch 9 (to indicate that group consists of
shear yield elements).

6 - 10: Number of elements in group .

. 11- 15: Number of different element stiffness types
(max. 40). ~

16 - 20: Number of different end eccentricity types
(max. 15).

21 - 25: Number of different yield surfaces for cross
sections (max. 40).

26 - 30: Number of different fixed end force patterns
(max. 35).

31 - 35: Number of different initial element force
patterns (max. 30).

B. STIFFNESS TYPES (I5,6F10.O,3F5.0,/,F10.O) - TWO CARDS FOR EACH
STI FFNESS TYPE.

Columns 1 - 5: Stiffness type number.

6 - 15 : Young1s modulus of elasticity.

16 - 25: Uniaxial strain hardening modulus, as a proportion
of Young's modulus.

26 - 35: Depth of the wide flange beam.

36 - 45: Thickness of wide flange beam flanges.

46 - 55: Width of flange.

56 - 65: Web thickness.

66 - 70: Flexural sti ffness factor f .. (see note below).
·11

I
----.- ------------
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71 - 75: Flexural stiffness factor f· . (see note below).
JJ

76 - 80: Flexural stiffness factor f ij (see note below).

- 10: Poisson's ratio

Note: Note that the flexural stiffness factors are used to compute the
. bending component of deflection as described in Chapter 3. There

fore, these factors must reflect the degree of rotational constraint
provided by other attached elements as well as any variation in
element properties and dimensions. If this is not done the warping
restraint provided in this element may produce erroneous results.

C. END ECCENTRICITIES (I5,4F10.0) - ONE CARD FOR EACH END ECCENTRICITY
TYPE.

Omit if there are no end eccentricities. See Fig. B2.6 for
explanation. All eccentricities are measured from the node
to the element end.

Columns 5: End eccentricity type number, in sequence
beginning with 1.

6 15 : X. = X eccentricity at end i .
1

16 25: X. = X eccentricity at end j.
. J

26 35: y. = Y eccen tri city at end i.
1

36 45: Yj = Y eccentricity at endj.

D. CROSS SECTION YIELD SURFACES (I5,5X,2F10.0,40X,F10.0) - ONE CARD
FOR EACH YIELD SURFACE.

Columns 1 - 5: Yield surface number, in sequence beginning with 1.

11 - 20: Positive (sagging) yield moment My+'

21 - 30: Negative (hogging) yield moment My_'

71 - 80: Shear yield force. A very large number is
assumed if left at zero.

Eo FIXED END FORCE PATTERNS (2I5,7F10.0) - ONE CARD'FOR EACH FIXED
END FORCE PATTERN.

Omit if there are no fixed end forces. See Fig. 82.5.

Columns 1 - 5: Pattern number, in sequence beginning with 1..

10: Axis code, as follows.

Code = 0: Forces are in the element coordinate
system, as in Fig. 82.5a.
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Code = 1: Forces are in the global coordinate
system, as in Fig. B2.5b.

11 - 20: Clamping force, Fi .

21 - 30: Clamping force, Vi'

31 - 40: Clamping moment, Mi.

41 - 50: Clamping force, Fj .

51 - 60: Clamping force, Vj .

61 - 10: Clamping moment, Mj 4

71 - 80: Live load reduction factor, for computation of
live load forces to be applied to nodes. See
Section B2.5, Appendix B2 for explanation.

F. INITIAL ELEMENT FORCE PATTERNS (I5,6F10.0) - ONE CARD FOR EACH
INITIAL FORCE PATTERN .

.Omit if there are no initial forces. See Fig. 82.5a.

Columns 1 - 5: Pattern number, in sequence beginning with 1.

6 - 15 : Initial axi a1 force, Fi .

16 - 25: Initial shear force, Vi'

26 - 35: Initial moment, Mi.

36 - 45: Initial axial force, Fj .

46 - 55: Initial shear force, Vj .

56 - 65 Initial moment, Mj .

G. ELEMENT GENERATION COMMANDS (12I5,2F5.0,I5,F5.0) - ONE CARD FOR
EACH GENERATION COMMAND.

Elements must be specified in increasing numerical order. Cards
for the first and last elements must be included. See NOTE 7 for
explanation of generation procedure.

Columns 1 - 5: Element number, or number of first element in a
sequentially numbered series of elements to be
generated by this command.

6 - 10: Node number at element end i.

11 - 15: Node number at element end j.

16 - 20: Node number increment for element generation.
If zero or blank, assumed to be equal to 1.



21 - 25~ Stiffness type number.

26 - 30: End eccentricity type number. Leave blank or
punch zero if there is no end eccentricity.

31 35: Yield surface number for element end i.

36 40: Yield surface number for element end j.

45: Code for including geometric stiffness. Punch 1
if geometric stiffness is to be included. Leave
blank or punch zero if geometric stiffness is to
be ignored.

50: Time history output code. If a time history of
element results is not required for the element
covered by this command, punch zero or leave
blank. If a time history printout, at the
intervals specified on card 01, is required,
punch 1.

51 - 55: Fixed end force pattern number for static dead
loads on element. Leave blank or punch zero
if there are no dead loads. See note below.

56 - 60: Fixed end forces pattern number for static live
loads on element. Leave blank or punch zero
there are no live loads.

61 - 65: Scale factor to be applied to fixed end forces
due to static dead loads.

66 - 70: Scale factor to be applied to fixed end forces
due to static live loads.

71 - 75: Initial force pattern number. Leave blank or
punch zero if there are no initial forces.

76 - 80: Scale factor to be applied to initial element
forces.

Note: If the static load code, Card Cl, is zero but fixed end forces
are still specified for some elements, an inconsistency results.
In effect, any such fixed end forces will be treated as initial
element forces.
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1f:20

It'-:'!C
160.0

le,=c
1660
1670

IfEe

c

c
r
c

c
• C

c
c

c

r~ (IEf\.C.E"'.I(Fl() (( Te 12"
IF ({I(COv( I~r-..:) .I\~.OJ .1't-!:.(KrCV( 1'.:r-..CJ.t-E.2)>> CC T(" 110

p .... F....3( 1~1\,;:;I=pIVFf)( ,cr.J!':' J'FAC1CQ"C~"'(1r:,l\r.,
([ Tr 140

lIe :p~R~F~r1C~u~PG(I~~~.

J: ~ T (T ( IE 1\: ) =- r: C T e! ( I E!"to C » 4 -:::JD r:
(F (llPPP.lT.Od G( T[ 12C
~";/lC'"( 1E-1\,::,=-=PI-:IIo(P( IE""'iCHCD:::JQ

G'C TC 140
l<:~ Pf.l4r:f\( IEI\,'1)':.?F4Ch"C 1F:'~CJ .. '1Pr:~

(C Te 140

1'::0 P,.,r:f"J(IFI\D)=-P[ ~y

1"0 ((IIt.TIr-..:U c

IF (Kt~Y(I).LT.2:» (( T[" 107

er.'PL' 1~':"TR['["llr .... Aq")';"I\It-:: Ef"FFCT 1( '.:t-E,lII"p 'rlflC 5ll:'F',lIICf

IF (\IT.GT.,)~QJ VP(I»=(E"'EP(IHEIIII!:PI';In/FL

IF ( .... T.L~.C.OJ "r(2) =(F1V'~PCl J.E~·Er(2J )/""t

IC"" CCI\TII\UE

(~f~K CC"'PLFTI~~ rF CyClF

F~CAC=FArAr+~,.c.(TC~

1'::2 fCf:;YPT (;~0,6r(j(f':2C.IC.... lJ

IF Ir.ACAC.GT.~.9caQ~) «( T[ 150
(loLL E!MCALc
([ T::::: :30

f_~~TI( A~C TCT.6L FC~(E~

I~C E'3~TCT( 1 )='?""'TrT( I)
F~vTCTI2J=F~T[T(2)

e illl1C T( I J =q,., E':'l ( I ) ,.~ ~E l ( I ) to( E I( I I. C \It;; (I J t E K I 2*( VR (2) J. pc; t

~~TCT(2)=R~~P(?)4F~EL(?)4(~~IL.~\rRI It"EK;::~.C\rR(L»6P~H

~ SF:;; ( 8M Te T ( 1 ) - E!:,.,T [.T ( I J 4 E /ll'T [T ( 2 »- E E,..T CT ( 2 ») .1Ft

~FTO'( I J=~cTf'TlI ) ... D'::F

=FTCT(7J=SFTCT(2)-CS r

U~FAL,6~CEC LC~C5 CuE 10 'rIEl~

IF «KCI)V( I J.l\.c.Kf"D'r)( 1 J ).CR.(KCS)Y( 2J.r..E.IC[['Jl(2JJ» KPjIIoL=1

f'CUQ:;;') •
11- (KPAl.EC.ciJ G( 1C 16C

2"1IUI1=E-~L(I t-flrlfD( I)
Eu~ue=F~l(~»-=~~~(?»

CC Te 17C

16::1 E,"lJU':=O.
PrvJU~=C.

:EF[~~,6TI[1\ ~,tITES F(~ c,lll~pr~c

17lJ IF (!:FA(.!~C.a.o.,lIII\C.~ELTA.~a.O.OJCC TC U!~

IF (ll~E.EC.O.J ([ TC 210

K~~L=I

Ir (EC(II.E":.l.21456EIOJ (C TC 180

V~L ~ ( I) = vF::L"" ( I »- E r ( 3 I ~ VEL'" ( ] )
V[l~(2)=VELV(.?) tEC( 1 ).V~LM(.:!)

PE'i I~GC

RE<; 17CC

PECi 171. 0

Ff~" 11 £,C
~E9 1!30

REG 1711C
PF~ 17~C

FO.E'9 17f.O

Ri!::'9 177 C
J;ElJ 17eO

RF: Ii 17SC
RF~ I ecc
J;iE9 IIH 0
PEg 1 e2C

REt) ,e~o

t-lEC; I E"C
REc; I eo;:; c
REC; 1860
REg 1£l7C

PE9 leeo
Ff'E Ii 1 e t; c
RE'i IC;CC
F<E9 1910

~E'i Ig20
f;.Eg IQ30

RE'i lQ40

RE"i 14;~C

REQ 19150
REo!; 197C

pe"ii 1980
RE" 1'7.,0
RES ~ccc

REI; 2010
RE"i 2020

~E9 20~O

r-ES 2040
RE-; LC~C

PEg 20foO

R~<;: 201C
REg 2080

RES 2C-;C
REc; £ICC

REl'i 2110

RE"i 2120

RE9 21~O

RE9 2140
REe; ';::I~C

RE9 2160
REIl; ';::17C

RE9 21ElO

REfi 2190

RE":O 22CC

RE9 2210
RES ;:2.20
RI=Q 22"30
REg 2240



T··~

(r~~r" /l~I~T/ 11~CLT'lC).1~CLTC2(1.tl~~,IS~\E,~EL1~,"ST~,~F7,1~~ T~t;

TH9

n
JO
4C

~elC

2e20
cE:!O
2'l:!4tl

2eSO
~efC

~q7C

2eEC
2e~0

2900
':;::C;;IC

2C;20
2t:;~C

29110

2Q!:C'

~<;fC

297C
.<:C; EC
2990

30(10

~ C I C

:'020
~O~C

~CQC

J050
~OE C
~070

::oec
J09C

3100
:= 11 c
':-120

:!I.:!C

~14C

~I'EO

~Jec

~110

31fC

~l"C

3200
J21C
~220

~2~C

~2QC

32~O

J26C
~27C

~2ec

22~C

:JJ\JO

3~1~

~~20

I C
"EQ
TH9

~E(j

PE9
R!:"i
PE9

"E~

RE9
RE~

PE~

PE9

"Eli
Ri:.'i

R'=C:;

PE~

"E9
I=lE<;

PE'=.:

PE9
RES

PE9
PE~

I·H:'<i

~E9

~[S

PE9
PE~

PE~

Pf'7

P cG

(( Tr ~IO

""":'1 T I"'E t-1~Tn~y I~ .ITH1 ~T/

U;l':Al f II\FC~"""'T !C~ It-.: (C.Y~

I~ C'THo.LT.I.C~.KQL1Cl.EC.O)

KKPQ=, .A":''; CKrlQ)

I Tll(L l' (1. ='(K::::J I:;;

I Trf"1LT( 2 )='J

ITI-lcef(.~J::;-I~E..~

I T'-1CL I ( 4' =1< ('1"- ( I )
1~~OLT(~)=KCG'(2.

IlHCl1r6)=1\[<;'

ITt-"Jt.T(7)=Nn')..,j
CC :?q'J 1=I,f
TH~l,;T( I )=°r-oTCT( I)

[[ 300 1~1,4

THeLI n ... fl=l=p ft CF( I)

'!~rLT( l))=TI~r::

I SAil:: =I

5fT I~CJrATr~ FCF STIFF~F~~ r.~A~GF

~l C KST=(

(::' (Kr:::Y'((I)."'C::.I(CCY(I'.[~.~CC'l')l(~).~E.KCC"'(~))I<.Sl-=1

2'9C

~e,;

]0-:

IF (~PP.E~.O.C~.K[LTCT.ec.O) (( T( ~IO ~ES

I~ (IT,",P.~T.l) G~ Tr 2E!C F't'i

2~':' IF (lhfC.l\f.f:1 G( T( 26(1 PEt;
~KPP=I~~S(K~RJ ~E9

O'1I~'" 2'50, KI(CR,T I~r:: RE9
2~) tC~~~'(/IIIP~ QE~LL1S F(~ (~C~~.I~. l:i~~

I ?J~. :l!7A~ ELE"r::NT~, TlfilE =,FE."~"/~)f.f REc;"

2 ~ ... EL~"'14)l'.4t-1\C[:~,])l,St-YIELC.61il.7t-EEI\-:::I1\G, 1).~HSHEAJ:<. Ri:.'1

] 7~,~HA:"I\L,Ii?)l.21t-'OL"''::::11( t"1"':E I='[T.atICf\S/5X, PEg

~ ~~ NC~,4~.4~ ~C.,3x,~~ ~C~f.t~,7~ ~(~ENt,;).~H~CRCE. "E<:;

5 ?~,5 ...Fr~CE,PX,?~(~~~F~T.4xICt-.Ar(. PC~.;3~,o~~r(. NEG.f' RE~

I t-Ef)= I PCe,.

26~ t:J:;)J".T 270. l"'E",'~CC(II.l(C~"'(IJ,E"'1["lI1.. SFT(T(I).t"'(T(I),P"'(TCI1F:F';

I ,PR.!llC~( I) ,PR,a,CI\,l( 11,1-=1.2 J hES

27C FCl=i~.6T (1'i11~,t7,]);.J'j::"I£.2.~)I(,:;FI~.~.Ic;)I,'EI17,3X,~FtC:.2,:::)(,)Ftl.'5)r'E":

P-:C;

PE~

RE~

PE~

PE9
PE9
RE9
"E~

r:::.o _']12:::: J=~CrG;

J20 (C~S(J)-=((~(JJ

C':"'~(2)=C["!V(2)

revs (IO~ )=C~"" { I (::')

CC~~(IOil)-;(l~{11)41

F E'TUJ:;"
4:G Ff:INT iI~C

450 F[Q~.AT (44~14~~5~FQC~TI"f qE~p~ ST~ll~ cro~ lupr5SI~lF

(.a.LL EXIT

~ND .
~l~~(UTI~F T~~~q (1\5)

c
(

c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c

c

J;E9 2250
~E'i 22fC
p r;:c; 2? 1C

PEe; 2280
REC; 22SC
RF:C; 2~OO

~E'i c.JIC
H.E'; 2J2C

~!:c;; 23-30
RE~ 2J4C

RE9 2~50

r<E'i 2~tO

s:i'::::~ ~:!7 C

F<"::"7 23BO
PEt; 2~SC

PE<1 2400
l:iEc; 2410
~Et:; 2112C

R':t:; 2430
PEo; 2114C

~E'; 245C

REl; 24l.C

f<E<; 2i11(
F;~C; 2480
RElj 2490

PEe; 2~OO

~E<; 2~10

REfj ;::':'2C
~~S 2530
REC; 254C

FE"i :e550
RE'i 2~~C

~EC; 2~lC

F<E9 2SeO
REIi 25~C

~Ec; £IEee
~~c; cEIO
P Ec;: c:f':;:: C
RE'7 26.:'C
RE~ 264C

J;Et; ~6'=D

PEe; 2f:f:O
RE~ ~t7(

RE9 2680
J;iES 2f:SC
~E9 2'100

RE<:; 211C

~EC; ;:12C

~E9 2730
REIJ £14C

RE9 2750
~Eg 27fC
PE~ 211(
RE9 2780
fiF,-<; 27t;.C

'RE'i! C:800

VEL~(4)~~EL~14)-EC(4)~~EL~(f)

~EL~(~)~V~L~(~.+E(2).VEL~(f)

IBe DVAX=CO$A~(VEL~(4'-VELM(1).SJNA~(~EI_~{~}-VEL~(2»

~OT=(5INA.(VEL~(4)-VELM(1)'+Cr.~A.('~L~(~I-V~L~(~)')/FL

DV~(I)~V=L~(~)+PCT

GVRI2)=VELM(6)+QCT

PRINl lI~E ~15TC~Y

FXTRACT ~~~ELCPF~

I ;::;.a.VE =C

IF (KPR.LT.01 GC TO 24P.

E'ETA-C D6./'I0lfo,.G

I~O IF (uFLTA.EC.~.' ~[ TC 200
5 eM I = GEL T,,* AP. '3 ( P.~TO 1 ( 1 ) ) ~ 5 I c;r-.. ( l .. ,C \R ( I J »
~D~J=OEL"ADAE5(E~TCT(2) ).5 ((f\( l.tCVF(~ I J

~ :JFO=I')EL T A I) M:! S ( (F TO l( I) .FT [T ( c» ) / C: .. ) ..... S I G 1\ ( 1 .. IC""")( )
E~lue=EMluE-SC~I+SCJ\(T(I)

e~JLB=e~JU~-SC"'J+50aCT(2)

FC·JP=FCUE-S[FO+5C~CT{~)

~DACT(l)= 8"'1

~CAC1(2)= D~J

5 C"'CT (3)-;;; CFC

IF (S~AC.EC.J.) ~C Te 190
F6.C=CFAC'C{ I .+oS'" J,

E~JUE:e~lue+(EKll·CVR(1)4EK12.CVR(c»~FAC

er-4JLa~=EiMJUE'+(EKI2*DVP(1J+EK22.C\/f'l('2' ,.FAC

Fcue=EAL·CVAX·CFAC

SlRLCTLRAL DA~PI~G LeAD

20') IF (K~IlL.EQ.O) CC fO elC
5FUB=(E~lue.E~jUf)/FL

CD(I)-;;;-~FUB~SINA-FaLB~CC~~

CCr2)=SFue*CCSA-F[UerSl~'

DD(3)-=e"'IuR

CC(4)=-CC(1)

C-C ( 5 ) -= - D C «2 )

CIJ( E )=eMJL8

IF (EC(I).EG.l.2JQ5~EI0l (C TC 21C

DOl ])-=OD( ~)-DC( 1 )1I!r:::,C( 31 +CO(2 )i&Er::O)

CO (E ) = CC (f) -C C (4 ) ~ EC ( " ) ";:::D ( ~ ):ll' EC ( c: )

2lC DC 2~C I =1 ,I:'

5=:NiTCT (I)

IF r5.LE.5E~O[I)} (C T[ 220
5 FI\,IP ( I )=5

TJ::I\P(I )=T It!'':

22C TF (~.GE.SE~~(IJ I C( TC 23C

SEI\:N (I I-=S

T'-="'~( I )=TItv'E
21C CONTINLF

c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c

c
c
(

I
Nco
-'-'
I



C .·~a~*~~~~n.+'*++** ••*$~1~~~**_••• D••• *•• ~ •••••••••• ~ ••~.~.*i~·~.··ST~
ST9

CO"'fIo'(~ /II\FrL/ I~E,,..,I(ST,L.\I!(E),KCECP<,FL ,Cr:~A .~I"A,A(~,f)'~"<ll, 5T~

1 '=K22,FKI2,D5H',fAL,EI<III--.EK22~,EC(l&),K(DYX(2), .sTQ
? KCr:Y(21 ,P~lCl(2) ,SFTCT(~) ,Fl(T(2) ,rl=;TC T (2J ,~E"'I=(il) ,STC;

3 r;[~"(A) ,TF:~P("3 ',TEl''' (f! ),n:;.tl("f-l2I,P~.tlCt.:(2I,PM.EP('21, STC;

4 5')ACt( J) ,~fIo'Y( 2,2} ."ern ,~CSJ,I<CL:1CT,I=r.12.~1=;.21, ST9
5 $KII,::::1(~2.SI<J'.~KII ... ,~K~2I--,PF~l"(CfJ -ST~

C"J,M.'.Cf\, /,IMCDK, 51(2,2) ,Sll{2.2J.A1Klt).2),,lIo6,(2.bJ,PF,,,,IIXK,FAC, 51'7

FF"K{15.'S"",CI92<;J STC;
51..,

ijll>'l~"'SI(,N C["'M(I),CCIw'S{IJ,FKC(;,(;) ST~

O::CL(\,IjllE~(E{(,.,E,...C(r>lC I') STC;

C ST~

( $1 [FFI\ESS FCPrwULIlTICN, EF.Q,PJ F'LEIw'E~l::: STC;

C ~-:**~~ •• +~~~*~~~~~~.*•• ~ ••••• *•• ~~~~~•••_.~~**••~*~~~~~·~···~*·***rH9
C l~~

( SI-E4R YI~L~!NC ~L~~~~T -- ~FC~GA~IZEC CLTcLl 5L~~(ll:~~ T~?

C ~H~

C r:HA~L":S i4CECEr. Tt-l7
C THg
C PEV[~~O ~AC~ ~Lr:~f~~ S -- JG~~ !~7~ Tr~

( T~Q

C ~*~~*~r~r*~~~**~.~~~~*~.6*~** ••• $~~~~$~~•• ~ •• ****~•• *~a•••••a*~**·TH~
C P"CP':;ANI?EI) TJM~ I-I~TCQ" CLTJ::LT, EE.e.~ FLF"'Ff\T5 ''''9
C THY

IF(~~.(;T.l).'.:i['Tr20 Tt-'S

T""
PPIt\T 10, ITI-CU1{)J.IT ..... Ct..:T(J) THS

Ie FC~M4.T( let-1LpO:::~LL1'i FCq (~CLI=:,I3, Tt-9

I 2AI-, ~EI\IVI J:=Lf .... ti-,n:::, ':::LEME"T P'\C.,14///~)I, TI-9

':1- Tlp"lE-14X,41-1t\C~E,~)(,5I-Y(ELC.t)(,7"'FE"'[II\.(.7)1;,'5I-':::t-EAr:, T ..... g

7X,SH\)'JAL, lC:Xr2~f-<DL"5J1C H(r-.(E PCIA1ICI\-S/5X.. 1/-9
5..... .0)(,41- J\[~,3'l(,5t- CCCf.6X,7t- ~(M'=NT.1X,::HfCf;(E. Tl-lt;

7x,~H~~RCl-.e).7~(LQ~E~T,~X,~~~C(.P(s.,~X,q~~cc. ~EG./I T~~

\ T~9

20 PQ(~T )0, Tt-CI_J(IJ),ITH[LT{f:J,IT~(LT(q,,{Tt-(UT(I),J=I,II,2),[Tt-Cl.TTI-lQ

I ( 7 ) , IT ..... O L T ( '3 I ,( T Hr"l U T ( I I , 1= ;: .. I <: .. i. ) T 1-'9

3') FCR"'IJ.T (lHO,~E.~. 1<:1,17. ~~.':!F12.2,3),~FI~.~/C;x, Ie,l? ,~X ,~F J~ .. 2,~)(,3Tt-'c;

IF 1;2.0::) T ~c;

11 Clse.fr..C) (C Te 4C Tt-'7
~~lTE I~F7) Tt-CLT(IJ),IT~CUT(6),JT~(UT(4J,(Tt-CUT(IJ.I=I.II,2),ITt-CTHS

IL.T(7I,IT .....Ol.iT(~I,(TH'JL....-(,I),I=::::,l~I.?J T q

40 (r~TI~UE T ~

r"9
~ETu~N T~q

~~c The;

~~dPOUTIN~ ~Tlcc (~~TcP,~'CF,~J~FC,Ct~~,FK,CFACI ST~

~~~v~~~~•• ~~~.~~~rr~.**~.~~~_3~.***•• ,~~~~~~~~~~~~*•• ~ •••**~.*.*.*~5T~

I
Nco
N
I

~

c
c
c
r
c

~~EIJ.Q YIELCI~( ~LE~c~J -- ~lJFF~E5S ~[CIFICIJ.TI(~ ~(LTINE

C ...AqLE~ RCE'['lcp

Q~VI~~O ~P[~ EL~~~~T S -- FfF.~l.AR~ 1'77~

5 fO
STS
Sf<
~T9

51<;

STS

ST<

so C ST9 250
EC CC 1'J J=3,39 : ST9 260

70 10 CCM(JJ-=C[~~(JJ ST" 27C

eo ~" IS 1 =<;. e, 1 O~ ST9 2Ba

90 15 CQ~(I):CC"'S(TJ ST< 290

1 DO C ST9 ~oo

I I C C CU~RENT FLEXUPAL STI~FNE5S, ELAST[-PLA~TIC PART ST9 3'0
120 C Sf9 J2a

I~O CALL FSTF~ (~T,KC~YI 5'9 330

'4 a c ST'i ~40

150 C ~QcV(O~S STIFFN~~~ ST9 ~'=O

'''0 C ST" JEO
170 IF (~::::TEP.LT.21 GC Te JO ST9 ~7C

'EO (ALL FSTFg [Slr,KCOY~J 5'9 Jea
190 C S'S J9a
290 c ~TIFFNE~s D[FFEq~~CE ST9 '00
2. C C 519 "0
220 OC ~c 1=1,1I 5 T!ii • 2C

?JO 2:0 ST( 1,II=ST( I,I)-STT(I, Ij ST" '30
240 CA,LL t1ULTST (~,ST,A~K,FK,&.2) ~TCj) .. a

250 R~TURI\I sr9 '50

2"0 C sr9 '60
270 C CPI~I~4L ~Tlc;-I\E~~ AT, STE~ 7t:j:;C. EET.tl-( ((f:I-N AT Sf EP I ST9 .7C
2e C C ST9 'BO
290 30 F.AC:: I. SIC; '<;0
Jaa Ir (~ST~P.FO.... FAC=OFA;: ST<; Sao

~ I C C C'= ( 1 ••o~ I-- J ~F IJ. [ ~T9 510

J20 l)C 4C ( = I ,~ ST9 '::2C

~~o 41; STIJ,II=SHI.IJ~CC 519 S:Ja
3QC CAoLL ,.-ULTST (A,ST,ATI<.Fr<,6,21 519 540

::''50 IF (FI\C .. FQ.O.) ~C Te 7C 519 '550

2f C E.tlL.:oE'IJ.L"'FIJ.( ST" Sta

I a AXl(-=E"l*CC~A1L"2 STG ~lC

2C r K ( I I I )= 1=1( I I, I ) + A ~I< sr" 5eo
'0 FK(I,4)=FI<II,4)-.tlXI( STC: !:90

.0 FK(4,4)~FK(4~4)+A'K 5T'i tOO
SC AXK=-EAL"'SIN,lI'#lI? ST9 Elo

'0 FK(2,2)=FK(?,'?)+AXK 519 fcC

7C FK(?, ~ )-=FK(?, '::)-AXI<. ST9 6210

ec F",("j,5)=FI«(~.. '=}+AXK STl; E'a
90 AXK=~AL-~I"~~CC5A sr9 5'5.0

ICC FK(l,2 )=FK (1,2 HM(K 5T9 660

110 FK( I,,::)=FK( 1 ,:;)-.4)(K STS '7C
12C FK(?,4 I-=FK(?," I-A.XK ST9 6Bo

13C FK(4,~)=FK{Q.~)+~~K ~TC:; ~Ga

"0 IF (r:C(IJ.EO.I.2~4Sf.EIC) GC T[ "iO ST~ 700

1 ~ ( fC3=(CSA.f((3)-~\N~~~(( .1 STG 710

lEa Er4=~T~A*SC(?)-r.rS.A*f(4) $Tc; 7,2C

17 C AX~=CCSA~FC?~~AL sr9 7JO

lec FK(I,3)=FK(I,~)-.tlXK Sit,. 74e
190 FI« 2,,,)=FK[~1,4)+.Q,)(K s~'? 150

2CC AXK=S(~6,*EC1~~A~ 51" 760

2.0 FK(2,"'!)::::FI«~.:')-I'l)(1C 5 TS 77C

22 C FI([~,'::.=~K(.1.~'+A)(1< ST9 7eo

230 F~(3,3)=FK(~,~l+eAL"':(3:6·2 51C; 790

240 A)(K=CCSA.EC~~~AL 5'9 Boa
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FK(t ,t)=FKtl,6)-,6XK

FKI4 .. t:)=FK(4,f'-)+A)oK

AXK=SI~A.EC4~EAL

fKC2.E)=FK(2,El-ftX~

FK(S,c )=FK('::, fl+,lI):K

FK~Jr6)=VK(1,6)+EC].~~4~EAL

FK(t,~)=FK{t.f)"'E04~#2~EAL

EAL=~AL/FA( .

~O DC fie 1=1,6

C[' 60 J=l,t
fa FI«J,I )=FI«(I, J)

300
~':.:o

2'€:C

~70

Jec
~90

2H
210
2Ee
2~O

30e
~ I C

320

100
1le
72".

~lC

140
7~O

l&5C

He
410
.eo
4<;10

~ CC

~lC
~20

.eo
'le
420
4::C

•• 0

=I.Q/
=14/
=141

=14/

=Iii"
=141

~,,!:' J ,5)( I

~F(l~l="n 1 ': ~ST IFFNE~5

I~F~T F~C ~r(F"'TQI(ITIF.s'

INc:JUI

~ATA INP~'r eEA~ CCLU~N eLE~~I\lS

CI~["'~I['" t«(I\T(l J, IC(""",1 J,~(I JIYII ),([PI( I J.AST('2),YFSNC(2)

fOuIVALEt\CE [[~E~,CCM(1.,

C~TA P.ST/2~ I?~ #/

DA'~ Y~Sl\O/4H 'l"E~,Q~ I\e I

6

3

•
5

6

I\:JCF=15

"" 11\:1=(= 104
KCC,..=KCC"'l (I)

"M::foII=I(CCNI(2)

I\"'ET=I<CC",T{:'!)
I\I:::CC=ICCCl\l(CiJ
"'~U~F=KC(NT('5)

r..FEF=I(CCI\T(f,)
"'INI-=KCOI\:T[ 11
FRIl\T la, {K((P\T(IJ r l=2,7J

Ie FDQ~Al(2~~ PEA~ FLE"'[I\T~ (t?~E ~J/,I/

I 2'4~ 1\0. (F EL~.·q:::I\TS

2 l4~ ,..c. ~F STlfF"ES~ TyPFS
] ~4t- NO. C'F rCC~N1RICI1'f TYFE~

4 ]4t- M:. CF YI'::L'J "'CMENl l"FE!:-

34H I\C. CF ~IX=C ~""~ FC~CE ~~TTf~~S

J4t- 1\". ~F IN'llIAL FCRCE PA1'fP~~

1 ... 9 ' 220
IN'i £~c

11\9 240

I 1\9 :?~o

IN9

""T"~

1"'<;:

I'"
].'\1'-)

1'9
INC; ~:JO

I.Q
I'"
IN'
(.9

IN'
I'"
1"<
IN'
I "q
I~<

1.9
1 ,,~

IN<
1.9
INC;:

I""
I'"

PPIt\l ;'::0 INC;
20 ~r~M~T (///Ill~ STIFF~~~~ l~~E~'1 [""g

I ='H T'I"PE,3)(,7~ Y[1.,..c:!=,]","qt-~APCE""I,,(,fX,1~ EEAM ,2'x,e~ FL.A~C!== INC]l ~.::'c

,I .... '~XIC~ FLAN~E ,~),~~~E8,_,,2ft-Fl~~U~.Al ~TlcF"'F5S FAClC~S,II\~ '540
'5XI7t-0CI~S[~/ I"c; '5~C

")t-' 1\.(. ,J~,11-l"'[[UlU~,3)t',et- FO'-ll( .... }( .. 7~ CfPTt- ,.)X,El~T~I(K"~SINo; ':'EC,

I~S, :'X,9H "ICT~ ,~",o;Hlt-ICt<"'E~~,I):,r£~ 11 JJ I",q, ~7C

,4~IJ 15~,7~ ~ATI[ /J IN~ ~EC

C~ ~c I\~I,~~Al II\~ ~QO

R'=~C l&D, 1,(F1Y1=-(P'".J)rJ~I, 10) 1"9 tee

::'0 J==QI~"l 50, I\.IFTYJ:"("",JJ,J=lolCJ IN'i t.:lC
4) E::[J;vaT (J~,tFIO.C,~F::.O,I,FIC.O) 11"-9 620

5'1 Fcg:vaT (14,E'1.4,EI?414Fl2'.J,lx,~FIO.~,FIl.~) INC; f~C

I 1\9 ~40

I 1\9 6~O

IN<; ft.;C

1 "9 .670
INC; f~C

I~l; 6£(0

'"
IN~,

I"?
I~~

IN9

1"9
IN~ u:c
l""q 770

I~ (t\E((.~1.01 GC TC tee
t=J;II\T EO

6C FO~~A"T(/1112]~ r~~ ~CCEI\lRICI1Y l~cfS//

I 5~ TYOF,6~,?~t-~CCIZCpo.TAL E({E~T~ICt'IE~,~(,

2=r VE~TICAL f(r~"'TGtCITlE~ /

5t- NC.,Ci)l,O::~" END I
2:;1- E ... C I ENe _ / J

C(" 7( fI,.:::I,N:-CC

Q!:ISC qO, 1,(EC:::(I\,J),J=I,4J
7C ~RI~l C;C, ~,(ECC{",J) ,J=I,4)
eo "'(!;rtAT (I~,4FIC.CI

c
{

(

PIO,
820
e~c

e.e
eso
e,o
810

E e"
e<c
900
';10
Q20

"30
q"O'

950
<EO
91e

<ee
s.,:c

1000

lele
1020
lO~O

IC4C
1050
lCt:O

107C

IDeo
lo<;e

1100
II I a
1120

11.30

I 14 C

1150

10
20
)0

.e
SO
H
10
80
<e

100
110
120
130

l' e
150
160
110
1"0
I<C
200
210

I~ELq (K((~TIFCCNT,~CCF9Nr~Fc,TCIX,Y,NN)

STC;
ST~

SI9
ST~

S,-q

Sl~

ST?
SI~

51-;
STt;

S,~

ST'>
SI~

Sl~

51'9
STC;

5T9
S T9
SIS
ST~

S:C;
ST9
ST9
srs
~lq

ST<
ST9
~T~

sTS
ST<
ST<
ST<
STC;I

ST<
ST9
IN<
IN"

~~~.$*.$••*6••• * •• *•• *~~4~~~~~.i$.~ ••*•• **~ ••*.~.~6.0.*•••*.B.~***I~C;
INC;

Il\9

1"<
IN9
It<.<;

J;ETU~N

EN"
S .... gC<CUTI"''=

S~EAR YIELDIN( ELFME~l -- INPLl S~ERUulI~E

Ct-'"RLF':S ROE:::>Fl:I

CALL "'LL-'-~T ("'A,~"T ,.ATK ,FFK,6,2l

S:C 110 I=I.~E

FK(I,IJ=FK(I,I)"FFK(I,l)

,lieD CE[METRIC STIFFl\ESS

70 IF (~STEP.EQ.O.CP.KGEC~~Fa.c)G[ lC ~2C

PFL=(CC~S(45)-C("''5(4-4) )/(2.'I!IFL 1

CC ~c 1-:::1,4

eo 5T(I,1)=PFL

DC QC 1=1,12

90 A.o.CI,lt=O.
AA(l,I)=-SII'\A

AA( I, 2)=C05A

APoI2,4)=SINA
AA(2.~}=-CC~A

1.= (EC(lJ.EQ.I.2~4=6~lC) GC Te 1':(

AA(I.~)=5I~A*~C(3)+([SA*EC(I)

AA(2.f)=-~INA·~C(4)~CC~A~EC(2l

REvI~EO FRCflI' ELE~F"'T 5 -- JU~E 197~ IN~

I ,,~

~.****~*~~.$~****~*~*** •••• $ •• !.*'4~t~.;~.4~••••• 6~ •• ~*$~*6•••*••*IN~
COM~O~ 'INF~L/ IME"',1(5T,L~(6),KGEC~,Fl,C[5A,SI~A,A(?,6),EKII, IN9

I EK22,EKI2,PSH,EAL , EK Ilt-,El(2':<:H I EC( 4) ,KCD'I")c(.,n, lro..g
2 KCDYl2l,EfI'TCT(2),SFTCT(2l.F"TCT(2),PFTCT(2l,5"::NP(Bl,IN"i

~ SENN(ElI,TENP( ':!) ,Tf~~( E) ,PRACP(21 ,P~P.C"'(2) ,e~EP(21, ]1\9

4 SCACT(3),EM .... (2,2)I~C[:1,I\CCJ,f(CUTOT,I=~12,PP21, IN';

~ SKll,~K22,SI(12ISIt"IIH,51(22~,VP(-!),S:~5l(Q6) tN9

COMfalCI\ /IrlIO~K/ S'FF(9},5SFF(8).DD(E),GA(f,t'),FFEF(~),FF(f),KSF(2.,I~C;;

1 FIVI=(60 ,10) ,FEF[SO,7 ),K'-:FEF[50 i,F]",IT(4S,6"ECC( ~'5.4 )IN'S
2' ,9"'M,,((7C.~) ,we ~(E) :~9

C C'" pie p../Tt-' 1ST1 1T ~CUT (1 0) , T t-CUT (20 ) , ]T .... =:I , IS AV E ,~EL T t-, '" ~ T1i, NF 1, ( ~E (N~

c
c
c

I
N
(X)- c
W 1 ee

I
110

C
120

C

C

C

C
C
C
C
(

C

C

C



I
N
co
~
I

90 FrQ'\lAT (I4,?fFI~.;>,FIQ.c,I))) IN'iI

C I~~

C 'VI~LC "'(~EI\T TVJ=r:c::- IN";

C IF\S
100 F~[~T 111 IN~

liD F(R~AT(/I'/19r 'I~L~ ~C~Fl\l '~PES// I~9

1 St- r'fa;:,'5){,~t-oa5(11VF,~X,P.t-"fGo\'lVr:,1')l,~HSi-i["rJl Il\oe;;
2 5H l\;C •• 5X,~1- "'[~~I\T ,~x,et- "'[~E'''''T ,1JIl',S .... "H·lCI') INC;

lJC ]40 N:,d,NSL["'tF .1'.9

l::EA.') 120, I ,e,.,"'''' ( .... , 1 ),e"''''YII\,2),E''''''Y(I\,::') INC;
por;,ll\lT I~C, ~,~.V1~"r(N,I),':'I'l/~y(""2'J,E~""'f(,,,,3) 11\19

12~ F[F~AT '15,5X,2cl~.~,40X,F1C.O) I~q

LIC FCQ"'41 (l~.~FIJ.2~ 'floll:;

14~ E"'~Y(N,?J=-A~S(eN",y(~,21) (I\q

c INC;

FIXFO fNf) Fr,QCE DATT":RI\~ 1"'9

1'9
IF lro..F~F.f.C.l)l GC T[ (';Ie 1""'''
PQ INT 150 J 1\9

I~n F[~¥~1('/'/251- ~lxfC f"'C FC~CE PATTEQNS" I:~~

1 ~~ ~ATT~RI\.)),4~A)[~,7).5I-A)I~l,7X.5~S~EA~,f),~~"'CM~~T, I~Q

2 ~X,5t-AXIAL,7~.r:r~~EAR,F.x,~H~C~E~T'~~feHlL. PE?/ I~~

3 BH ~L. ,3X,4~CCr.~,7~,5~~T l,7X,5~~T l,fX,6~ AT I, IN~

oil ?)(.~HAT J,7x,=~.!IT J,f)l,fl-- AT J .S)l:,eH FA(l[J; /) 11'19

~( It") r-=1 ,"L~F INS
~FAf) 17C, 1,1(~r.EI':'II\'),(FEF(r·.,.J),J=I.7) 1"'9

160 0PINT 1'30, f\' • .(SI:EFI"),IFEF(~,J),J-;;I,7) 11\9
17C FC~~AT (215,7Fl~.0) IN~

ted FCJHUT (I=,II},FI::'.2.5FI~.~,F12.~1 tr-.CJ

IN'
INIl"JAL FCRcr: :::>A1TEqF\.~ IN9

I"
I~O IF (~I~T.~C.O) GC tc 24C JN~

~QIF\.T 200 lr-9

7~O FCJ:;III,4T,(////?!H· II'dTIAL Er-.D FG~CE P~TTEJ:."S // IN"
I· e~ ~4TTF~N.7... ,~H~)IAL,?,=~~~E,4J:;,f ... ,f~~C~~I\1,7x,5~AX[.!IL, JI\g

2 lX,S~5rfAQ,6X,f~~(~~"'/ I"~

] AH "G. ,7X,5HJlT 1,1X,5t-,lT 1.6X • .: .... .eT I .7X,St-AT J, INC;

~ 7X,=~Al J,c~,E~ AT J /1 II\S

C( 210 "'=I,r-..I="T INC;
PEAr: c20, 1.(FI1\IT(/,\,.J) ,";=1,6) 11\9

210 r-n'lt'l:T ?JO, r-.. (Ftr-ITO"JI,J=l.tl Ir-.C;
2 ~ C F CC ~ 11 Tel S ,for- 1 o. a) INC;:
?3J FCP~lIr (I5.~x,tF\2.<:) 11\9

C INS

( FLFM~r-.:l" ~::J~C'lFIC,6TICI\ I"~

C (1\c;J

24C P~IN' ~5C IN~

250 FCC~pT(////??~ ELEM~Nl ~PECIFICATI(~// I~~

1 JX.4~F.L~~,3X,4~~(CE,~Xf4~I\((E,2 ... ,4~~(DE,2x,qH~TIF,2~,4~ErCYJNQ
,2),16~Yf~L3 ~C~EI\lc,cX,4rGE(~,?~,4~11~E,3J. 1~9
12~F':F PATTfI1Ns,~)(,17~FEF SCALE FACT(PS,~X, 11\9

It/-! Jf'-ITJAL FCr:rES /. INS
3X.4r NO.,~X,4~ I ,2~,44 J ,2~,Q~DIFF,2),~P'VFE,2~,~~TY~EII\~

f) .2X.14 .... EI\C I EI\C J ,21l.4~~TIF,2X,4'"1-1ST,3", IN'i
7 l~~ ')L LL ,~}l.17H CL II ,3~, 11'19

7BO
"7QO

ecc
"'0
e20
830
B.O
PO;:C

860
e7C
BBO
B90
~CC

910
G20
9~O

9.0

'i~C

960
t;7Q

9BO
990

ICCC
10 I 0
1020
10]0

1040
IO~C

.060
I07C
lOBO
1090

II CC
1110

1120

1130
IIAC
II =C
1160
Ille
I leo
II 9C

12CC
1210
1220
12~0

124C .

12~ C
12fO
127C
1260
t~';c

I~CC

1310
1320
13~O

17~ ~C. SCALE FAC./' IN~ 1~40

C 1~9 1350
_ ct: ~60 .J-=32,~P.: IN'i 13t:O

2E:C CO.'o\'( .J)-=O. IN'9 1370
KCCYX( I ).0:::0 IN9 13eO

I(CC'r~(2)=0 INC; IJ'ilO
KCOY( I )-::0 J~9 t400

~tCV(?I~O ll\~ 1410
kS":=C INC; 142C

1"9 L430

rFtlE"'-=1 INQ 14l1C

27~ READ 280, INEL,JNOO"INnDJ.'J~CIII~el,IJFC(,JKSFJ,I~SFjfIKG~.IKDr.I~91450

1[~FOL,IKFLL,~FCL,FFLLfll~IT,FFINIT I~~ '460

2~C: FCRfo'a.1 (121':.,'2F~.Cf'5,F~.O' INC; lA7C
1~9 1480

IF (I~FL.GT.J~E~) GC TC 32C IN~ 14QC
290 ~C~'~I~CDI Ih9 1500

~COJ=I~C'J 'N~ I~IO

INC= I INC I ~9 1520

IF (I"C.EC.O) ItI.{=' 11\9 15'30

I"'P"::::II~Bl INC;; 15t.1C
JFCC=IIECC [~9 1550

~~FI=IKSFr IN~ I~~O

KSF"J= [KSFJ [N9 1570
KGeC~=lKCN 1~9 1~80

KCLTlJl=It<Dl [N~ 1~~0

Vr-G=YFSNC(') Ih~ 1600
IF (KGF[~.fI,E.O) V"G=VfS"Cll I IN~ I~IO

"'r"'T='fESNOt~) IN9 1620
IF (KCUTCT.NF.~:n ........ T=yfS ... C(lJ 1r\91l:JO

KFOL=lrcFOL IN'; 1f'.:I.IC

KFLL=IKFLL 1"'9 1650

FCL=FFOL rN~ IfEC
fLL~=FFLL IN9 1670
FLLF= I. I fl,9 Il:BO

IF (ICFLL.!2:r..1')) GC lC Joe IN<;' H:'CiC
FLLF-=fFF(II(F"LL,1) I"~ 1700
]= (FLLF.EC.O.l FLLF=I.E-6 INC; 1710

Joe INI T= I JNIT IN9 1720

Fl~T=FF1~IT 1"9 1730
A~TT=A~H lJ IN9 114C

IF (l"EL.I\F.N""F.Pot) 27C,J;C l~'!ii 1750
1 NC; 17fO

]10 MJ'JI--=N0111f-INC 11\9 1770
"'[OJ="'CCJ+IN{ 1"9 11fO
A~1T=A~T( 2) INC; 171:;C

C l"q 'BOO

~2'l r:::;I"T )]0, ,4<;"'T,I~E1o',~C~frNCCJ,11'(, I .. ET.IECC,KSF1,KSFJ,"'"",G .... NT,KFDII'olC; lela
lL,KFLL,FIJL,f"LL-".INIT,FfhT IN91e20

3]~ r-CRfAIIT .,112.14,17,4.lf,211,~... ,AQ,2;1(,AQ,I7.1l:,FII.2,FIC.2,11.FII .. 2) JI\"" 1830

C 1~IT'~LlIE S~~~P STIF~~fSS ~~[PE~'IE~ INQ le4C
SK'J 1=0 .. 0 11\.9 1850

~~12=0.O I~S If EO
SK22=0.0 IN9 1970
SKIIl-::O.O 1I\.91eeO

~K2~H=0.0 IN~ If~C



I
N
(Xl _

U1
I

VF (I )=99Q999.1')
\/P(2J=-VP( I)

e
c CCLN~ ~u~e~Q [F ELENF.~r TI~~ ~[5T(~IFS

e
IF (K[UTCT.~c.O) ~ELT~:~ELT~~I

c
( LCC~TICN M~TRI~

C
co ,J4C '[-"'1 I::!
L~(I):I~(~CCll[)

3~0 L~{I~~J=tD{~C~JI')

(.ALL E.er\C

e
c fLE~E~T ~RCP~RTl~c

C

~L=X(~CDJJ-XI~[r.I)

YL=Y(~C~J)-V(~CCIJ

IF IIE(C.Er..O) (C Te 350
CO ~!:c I=II~

350 E<:(J )=ECC((ECC,.)

)IL=Xl-EC( 1)+EC(2)
Y~=YL-EC(~).E(~)

Jf) FL=SC~1(XL#B24YL.*2)

rOSA:XL/FL

5 I~A:""L/FL

Y"'CQ=!=lYP(IMRT,I)

PS~FTVP(1~cT,2)

r;JSH=I.-~SI-'

P"::~-"'PSh/DPSH

C:FT .... P(Iro'~T,3 )-FTyP( rfoleT, 4J
IF=1:"1YPII ~'31",4)'

F-=FTYP(1",-:-TI'5 )

,,,,=FTyl=( INeT,c)

EIL=(VMC~~PP~~/FL)~«(~~{(~-TF)~*3)'I;.I.IE*lF$D**2/2.1.(E~TF*~3/

1 6.) 1
Ai7~"':2 •• TF"'=[I+T~1I!I (r,-TIC')

FAL=Y~(C*.e~E~/FL

~ACL=FTY~{J~~7.7)

FA'CR=FTYP( 1~9T.~)

FA~L~=FTYP([~~T.~I

IF (FACL.~~.O.I F~CL=I.E-~

IF (r-,llCR.F.C.O.) F'~CR=I.E-t:

IF «(T'Ill~CI .E~.O.O) (T T[ 3 7 0

'_S~F'AC=EIL/(J:'TYP( I"'B1,1) /( 2.(:( 1.4-Fl,f::( I~El, IC») )101kt[(IFLiO"PP5~.

DET=F~CL*F,llC~-F~rL~··2

F(I=FACD'CE1~~~FAr

FJJ=cACL/CET+S~F~C

FIJ=-F6CL~/CEl+S~F~(

C ST.FF~F~~ .11b S~FA~ ~[El~

P=FTYP(I"'F:T,? I

IF (D.LF..IJ.OCOC1J.cr;.(FlYI==(I~ET,E).Le.o.aJ)(( Te ~1~

E [Lf"=~ IL/cPSI-
]7~ C[J\Tlf\LF.

C~T=F (1-tS:;;JJ-~[Jc.--'=-r

F At:P=-F I 1/ SET

I~< I'iCC
INC; Il;lC

"q P;l20
INq 1'i]C

I ~ .. 1940
,,~ IC:-':O

IN~ I <;t 0

1~9 1970

IN~ 1'9l? C
I~ .. 19<:10
11\1:1 zoca
INt;: 2CIC

1"9 2"20
IN" ;;:C~C

1 "9 20~0

I"'; 2CSC
INC;;; 2Cf::C

1"1:; 2070

INC;; 20ec
11\9 2090
I "Ii 21 CC
INti LIIC

1"9 2120

INC;- o:l~C

1 .... 9 21.0.0

I~< 21~C

'Nc 2 If: C

["Ii 2170

INC; 21eo

1 .... 0; 2190
I"'i 2200
11\i'i i:21C
1"9 2220
INC; 22]C
(~9 22"'0

I "Ii 22EC
INC; 22fC
I"C; 227C

INC; 22EC

I r-.C;; 2290

I "'i 2 ~oo
IN< 0: ~ I C
I~Q 2]20
INq 2~::'!C

I~C; 2340
I f'..S 23~C

INS 2~tC

I~q 2310

IN~ ~3e.c

II\C;; 2~'iO

I ~c; 2(1,00

'N' ~.o. I C

1"9 2420
I"J< 2'l~C

J ... G1 £(l,~O

I "C; 245C

FACL-=FJJ/lET
F ACLJi=-F I ...:/CET

37C £KII=EIL~FACL

EK2~=!:'I'-.*F'A(P

[KI2.-=EILII!IFArLJ=;

EKIIt--=FKll-fl( 1 2(1:(l2/TK 22

EK22~~EK22-~K12·*2/EKII

IF (~.Lr:'.(.OCCCIJ.OR.I (T,,"')I .lE.C.O») GC lc ~77

C CFV~L[PE St-FA~ YTfLC STIFF~=5~ TE~JI~ -- A~Sl.~E N[ n::C~5EClJC~AL

( "'Af;.-:JI"(; ~T ,:p.,,[;5 -- I=EF. I:lAp."TEfIo,ll. SA",r'-ICt- ((,~~T~UCTION.. WILEY
, 19<=6

S;;:;T'r. .... (C.1Ilr2)~V"'C:~H·TYP( I~ET,21/C (C-1F »"~.o I

SF'=S*TF"''r'-'Cf)/(:2.CII!I( I.C+Fl.,.P( ("el,IO)) J

FF=J?'I!IyMcr* (TF'l!I"'~ 1/12.")
~=9~Y~[~*TF~(C*~?1/2.0

,l\L::JHA",<;::lQT(Se-'3F/foF'Ct( !:.+c .*SF J J.
S(LVE .F[~ STlfFr-.E~5 C(EfFtcle~TS

ED"L=ExP( A\ P ........... FL)

,",51L=-(=! .0:6( 1.')-FoAL »-*.2 J.lCALP~A.S"C 1.':-EPALIf..C: •••FL'~

1rt52L=-ALP"""A---Pr:""2.0~(CI.J-EP~L )"IIII"2J/(c;.SFJI.(1 .-EPAL""~»)

WS2PM~(ALPnA~*?)~2~/(SF~~~~L)

~A~L=FTYF(1~eT,7J

FAC~=FTYP(I~~T,f)

F ~CLj:::=FTY!:) (I~"~T.-;)

IF (F ..... CL.EC.O.O. FACL=I.':-6
Ir. (FACU.f~.O.CJ r-4C~=I.~-~

CET=F~CL~F~r~-F""'(LI=··2

F22=rACL~~p~~/(~ET·~IL)

FII=F ..... CR*pp~r~([[1~E1L.
FII=(F~[L.PPSr)/(Cf'·flL)-WS2=~6CW5IL.~~2L)/IFL~FLI

FJJ=(FArQ~o~3~./(~~T~E!LI-~~2PM.(~!IL.~~2LI/(FL~~LJ

F I J = - [F A (L f::* P rs t- ).1 (CE T'" E lL )-'" 5 2P""' .. (wS 1 L i-W 5 ~l II CFL *F L »
CET=FllrFJJ-r::IJ+- w 2

~ J( 1 I = F I II C ~ T -- (P -6 E' K I I II P p <; ...
=K22=~JJ/DET-(~~FK221/f::F~~

~KI?"'-FIJ/~~T-(.DeFKI?)/~~~~

C "-l 'fE Tt.... AT 'wt-E~ T .... ~ FLI'l~CE ,. ..... 5 Y1ELCfC II (A" ~C LCI\CEP PRCvl,JE
C ~rF~I~G q~SISlA~(E

( ~I~r.~ AT ~[er' E~C

,,~1 L =( ( I • / ( ~* r'L ) 1+( 1 • I ( • L p~.ell 5. FL. ) )

~ c;.?L =I • / ( ALP\-i A:'.: ~ l C ( ~ +:2 • ~ ~F • ~

"'~I1)~~=~ .. O
wSILPM:II.O/( <:i'lFL) )+( (~ .. C"''::PALJ.lC 1.0-~P""'l;CI:l)£I)
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CfT=FACL~F4CQ-~~CLP~t£

F II =(FACI:'l!IP-:S .... J/(CFT.EIL 1-.SIOPfW'-'I'.S20D".I1I.!:= IL+'ftS?L ,/(I:"L*F"L.

FIJ=-(FACL~.!:)~S~./(~~T*~t~'-,",510P~-~~?CP~.("51L.W5~LJI(FL~FL»

FJJ~(FACL~POS~I'(LrT~EIL)-"SILD~-"'S~LP~+(.~IL+WS~L~/(FL*FL)

F J I =-F AC L 1::0" pp ~ t'"" (CF T .... E ! L ) -WS Il P ..-~ S 2l p,.. 4 (wS I L +W 5.?L ~/I FL *fl ~

r:: F 1 = F I I;;: F J J- F , J ~F J I

511=F.JJ/C!:T-E:1(1161=/I:P.!:t-

~22=FJI/~E~-FK22~P/~-:J~~

512=-F1J/~FT-fKI2.P/~D~~

~2l~-FJI/C~T-rKI2~f::/PP~~

~~~?t-:::520:-SI?t521/5ll

1"9 24l:0
I",; ?47C
l"'c; 2480
I "C; 24«;10

INC; 2,=C(

J,..r:; 2510

I.,; ~~2C

(1\19 25~O

11\9 25~{'t

INt; 2~!:C

1"9 25150

INC; 2~1C

IN9 2seo
II\~ 25QO
INS ~~CC

[~9 2610

1 N'i ~t" 2C
INc;. 2630
[~~ 2EA/)

IN< 2~~ C

1 ~c; :!6l: C
I",S ;:l:1C
IN9 26FO

l"S 2f:tiO
I N<;: ;:7(,C

1~9 2710
INS 272C
IN9 2730
J~t;i 27QO

Ir-oC; 27~C

11\9 ;:7EO

11\:~ 277C
IN9 2780
It-oS 27°0
INC; ~ecc

1~9 c810
II\:C; 2e20
lN9 2e30
ll\'i 2e40

IN' 2 e~ C

11\9 2ef::;O
1"'«; 2E1C
IN9 2880

I "0; 2e~0

INC;; 2C;CC
j,1\9 2GiIO
I"l; 2C;2C
INli 2930
1 hS 29io10
INC; .2t;~C

"g 2960
IN~ 2~7(

INC; zl;Ieo
It-c; 29'90
IN'::; "cee
1,,0 ~OIO
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C Hl~G~ A1 E~O 1 (LE~l ~~C)

",510FM=WSIL°Y,
~SIL;:~-=O.O

F (I "'1A5 2LPrYI

~S2LI='AI'~\"S2C'r>ri

II. SZ 'J!:)"" =e I I

~FT=FACL~FfCR-Fft(lP6*2

Fll=(FAC~.POS~J/(CE1~~IL)-WSIOP~-~S2~cW.(WSIL.WS2L)/(FL*FLI

FIJ=-(FACLP*pn~b'/(~~T~~IL)-~SIOP~-~52CP~.("Sll.WS2l)/(FLOFL)

~JJ",(FACL.pD5~)/(CET*fIL)-~SILPM-~~~LP~.(WSIL+bScL)/CFL-FL)

FJI=-~A~LR.P~~~/(CE~.~IL)-WSIlP~-.~2L~~+I~SlLtWS2Ll'/(FL.FLJ

CET~FII*~JJ-eIJOFJI

~11=FJJ/CET-EKIl~~/~cS~

~2~=FII/JET-EK22eP/P~~~

SI2=~FIJ/CET-fKI2~~/P~5~

~21:::-rJI/C~T-~~12~P'P~S~

SK11~='5II-~ 12(S~ 1/5;::2

372 FQ~~AT (lbv,5~~O.I~,/.I~O,5~20.10 )
:::!77 CCNTINL!:'

cPl·?-=~KI2/r::::K2<:

C~I~ \ =c K 1 '2/£ I( 1 I

(

c viELe ~[~~~T~

(

EVY(I ,I }=-r-.L'·~Y(Il"C:;FI,2J·P~SI-'

swy( I ,2J=-~"'''''''(K''::f"I.l ).1=1=51-'

S~V(2, I )=9"1 Y Y(K5FJ, 1lJ)~P~H

f~V(2,~)=Ew~V(K~FJ,2)·P~5b

\' P ( I) = A8 S ( FlUAI''' ( I( '3F I ,21 J ) 0 JJ JJ SH

IF (li FS ("'·"',\/IV (K$F J, 3 J I .. L T .. VP ('I J ) V[J ( I ) -= AE ~ ( eWMY ( "SF.; , "3 ) J *PP ~H

\10 (2J ::.:-\11== ( I)

(

C CISPlAC[~E~T TR~~5FC~~~TI(~

(

~(I,I )=-SII\A/FL

~(I ,;;.-=CC~A/~l

~ ( II:':' J= 1 •
~ ( I ,!l ) =- ~ ( 1 ,I 1

~(I,':)=-A( II?)
~(lt6)::.:G.

AI2,1)::.:A(I,I)

A(~.2)-=A( I,C'I
~ (~, ~) =') ..

til( 2, 1I} =A ( 1, {,,)

~(2,5)=A(I,~1

A ( 2" f) =1 •
(,;" (lFCC.F~ .. Ol GC T~ ~EC

A(2,~) =('l.II\AI/!EC(2I)+(Cs,a.*ec( I) J/fL
ft ( I, :::) =I .. tA ( i.: t 3')
/J ( I , I:: ) = (- SIN /J .... J: C ( 4 J - C C5" ,. E C ( 2: 1 ) /F L

A(~,(;)=I •• A(I ,t)

(C rc 3''?C
3e~ fCCI )=1 .. 2345~flC

3~C C!:I\ITII\ILE

Lc~n~ OLE TC ~I~~C E~~ Fr~C~S

INt; ~o~c

1~9 3030
INq ~040

I ~Q 3050
I l\9 2'1.:'(;0
IN-:; ~07C

1"'-«;0 Joeo
IN~ JOSO
INC; 3100
I f\.9 3' I Ie
IN,. ~12C

1"9 3130
INS ~14C

IN'9 .3150
Jfl.9 31':'0
INC; ~17C

..... 9 31eo

INC; :::1«;0
IN9 )200
1"9 :::210
]NC; 1;?;?C

1"'9 3230
INS 32&1C
II'\,j~ 32~O

11\0; 3260
IN9 227(;,
I f'..'9 3280
INC; ~2C;C

IN9 ~100

II\S :::oJ I (l

INS ~~.2C

1 ~9 3:330

INS ~34C

IN9 J.}50
I I\C; J~f:O

INS '::~7C

1"9 3380
INS :::3«;C
IN'9 3400
[~o; 3410
INS: J42C
III-C; 3430

II';'; ]ttilC

IN9 ~4~O

II\C; 3Q.f:0
INC; ~Q7C

1"'9 3tteO
(F'iC: J40;C

IN9 3500
It.o; ::3'5.:1ro

INC; ':~2C

1"9 3530
INC; 35GC

1"l9 J550

11\" 3560
INc:. ~~7C

~C4COl=I,E

'5FF ( I 1""0.
~ct ~~fflt)=C.

IF (KFDL.KFLL.~C.C) GO Te !~C

CC, lila 1=I,f
DC Q 10 J = 1 ,f

4lC (;.o(I,;'=C.
G,ll.(ld»=C[5.A
C A ( I , 2 J= ': II'IoA

(PI2, ll=-5 I",A

GAI2,2J=CCSA
c.:,ll. (~, ~ )::.: 1 ..

GAI4,41=CCSA
(A ( " r ': J= '5 INA
(A(5,41=-C;I~,ll.

GA.( ~,~J =CC~"

C A (6, f J = 1 ..

c
IF (KFaL.~C.OJ GC TC 4~C

C C CI.?tJ I::: 1 ,f'

42C F~':r.( I )""FEF(l(f~L, I)*F!)L
IF" (l(CFEF(KFCLJ.EC.CI CC Tc 4:::!/;

CALL "'lLT (GA,FFEF,SFF,6,6,,1)
(r: TC CI~C

430 CC 4GC' 1= I,f
1!114C SFF t 1 );;:FF~F( II

4~O IF (~FLL.E(.O) GC TC 490
r.[ 4~C 1-= L ,,::

FLL-=FLLFIfl'FLl""
IF (1 .. F.:C.3.(r'.I.~C.l';' FLl=FLL'"

4f::;O Ff"e:F (I ,-=FEF(KFLL, f '''~LL

IF (+<'::FEF(KFLL) .[C.Ol (( TC oQ,70

CALL ""LLT (GA"F'FFF,~~FFIE:,E,..
CL T[ 4QI':l

47C CC- 4':'0 1=1.'
4- e 0 S ~ FF ( I ) = F F E F ( I I

Gc;t r;r::: <::cc I=',E
500 FF([''''''SFF(IhSSFFCI)

c
(~LL'~~LTT (G~,FF,CC,~,~,ll

IF CIECC.rC.OI ~( TC 510
CO( :'I-=I')I)( :'I)-')~( I :0[('( ~).C"')( ~»-ClEC.1I

C~(~I~CC(~)-~C(41~fC(4J.CD(~J.ECCLJ

SiC ('A.LL 5F[I;;CF (er,:,
(

c ~(DIFY TC G~T ."'ITIAL FLf~E~T F(~(ES

(

:::c ~?., '=-I,~

FLL= I./FLL::;"
tr (ll£r..:!.C~.I.EC-.t;) FLL-=l.

~'20 !:F:=(II-=<;FF(JHS!=,t=F( 1)4~ll

I flo. IT IAl F(f:.C~S

I"t; 3~EO

INC; ~~t;.C.,..<; 3f:OO

IN9 ~61C

11\9 3620
I I\C; ~f:::!!C

IN9 :':t4C
1.<9 )1550

INq ~ff:C

.,,-9 3(:70
11\9 3t.eC
INC; ~fC;C

II'\C; 3700
1"'9 :nlC
11\9 :::!!720
I"'; ] 1] C

IN'li ~74C

11\9 3750
INC; ~l~C

11\9 3110
Il\c; ,::neo
INS ~7C;C

I'~ 3eOO
INq ."!PIC

1"9 3820
I"C; JeJO
[N9 2''=4 C

11\9 .3850

IN'; ~efC

11\9 :-870
I"'c; ~eec

IN'7 ~eCjlo

If\Q 3900
INC; ]'9IC
11\'9 J920
II\C; 3~3C

IN" ~C;oQ C

''''9 ]9~O

IN9 ]'i1fC

."'9 397C
If\S ~~ec

INS ~C;C;C

l .... q 4000
I N(;l' Gel C

I"'''' 4020
1 .... 100 40.3C
INC; 40~C

11\1) ,,"C!;O

IN9 4Cf:O

1"'9 4010
11\'7 1I0fC
IN'i 1I0C;C
]l\c, 4100

rNC; Gil 0

J 1\9 11120

I "'-G Q130
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IN9
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IN9
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INq
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FF II I-=SSFF C:lJ
FF( 2)=5SFF( t.J
FFIJI:=SSFFI?)
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FF( ..... J=SSFF(~ J
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APPENDIX 0

INPUT FORMAT AND FORTRAN LISTING FOR
POST BUCKLING TRUSS ELEMENT

INPUT INSTRUCTIONS

The number of words of information per element = 52.

A. CONTROL INFORMATION FOR GROUP (415) - ONE CARD.

Columns 5: Punch 7 (to indicate that the group consi~ts of
the post buckling elements).

6 - 10: Number of elements in group.

11 - 15: Number of different element stiffness types
(max. 40) ..

16 - 20: Number of different fixed end force patterns
(max. 40).

B. STIFFNESS TYPES (I5,7flO.O/,7F10.0) - TWO CARDS PE~ STIFFNESS TYPE
(see Fig. 01).

CARD 1

1 - 5: Stiffness number.

6 - 15: Youngls modulus of elasticity.

16 - 25: Cross sectional area.

26 35: Yield stress (yields only in tension).

36 - 45: Buckling load - Per'

46 - 55: Displacement coo~dinate - Ul .

56 - 65: Displacement coordinate - US'

66 - 75: Post buckling 10ad - POSTEL.

CARD 2

- 10: Force coordinate F1 I.

11 - 20: Slope of zone 5 as a proportion of elastic zone
.1 slope.

21 - 30: .Slope of zone 8 as a proportion of elastic zo.ne
1 slope.
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31 - ~O: Zone 6 pivotill point force coordinate F6·

41 - 50: 'Zone 7 pivotal point force coord ina te F]"

51 - 60: Zone 6 pivotal point displacement coordinate U6·

61 - 70: Zone 7 pivotal point displacement coordi na te U7·

71 - 80: Buckling load - PCRF - for later cycles after
permanently kinked.

<-

C. FIXED END FORCE PATTERNS (2I5,4F10.0) - OilE CARD FOR EACH FIXED END
FORCE PATTERN.

Omit if there are no fixed end forces. See Fig. B1 .5.

Columns 1 - 5: Patter~ number, in sequence beginning with 1.

10: Axis code, as follows.

Code = 0: Forces are .in the element coordinate
system, as in Fi g. B1 . 5a.

Code = 1: Forces are in the global coor.dinate
system, as in Fig. ·Bl.5b.

11 20: Clamping force Fi .

21 - 30: Clamping force Vi'

3i - 40: Clamping forc~ Fj .

41 - 50: Clamping force Vj .

D. ELDr1ENT GENERATION CO~'WiA~!DS (9I5,2F5.0,FlO.0) - ONE CARD FOR EACH
BENERATION COMMAND.

Elements must be specified in increasing numerical order. Cards for
the first and last elements'must be included. See NOTE 7 for
-explanation of generation procedure.

Columns 1 - 5: Element number, or number of first element in a
sequentially numbered series of elements to be
generated by this command.

6 - 10: Node number at element end i.

31 - 15: Node number at element end j.

]0 - 20: Node number increment for element generation.
If zero or blank, assumed to be equal to ~.

21 - 25: Stiffness type number.
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30: Code for including geometric stiffness. Punch 1
if geometric stiffness is to be included. Leave
blank or punch zero if geometric stiffness is to
be ignored.

35: Time history output code. If a time history of
element results is not required for the elements
covered by this command, punch zero or leave
blank. If. a time history printout, at the
intervals specified on card 01, is required,
punch 1.

36 - 40: Fixed end forc~ pattern number for static dead
loads on element. Leave blank if there are no
dead loads. See note below.

41 - 45: Fixed end force pattern number. for static live
loads on element. Leave blank if there are no
live loads.

46 - 50: Scale factor to be applied to fixed end forces
due to static dead loads. Leave blank if there
are no dead loads.

51 - 55: Scale factor to be applied to fixed end forces
due to static live lo~ds. Leave blank if there
are no live loads.

56 -65: Initial axial force on element, tension positive.

Note: If the static load code, .Card Cl, is zero but fixed end forces.
are still specified for some elements, an inconsistency results.
In effect, any such fixed end forces will be treated as initial
element fortes.

NOTES ON THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE ELEMENT

1. This element is a model of brace behavior \'ihich permits the

user to describe the inelastic behavior. The behavior may be found by

a theory of brace behavior, by judgment, or by experimental results.

The input parameters ar~ described in Fig. 01. The general zonal

behavior is described in Fig. 02. Figure 03 show~ the procedure uied

in the deterioration in buckling load.

2: In a given time step the brace must lengthen, sh6rten, or

remain unchanged. It is not possible to lengthen during part of the

step and shorten during the rest of the step. This means that the
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brace·must conti~ue to lengthen or shorten during a time step, or it

may reverse itself. There are no other possibilities.

3. Zones 1, 6, and 7 are elastic zones. The brace can reverse

itself on these zones.

4.. Zones 3, 4, 5, and 8 are plastic zones. Thus, the brace must

enter zones 6 or 7 when reversing from these plastic zones.

5. Zone 2 is also an inelastic zone. The brace can reverse from

this zone only by entering zone 1.

6. Zone 9 is an inelastic zone. H00ever, when zone 9 is reached

the brace is nearly straight. Therefore, it would b~ unrealistic to

reverse on to zone 7 from any point on zone 9. As a result partial

reversal is permitted on zone 9. Zone 9 may unload ~ntil a critical

force level is reached and then un16ading progresses along zone 7. This

. is slightly different from the Nilforoushan approach. He creates a new

zone which is parallel to zone 1 until Reld = 0.0 and he then progresses

along zone 7. The difference between these two methods is relatively

minor, because metal braces have relatively high axial stiffness. Thus

the stiffness of zone 9 is ~uite similar to the stiffness of zone 1, and

the dissipated energy between zones 9 and 1 is trivial. There is no

theoretical basis for either approach; they are based on judgment.

This appro~ch could easily be changed in the program.

7. Zone 6 may pass directly to zone 1 if it intersects zone 1 before

it intersects zone 7. Zone 7 may pass directly to zone 1 if it inter~

sects 1 before it reaches zone 8. This is ~nother minor difference from

the Nilforoushan model. He requires the brace to phase through zone 9

when going from 7 to 1. The difference is minor ·because this new zone

·9 will beaf very high st.iffness.
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COUNT NUM~EQ OF ~L~~E~T 'I~E ~I~'C~IE~

c
IF I~CUTOt.~~.OI ~ELT~~~ELT~41

(

~ LccAtlr~ ~ATPIX
C

cc IQO L=I,2
LNllJi!;ICO"COI ILl
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C
C ELE~~~T PRCPE~TIE5

C
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aU7
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aU7
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aU7
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Dr Ie J"'I,I\I~f"'r: OU7
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sf7
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C( TC 50~ 517
Ie 1~~lFo.~r~ll rc~s~=c'lE~C~~C ST?
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FICCl,41=FK(I.::) Sf7

F,,-C4,61-.;FI(C',l':l ST7

or: ,,:cC 1=2.0 Sr?
JJ=I-I Sl?
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co::: FK(I.J)-=J::I(IJ.!I ST7
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FIGURE El - WORKING DRAWINGS OF TEST FRAME 1
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